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ABmACT 

This research Is a content analysis of six r'ecently published 

basal reader series, each of which begins with a readiness/priming 

sequence that starts with letters. words, connected strings of 

words, and a few pages of activities which might be cOllsldered 

general readiness. While thIs concept of readiness for reading 

reflects a word recognition view of reading, marketing promotions 

Include eclectIc statements regarding philosophy, materials. and 

methods which reflect an early childhood view of child development 

and meaning construction. Publishers Imply that reading Is a 

process of constructing meaning, but they supply materials for 

both students and teachers which nel ther encourage nor allow for 

meaningfulness. 

WhIle descrIptions of the series studied promise special and 

unIque approaches to readIness, they are very simIlar to one 

another In every aspect of readiness. Each provIdes an 

overwhelming proportion of actIvIties and workbook pages wIth the 

maJor instructIonal focus on letters and words. There are minor 

dIfferences in connected text among the Various series, but those 

differences are primarily In regard to the specIfic type of vowel 

control used. Considerations about the syntactic and semantic 

language systems follow the same formulae throughout the Industry. 

===~~~- ~--- ---~-



Publishers of basal readers hire professional educators tc 

quote research and lend credibIlIty to their Mscientlflcal1y· 

designed programs, but the published materials often contradict 

statements made by these professionals. 

16 

While there Is some indication in the manuals and promotional 

materials that suggest knowledge on the part of editors and 

authors concerning research In the areas of emergent 11 teracy and 

P9ychollnguistlc theory, there Is little within the materials and 

methods that reflects thIs knowledge. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Earl y 11 teracy research In the past two decades has focused 

upon the young learner rather than the teacher, curriculum. or 

materials as was previously the norm (Dykstra, 1968; N.B. Smith, 

1934). This research concludes that the young learner emerges 

into literacy much as slhe emerges Into the speaklng-llstening 

worldl by engaging In activities In whIch language Is Integral 

and functional (Ha.lllday. 1975), This picture of emergent 

literacy (Clark. 1976; Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982; Y. Gooanan. 

1960; Su),by 1985; Tea)e & Su),by, 1986; We))s, 1986) differs 

dramatically from the view of the learner for whom conmerclal 

Hreadlnese M materials are prepared (Durkin. 1987). 

'be SlgnlflcODGC of Thl" Study 
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As the view of the learner as active constructor of meaning 

becanes clearer. so does the discrepancy between learner needs and 

coomonly accepted practices In the earliest years of schooling 

(Hartse. Woodward. & Burke 1984). While early chlldhoodlprlmary 

educatore agree upon young children's needs for social. emotional. 

and physical development. there is still widespread uee of 

readiness activities as preparation for -formal reading programs·. 
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Durkin (1987a) found that most kindergartens use the readiness 

sequence fran basal readers. 

Durkin reports on the systematic observation of 42 

kindergarten classrooms In Illinois. concluding that In 39 of the 

42 c1'lasses, teachers use the readiness level of the basal reader 

adopted In that Bchool. When Interviewed, the 29 kindergarten 

teachers responsible for the 42 classrooms stated that they view 

phonics as appropriate for kindergarten children and consider 

phonics a readiness skIll rather than a reading sId II. 

-Interestingly. then, It was the fact that phonics was treated as 

an end In Itself that may have encouraged the teachers to equate 

phonics not with reading Instruction but with readiness 

Instruction.R (Durkin, 1987a, p.19) 

Statement pf thl Prpb) 1m 

It Is the aim of thIs study to explore dIscrepancIes whIch 

may exist between the vIew of the young learner as active 

constructor of meaning and the view of the learner reflected in 

carmercially published reading readiness materials. 

Kindergarten programs have become a real I ty In each of the 

fifty states, although not necessarily a mandatory component. 

With this opportunity for early chlldhood education available In 

public schools, early childhood scholare streBs the Importance of 
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treating young children as constructors of meaning rather than 

passive receptors of predetermined Information (Moyer. Egertson. 8. 

Isenberg, 1987>. Initial experiences In school convey to 

kindergarten and first grade children. as well as to their 

teachers and parents, messages as to the nature and functions of 

reading. Natlonally. there continues to be great concern over the 

llteracy ['ates of our citizens. and there Is general agreement 

that Initial success w1th literacy learning Is of utmost 

importance to later success In all aspects of education. 

When readIng Is defined 8S progress within one of the many 

basa 1 reader ser I ea as 1 t Is In 90% of our c 1 assroome (Ca I fee 8. 

Drum. 1986), readiness Is likely to be viewed as preparing for 

success within a basal reader system (Durkin. 1974. 1987). 

In 1987, six professIonal organizations concerned with child 

development and reading published their JoInt concerns and 

recoomendatlons for Literacy Development and Pre-FIrst Grade 

(Childhood Education, 1986). These concerns center upon the 

IndIvidual young learner and rigid. formal pre-reading programs 

whIch are the readiness and prImIng sequences of the basal reader. 
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Many pre-first grade children are subjected to rigid, formal 
pre-reading programs with inappropriate expectations and 
exper 1 enees for the I r I eve 1 s of deve I opmen t • 

Too much attention Is focused upon Isolated sk.lll 
development or abstract parts of the reading process, rather 
than upon the integration of oral language. writing and 
listenIng with reading. (p.l11) 

Concept Of Read! nen" 

The concept of readiness Is highly related to prevaIling 

concepts with which it Is associated. One does X In order to be 

ready to do Y. When readiness for reading first appeared In the 

professional llterature In the 1920's. G. Stanley Hall'e promotion 

of Darwin's proposal that characteristics of an individual were 

predetermined by genetic factors had a profound effect upon early 

education. The law of recapItulatIon. which -declares that the 

Individual. In his development passes through stages sImilar to 

those through which the race has passed. and In the same orderft 

(Hall, 1904:8) was heavIly quoted by adherents to the theory that 

readiness was entirely dependent upon maturation. Gesell. a 

student of Hall, followed through with the concept of development 

occurlng through stages whose sequence Is predetermined and 

Inevitable. HIs work continues to Influence teachers and parents 

as to the readiness of their students and children. While this 

concept persists, today It Is understood that whl1e children do go 

through similar stages of learning, their experiences with 

literacy affect their readiness for development. 
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~ccordlng to N.B. smith (1934). the preprlmer wa. Introduced 

around 1925 In order to Introduce words that would be Included In 

the primer. Two researchers, Holmes (1927) and Reed (1927) 

reported on their investigations of the practice of starting 

reading instruction as soon as children start first grade. They 

found that a high percentage of first groaders failed to achieve In 

reading. As a result, educators began to look for an optimum age 

to start children In formal reading Instruction. In 1925. Arthur 

concluded that a mental age of 6.0 to 6.5 Is required In order to 

achieve at first grade reading Instruction. 

Readlne.s Tied to Age 

In 1931, Morphett and Washburne's conclusion from their study 

of one method In one school system that a mental age of 6.5 Is 

the proper one to start reading Instruction was quickly and widely 

accepted. The reconmendatlon of thIs study was to walt untl1 the 

student has reached the desired mental age prior to starting 

reading Instruction. While most early chldhood educators used the 

finding to Justify not teaching reading before first grade, others 

used It as the Justlflcatlon for readiness programs. 

Schemes and tests to evaluate the readiness of children to 

enter andlor exl t kindergarten are cCIIIDOn. Readiness for reading 



traditionally revolves around children's knowledge of letters. 

words, and the abllIty to associate letters with sounds. 

Impact of Recent RtgeArcb 
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Since 1985. the source most frequently quoted by each of the 

basal reader publishers to support I ts method of Introducing 

reading to beginners has been Becanlng a Natlon of Readers 

(Anderson. Hiebert. Scott. & Wilkinson. 1985), A heavy emphasis 

upon phonics within readiness InstrUction appears to be encouraged 

In the 1985 Anderson. Helbert. Scott 8. Wilkinson report. They 

flnd Justification for readiness practices which Durkin (1974) and 

several other sources cited by Anderson. Helbert. Scott. and 

WilkInson (1985) found questionable for many years. The Bond 8. 

Dykstra. report (1967), which Is also frequently cited, concludes 

that the teacher makes the difference rather than specific methods 

and materials. 

According to Chall (1967), ·programs that included phonIcs as 

one component were superior to those that dId not- (p. 36). 

Chall's (1967) conclusion that code-emphasis (phonics) Is 

preferable to a meaning-emphasis In beginning reading refers to a 

much narrower definition of meaning than Is reflected In most 

recent research. yet those conclusIons are cl ted In the most 

recently published basal readers. Chall's -meaning-emphasis· 

refers to a meaningful whole word. For Chall, then. both code-
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emphasis and meaning-emphasis places the focus on words as units 

of language. Within word recognition theory. Chall's distinctIon 

between code-emphasis and meaning-emphasIs seems important. But 

within psychollnguistlc theory. when meaning Is referred to. this 

focus requires interaction wI th a whole cohesive text. Host basal 

readiness programs focus on phonics and other means of recognizing 

words and deal little with meaning In terms of whole text. 

Emergent LI teracy 

In recent years, publications concerning children reading 

before school and In the early years of school (Blssex & Bullock. 

1987; Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982; Y. Gooanan, 1986; Hai I. 1987; 

Harste. Woodward. & Burke. 1984; Wells. 1986) reveal a view of an 

act I ve reader who forms hypotheses about the way I anguage works as 

s/he reads. ThIs is a very different view than that traditionally 

assumed. 

ThIs view of the emerging reader draws on psychoilnguistic 

views of reading, with beginning and mature readers very similar 

In their processing of language (Weaver, 1988), It builds on the 

views of learning developed by Jean Plaget (1977) and Lev Vygotsky 

(1962) and a functional definition of language developed by 

Halllday (1975), 
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This research on the emerging reader has been matched. 

however. with analysIs of the school practice which Durkin showed 

Is dominated by the basal reader. This study Is designed to look 

closely at the basal reader readIness materials and relate these 

materials to theoretical views of reading. It asks three major 

research questions. 

R'ROOrCh Quest I ODa 

What are the theoretIcal orIentatIons of the publIshers of the 

various basal reader serles toward readiness for reading, as 

demonstrated by workbooks. preprimers. the primer, and teacher's 

manuals? 

Are there contradIctions between publishers' statements In regard 

to what reading readiness InstructIon should be and application 

within the materials? 

What impact has research In the areas of emergent literacy and 

P5ychol1ngulstlcs had on basal reader readiness materlals? 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF READINESS ISSUES 

In this chapter, I review iesues of readiness views of 

reading and emergent literacy views of reading In terms of 

kindergarten/first grade. Belief systems about the nature of 

reading drive the way one goes about organizing for reading 

Instruction. Even the SOCial aspects of readiness often discussed 

In regard to the kindergarten program are related to a concept of 

reading. The ability to sit quietly and attend to a 

teacher-director for relatively long periods of time and the 

necessity for early training In following copious Instructions. 

for instance. are requirements of a passive rather than active 

learner. Every step taken In order to organize and plan for 

success 1 n 1 earn I ng to read depends upon a theoret 1 ca I view of 

reading. 

theoretical YlowtJ of Roodlng 

Readiness Is part of a word recognition view of reading, and 

emergent literacy Is part of a psychollnguletic view of reading 

(Freeman, 1987). These views stem from two distinct paradlgns, 

which serve the basis for governIng research and application 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985>. 
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The word recogniton v lew produces research that fl ts the 

assumptions of the positivIst/behavioristic paradlgn. It 19 a 

type of empirical research that reduces the realities of the 

complex. meaningful world to controlled aspects which are 

measurable. Much of the empirical research on word recognition 

takes place In laboratories using non-meaningful materials 

sometimes In the form of nonsense syllables or word lists (Gibson. 

1985). In reducing reading to its component parts In order to 

comply with rules of experimental research. reading and reading 

instruction have been defined as the sum of theIr component parts. 

Psychollngulstlc theory. on the other hand. uses a 

naturalistic paradlgn. IReadlng Is a psychollngulstlc process by 

which the reader, a language user, reconstucts. as best he can. a 

message which has been encoded by a writer as a graphic displayM 

(Goocinan. 1982. p. 63). Research desIgn builds on a view of whole 

text as the smallest unit of language. It studies reading in the 

context of its use. Reading instruction research involves whole 

texts in real claseroans. The unit of language ueed and the role 

that meaning plays in readIng are the major differences between 

the two reading theories. These two views are further explicated 

below. 
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Word Recogn I tlon Theor Ie. 

Gough (1985) states that "The Reader converts characters Into 

systematic phonemes, the child must learn to do so.' (p. 676) In 

this view, learning to recode characters as sounds Is a 

prerequisite to reading. The child learns to recode only If e/he 

correctly Identifies the alphabets of the 'plaintext' (speech) and 

of the 'ciphertext" (writing). Within Gough's model of reading, 

the reader's knowledge of syntax and semantics Is referred to as 

"Merlln", meanIng magic, unexpllcable. In his model, he concedes 

that substituting a word (guessing) may be a good thing In that It 

preserves the Integr! tv of sentence cClllPrehenslon. 'But rather 

than being a sign of normal reading, It Indicates that the child 

did not decode the word In question rapidly enough to read 

normally.' (p. 683) To Gough, reading 1. accaupllshed letter by 

letter and word by word. 

Though Gough later amended hi. model (1985 a) with a 

statement that hi. ear110r claim that we read worde 

lettor-by-lotter 1. almost certainly wrong, still he maintains 

that 'The hallmark of the skilled reader Is the ablll ty to 

recognize, accurately, ,aelly, and swiftly, Isolated words (and 

even more so, pseudowords)' (p. 688). 

LaBerge & Samuels (1985) dlocuos reading as a._lex skll1 

whl.h readers master at different rates, but they believe that all 
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readers must go through a speolf 10 sequenoe I n order to learn to 

read, starting with letters and sounds. ·Once he has learned 

letter-sound correspondences. he mayor may not be ready to attack 

the next stage, namely to blend these Bounds Into syllables or 

words' (P. 714). They attribute fluent reading to the reader 

having mastered e .. h of the subskills at the autanatlo level. 

When the fluent level of autaaaticity Is reached. according to 

th Is theory, the reader can then focus on ccmprehensl on. 

Models of reading such as those presented by Gough and 

LaBerge and Samue 1 B are the baSIS for research based upon the 

posltlvlstlo paradl!Jl\. 

OUestl ona about Word Reoogn I tl on Theory 

Sclence may be viewed heuristically. as a means to discover 

or reveal. It Is with this vlow that naturallotlo reaearoh Is 

closely aligned. 

New Insights Into the reading process outlined In an April 

1967 paper by Kenneth S. Gooanan (1982) signal the entrance Into a 

new paradlgn for reading reeearch and researchers: 

All sclentlflo understanding dev.l ..... In any field of 
study. preexisting. naive, CcmDOn .nee notions DUlt glYe 
WIY. a.oh ... _d bell.fs olutter the IIt.rature dealing 
wi th the pr .. ea of reading. They Interf.re wi th the 
applloatlon of _rn scl.ntlflo oonospta of language and 
th"'rllt to re.arch In reading. Th.y oonfuse the atteq>ta 
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at appll.atlon of ... ch .on.epts with solutions to problems 
Involved In the tea.hlng and learning of reading. The vory 
fa.t that .... h naive beliefs are based on .0000000n sense 
explains their per-slatent and recurrent nature. To the 
..... al and unsophlstl.ated observer they appear to explain, 
e.en predict, I set of phananena In re.dlng. this paper 
will deal wi th one .... h key misconception and offer a more 
viable sclentlf I. al ternatl ve. 

In pl .. e of this mlscon.eptlon. I offer this. Reading 
Is a sele.tlve process. It Involves partial use of 
avallable minimal lan~.ge cues selected frcm perceptual 
Input on the basis of the readers' exp •• tatlon. 

(vol. I. p. 33) 

Gooanan refers to the CCIIIDOR sense misconception that exact 

word recognition Is the basis of proficient reading. The Gooanan 

transactional PBychollngulstlc model considers Increased word 

rloogol tlon as one of many effects of reading, rather than either 

a prerequlsl te or a subakll). Gooanan asksl What Is reading? In 

doing so, evidence points to a dUferent direction. that of 

reading as processing language. 

In explaining the weaknesses of word rlcogol tIOD theories. 

Goo<iDan (1976) uses the analogy of the blind men and the elephant. 

As each of them examine a part of the elephant. their observations 

understandably .ause them to genera liz. the whole fran the 

narrowly conceived, INPerficlal, observable aspects. Reeearch 

Ilk. his, Inst.ad, Is ._arabl. to looking at the whole el.phant, 

whl.h Is _Ittedly largo and ._Iex. By viewing r.adlng as 

language and the reader as a user of language, millcue reeearchers 
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are able to view reading from. every vantage point and as a complex 

activity rather than a set of skills. 

Miscue Analysis Research 

The study of psychollngulstlcs Is Inter-disciplinary. wi th 

linguists. psychologists. and educators collaborating to construct 

theory which explains the tralisactlons between reader and text 

(Hansen & Rogers, 1968. Smith. 1973). Word recognltlonists refer 

to any devIation from. the printed text as errors because within 

their paradllJll In which the whole Is simply the sum of Its parts. 

the goal of reading Is correct recognition of words. with the word 

as the valued unit of meaning. Miscues. dS Gooctnan prefers to 

call unexpected responses In oral reading, are based on the 

reader's prediction of Interrelated cueing systems. syntactic. 

semantic. and grapho-phonics. which. according to psychollnguistlc 

theory. must be operating holistically When processing language. 

A miscue Is an observed response In an oral reading context which 

di ffers fran the expected response. 

According to this understanding of reading, profiCient 

readers. whether beginning or mature, read for meaning and correct 

when meaning Is lost. Ineffective readers. may focus too much on 

words and loee the meaning. They tend to correct unnecessarily 

when meaning has not been lost and/or fall to correct when meaning 

Is lost (Gooanan. Watson. 8. Burke. 1987). 

===~~~--.- ---------
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The Wayne State Oral Reading MIscue StudIes (Allen 8. Watson. 

1976) conducted during the period 1965 through 1974. provide a 

window Into the reading process allowing researchers to observe 

the process as readers predict, confirm and/or correct. As 

readers read passages orally, theIr miscues (abseroved oral reading 

responses that deviate from the expected responses In the text) 

are analyzed wI thIn a P9ychollngulstlc framework.. The miscue 

studies are naturalistic In nature, allowing the Gooanan Taxonomy 

of Reading Miscues to develop, grow. and change as new miscue data 

are added. 

Each Individual brings different experiences to the reading 

experience and therefore may predict differently than other 

readers. Evaluation of readers as to their proficiency does not 

rely on number of miscues, as it does with errors In word 

recognition. It is the quality of the miscue that determines 

proficiency/ nonproficlency. Readers who have a pattern of 

self-correction when meaning is lost are showing proficiency. 

Readers who fall to correct In such contexts show evidence that 

the three cueing systems are not operating simultaneously to 

produce meaningful language. 

Miscue analysis shows that any act of reading Is an active, 

transactional process through which the reader changes, by knowing 

more after e/he finishes than before elhe starts. The concept of 



transaction (Rosenblatt, 1978) suggests that both author and 

reader construct meaning through a text. 

Effeci of poradlqn on ReMarch and CODc)yelgDs 
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Frank SmIth (1986) contends that -education backed the wrong 

horse M when experimental psychology became the main vehicle for 

educational research several decades ago. By isolatIng bIts of 

learning to make each separate bit measurable and those 

measurements replicable. learning has to be taken into the 

laboratory and removed from real situations In which background 

knowledge, desire to learn, and the social context varies from 

indivIdual to individual. The nonsense syllable. word. shape. or 

sound becomes the unit studied and the unit upon which 

improvements In educational practices are often based. So In word 

recognitIon programs, scope and sequence charts of sid lis are 

developed to systematically produce readIng, A pupil must poseess 

certain readIness skills prior to learning the hierarchy of sid lIs 

that constItute reading. 

The skill tasks In the experimental research become tests to 

measure attainment of the same skills Identified In the research. 

The tests then are used to show that sane pupils can -read· better 

than others. The skills that are listed In the scope and sequence 

charts become readIng, and results of the tests become the 

accepted measure of success or failUre In reading. So test 
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performance becomea readIng achievement, and therefore reading 

instruction comes to be preparation for tests (Shannon, 1987), 

This phenomenon Is an example of relflcatlonl the research 

paradlc;Jll and procedures becan. the reality Iteelf (Gooanan, 

Shannon, Freeman. Murphy, 1988; Shannon. 1983), This notion of 

hierarchical sid lis adding up to the whole (reading) Is the basis 

for readiness materials in current basals. 

1b, lD.rgoot ylow 

Starting In thl. century. Ploget observ.d children as they 

formed hypoth •••• about tho workings of the world. modified their 

hypotheses on the basis of added Information. and eventually 

discarded many hypotheses when they could no longer explain the 

new knowledge they had acconmodated (Plaget, 1977). Vygotsky, 

simultaneously, was observing children learning In a 

social-historical-cultural setting (196211978). 

The work of Plaget and Vygotsky grootly Influence curront 

learning theory and have Impact upon the emergent literacy view 

and psychollnguletic theory. Vygotsky Bees learning and the 

evalUation of loarnlng and I.arnlng potential quite differently 

than the behaViorist view deocrlbed In Thorndyke's Lows. Rather 

than defining development as a precursor to learning, Vygotsky 

describes a 'zone of proxlmol development' In which I.ornlng can 

actually load dev.lopment (Vygotsky. 1978). It child working with 
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an adult or more proficient peer can stretch Into development. 

Based on the Vygotsky concept of proximal development, children 

sholl I d be supported so that they can • read- books before they are 

completely able to do so Independently. There Is neIther waiting 

for development to occur nor remedlatlng when It does not appear 

to have occured at a precise time or In a prescribed sequence 

because learning Is seen as a more global. constructive activity. 

Linguists also contr-lbute to psychollngulstic theory. 

Chomsky's (1968) work in transformational granmar focuses on 

syntax as the basis of understanding language. HallIday. a 

soclollngulst, theorizes that chlldren learn their native language 

by -learnIng how to mean- (1978), or by transacting with others In 

a supportive context to make his/her wishes known. Longitudinal 

studies of young children's language development prior to 

schoollng and its relationship to success In school give strong 

support to Halliday's semantIc/functional theory (Wells, 1986). 

Literacy Before Schoollng 

Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982) investigated children's 

literacy before schoollng within a Piagetian framework and made 

sane distinctions between teaching and learning: 

The controversy over instructional methods Is unresolvable 
un 1 ess we cane to know the I earn I ng processes of the ch 11 d, 
processes that a particular method may favor. stimulate or 
block. But the distinction between teaching methods, on one 
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hand. and the learning processes of the child. on the other. 
requires a theoretical Justification. Within a 
behavioristic framework, they appear to be one and the same, 
sInce a basic behaviorist principle Is that stImuli control 
responses and that learning Itself Is no more than the 
substitution of one response for another. In a Plagetlan 
framework, however, the distinction between the two Is 
clear--and necessary--since a basic principle of this theory 
19 that stimuli do not act directly but are transformed by 
the indlvJdualJ s assimilation systems. In this act of 
transformation, the Individual gives an interpretation to 
the stimulus (to the object, In general terms) and only by 
virtue of this interpretation does the behavior of the 
Individual become comprehensible. 

In Piaget's theory, then, a particular stimulus is not 
the same unless the available assimilation schemes are also 
the same. This means putting the learner at the center of 
the learning process, rather than giving the central place 
to what supposedly directs this learning (the method or the 
person who carries It out) (pp.12-13)' 

L •• rnlng to Do by Doing 

John Dewey (1916) advocated the child as the center of 

his/her own education early In this century. In Dewey'S view. 

learning is an active process requiring the construction of 

meaning. According to Montessori (1966), the psychology and the 

education of children have been studied from an adult point of 

view rather than a child point of view. Both Dewey and Montessori 

advocated structuring the environment In a careful and rich manner 

so that the chlld Is Invited Into a learning situation rather than 

forced to learn what 1s predetermined to be taught. The teacher's 

control Is In setting up the environment to enhance learning and 

supporting the child through hie/her development. 

~ --------~~-------~------------
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The concept of learnIng by doIng Is central to the dlchotany 

betw.en theorle. of readlne •• In the word recognItIon vIew of 

reading and theories of emergence In the psychollnguistlc view of 

reading. 

LearnIng to Read by ReadIng: The aue.tlon of MeanIngful Unl t 

Two r •• earch reports concerned wIth learnIng to read by 

reading will be described In order to demonstrate the researcher's 

Influence upon the re&earch design and conclusions drawn. Nagy. 

Anderson, and Herman (1987) investigated Incidental learning of 

word mean 1 ngs by 352 studen ts 1 n grades 3. 5. and 7. Texts were 

chosen from grade level textbooks which were rated for strength of 

contextual support, readability. and density of -hard words l , 

(p.234) The most dlfflcult words from each text were selected as 

target words. Each student read two of the four texts chosen for 

each grade I eve 1. but was tested on the target words for a II four 

texts In order that la subJect's score on words from the passages 

he or she did not read also serves as a control for that subJect 

(p. 246). 

In the flr.t •••• Ion of the maIn .tudy. students read el ther 

two narratives or two expositions. After the reading, students 

answered questions related to their Interest In and ease of 

reading the two passages. Researchers left after that session as 

If the study had been canpleted and then returned for a surprise 



visit and a multiple choice vocabulary text of the target words 

for that grade level after a week. 
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hOur resul ts demonstrate beyond a reasonable doubt that 

Incidental learning of word meanings does take place during normal 

reading," (p.261> concluded the authore. They then mentioned that 

the results reported from this study differ greatly from other 

empirical studies which fall to find signIficant learnIng from 

context. While noting that chIldren In all three grade levels 

gain substantial knowledge about an unfamIliar word met only once 

In easy selections. they suggested that exposItory text requires 

repeated exposures to fully develop a concept. 

A.lthough this study looks at learning to read by reading, the 

authors entitle their report Learning Word Meanings from Context 

During Normal Reading. They view the words rather than the 

text/context as the unl t of focus, canprehenslon Is a product of 

knowing the words. This research serves as an example of word 

recognition theory based upon the positivistic paradlgn. 

Another study. Learning to Read by Reading. (Pappas. 1986) 

examines reading with the focus on text rather than word. with 

comprehension viewed as a tentatIve step In a complex procees. 

Children In this study are measured In terms of language and 

regIster (HallIday. 1979), rather than upon words known or 

unknown. Results show that chlldren grow to understand types of 



text and that their ability to read Is predicated upon text 

knowledge. In agreement with Ferreiro 8. Teberosky (1982). 

sa 

These two studies. although both purportedly concerned with 

learning to read by reading, serve to reveal the underlyIng theory 

of reading of the authors. 

The Deyeloplng ylew of Emergent R,odere 

Reading and writing seen In the larger contexts of life and 

conmunlty and across all disciplInes. are described as 

socio-P9ychollnguistlc In nature (Bloome. 1983; Bloane 8. Green. 

1984; Hea th. 1983; 'Weaver. 1988). Research based on 

socio-psychollnguistlc views observe children learning language 

and literacy within their natural settings. often prior to 

entering school (Clark, 1976; Y. Gooman. 1983; Heath, 1983; 

Wells, 1986). Research techniques. In the Inter-dlsipllnary. 

naturallstic tradition now developing. require one to view readIng 

and writing together as complimentary processes. Interpersonal 

Interactions (Pappas. 1986; SUlzby. 1985; Taylor. 1983 Wells, 

1986) appear to have a tremendous effect upon all language 

learning. 

Materials designed to pranote reading and writing or 

readiness for reading and writing must be conelstent with this new 

understanding. 

====~~- .. - --- --------- --------.----. 



CIIAPl'BR 3 

RlSBARCH RBLATING TO BIIBRGIIIT READING 
AND READING READINBSS 

In 1957, Dolor.s Durkin became Intrigued with children who 
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come to kIndergarten already reading. She began two longitudinal 

studies of those students to learn about the eUect of their early 

start In reading on later achievement. At the beginning of the 

Initial study, Durkin predicted that early readers would have 

trouble later on In school because they would be bored with the 

Instruction going on In the classroan or that having learned from 

someone not 'trained to teach R , they would later be confused 

(Durkin, 1966, p. 133). After six years of research, however, 

Durkin concluded that these early readers maintain their position 

In reading achievement throughout elementary school, 81 though they 

may Indeed be bored by the repetitive Instruction ovor the ye.rs. 

Durkin'! dIscovery that chlldr'en who read prior to formal 

Instructlon vary In intelligence as measured by standard measures 

of 10 and therefore that Intelligence Is not necesaarlly a factor 

Is Similar to evidence In other studies (Clark, 1976). 

Durkin establishes that children learn to read when parents 

reBPond to their questlons about reading rather than when parents 

Inltlato opeclflc Instruction In reading. Other factors found to 

be present for early readers are the availability of books, 



sibling help, playing school with siblings and friends. and a 

natural approach to literacy. Durkin's study Is a precursor to 

the growing research on young readers taking place at thIs time 

(Hall,1987). 
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In 1965. a major Instructional study Involving 27 sites 

(separate proJects), 395 classrooms, 9,104 first grade students 

and an unstated number of academicians and researchers set out to 

compare methods (linguistic. Ita. language experience. and 

phonic/linguistic) used in the classrooms wIth the Intention of 

finding deftnltlve proof of • preferred method. Positivistic 

assumptIons which Lincoln and Guba Identlfy as "Increasingly 

difficult to maintaIn- are clearly evident In this ambitious 

undertaking, which attempts to find a single reality amidst the 

complexIty of children, teachers, schools. and programs, with 

standardized achievement tests the major measure of reading 

outcomes. 

Bond and Dykstra (1967) report the findings of thIs 

first-grade study or group of studies which have been interpreted 

In dozens of ways In the past twenty years. It Is generally 

agreed upon, however, that no method Is found to be clearly and 

significantly superior. Dykstra (1968) reports at the end of the 

second-grade follow up of those studies that project differences 

are greater than program dl fferences and reconmends that future 



research should center on teacher and learner situation 

characteristics rather than methods and materials. 

Readln'UI yPrd as the Essential Unit of Language 

Historically. reading was seen as a two-step process with 

word recognition the first step of .arly reading (Botel, 1962; 

Chall, 1967; Groff, 1987; Lapp & Flood, 1986; Vene.ky, 1984) 
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followed by comprehension after words or decoding sldlls are well 

known. Rudolf Flesch (1967), brought national attention to a 

specUlc method of decoding words and popularized a cry for 

Intensive phonics training for all beginning readers. Chall. who 

continues to support an Intensive phonics or code-emphaSiS 

approach to beginning reading (1988), describes this view as ·one 

that views beginning reading as essentially different frCID mature 

reading and emphasizes learning of the printed code for the spoken 

language' (1967, p. 307). 

Much of the literature concerning reading since Thorndyke 

(1917, 1934) and .ven today ......... that the word I. the basic 

unit of language (Anderson & Freebody. 1983. Bauman & Koch. 1985; 

Gough, 19831 Groff, 19871 Thorndike, 1973). ~I though all reading 

researchers acknowledge that reading has to do with making sense 

of texts. to word recognition researchers, word knowledge Is 

viewed as a prerequisite rather than II. by-product of reading 

(Chall, 19881 Ha.on & ~u. 1988). 
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Thorndike (1973) studied more than 100,000 readers In 15 

countries and concluded that the results of his studies of 10, 14 

and 17-18 year olds indicate "how completely reading performance 

Is determined by word knowledge M (p.6). 

Cqnp J ex I ty yB COnyeR I eoce 

The assumption of linear causality leads to a contradlctlon 

of word recognition theorists when they control and limit 

vocabulary available to the young reader In order to teach words, 

and then assess success or failure In reading by counting the 

number of words the reader recognizes. 

Trace (1965) crltclzed researchers who studied high 

frequency words In texts for purpoees of establishing grade level 

difficulty. Word frequency remains a serious conSideration In the 

development of basal reader texts and scope and sequence charts. 

====-- ~-~- ~-- -~--
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Skills Model has Little moplrl.,1 SUpport 

While the most simplistic view portrays reading as being made 

up of letters. words. and sentences (In that orded. theoretically 

grounded observation shows reading as a much more complex actIvity 

than can be explaIned through the sequential learning of thoee 

units. Even 90, the assumption of the orderliness of 

hierarchically sequenced reading skIlls prevails. 

Gough states that MThe Reader converte characters Into 

systematic phonemes; the child must learn to do sou (1985. p.676)' 

LaBerge & Samuels state that NOnce he has learned letter-sound 

correspondences. he mayor may not be ready to attack the next 

stage. namely to blend these sounds into syllables or wordeN 

(1985, p.714)' Both of those models of reading define readiness 

to read as learning the emallest canponents of print as a 

prerequisite for reading connected and/or meaningful text. 

Johnson & Baumann (1984) report that If you -train- readers 

with intensive phonics, then you get a majority of chlldren who 

are good at pronouncing words and who do well on tests that 

measu['e that ablllty. In a chapter ent1tled -Word 

Identlflcation-. they consider Instruction In word Identification 

a necessity. -But emplrical1y. we have been unable to document 

strong support for such bellef M (P. 603). 
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" Moco Cqnplex SubJect; Reading 

One method of InvestigatIng -the understanding, or 

comprehension. of stories Is through the study of story granmar. 

Wahln the story granrnar approach, a story Is consIdered to have 

been understood when the reader/listener Is able to construct two 

coherent representations of the story under conslderatlon--a 

microstructure which corresponds closely to the surface 

propos! tional structure of the text and a macrostructure that 

results frOOl operational rules and schemata. Stein (1978) finds 

evidence that children expect certaIn types of InformatIon In a 

story and that recall decreases when stories do not contain all of 

the expected Information. Stein and Trabaeso <1981> conclude 

that young students In kIndergarten through second grade have a 

much broader concept of story than researchers predicted prior to 

the study. The Issues of story granrnar and children's concept of 

story are Important to decIsIons related to the initial approach 

to readIng. The word recognitionist view Is to control for 

vocabulary at the expense of story. The psychollnguistlc view Is 

to support the reade:- In meaningful text as alhe gains control 

over all three cueing systems. 

Simons and ADman (1987) compared the reading of authentic 

texts to versions adapted to meet preprimer standards of 

vocabulary and sentence control. Results of that research 
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indicate that publishers' attempts to make reading easier. through 

vocabulary and sentence control. actually make reading more 

difficult because students are deprived of their knowledge of 

language and its conventions In the ·prlmereee M texts. 

Multi-disciplinary consensus that meaning emerges as a 

transaction between reader and text Is growing (Purvis, 1984), 

The reader constructs a text during reading through transactions 

with the published text. and the reader's schemata are aleo 

transformed In the process. In this view. reading and writing are 

unl tary psychollnguietlc processes (Gooanan, 1984). Beginning 

and mature readers and writers are similar In the strategies they 

use, but not in the degree to which they control the processes. 

Goocinan and Burke (1969) studied 18 proficient readers 

(defined as reading one yeer or more above grade level) In grades 

two, four and six to examine how readers cope wi th the surface 

structure generated by writers in order to reconstruct a message. 

The data indicate that all readers make use of knowledge 

concerning use of language structure (syntax) In their readIng 

strategies and that reading Is not an exact word-for-word process 

of matching letters to sounds or a ·slmple surface level attack 

upon the written matorlal of the author'. (p.10S) 

There 10 mounting evidence (Harok & Gooclnan. 1985) that the 

dlchotany between beginning and mature readers Is a product of the 
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assumption that the word Is the basic unit of reading, rather than 

a reality of readIng. Miscue research demonstrating that readers 

come to know words by meeting them In meaningful. manageable text 

serIously weakens the arguments of those who believe that first a 

reader learns the words, then slhe Is able to read (Samuels. 1985; 

Baumann & Koch. 1985, Chall. 1967), 

Current research asking questions about how readers read. such 

as how competent mature readers handle familiar materials as 

compared with unfamiliar (Afflerbach. 1986), demonstrates the 

strategies which readers use In transacting wi th the text. Pappas 

(1986) finds that we may have underestimated young chlldren's 

sensitivIty to wrItten language registers. 

V 1 ewe of Language 

Language includes listening, speak.Ing, readIng, and writing, 

and views of language Influence one's view of reading. Anderson 

and Freebody (1985) descrIbe three views of why vocabulary 

knowledge correlates so highly with linguistic ability: 

1. The instrumentalist position 

IndIviduals Who score high on a vocabulary test 
are likely to know more words In the texts they 
encounter. 

Z. The aptitude position 

A person who scores high on such a test has a 
quick mInd. 



3. The knowledge hypothesis 

Performance on vocabu I ary tests 1 s seen as a 
reflection of the extent of exposure to the 
culture. (PP. 345-346) 
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Of these three positions concerning vocabulary's relationship to 

linguistic ablll ty, onl y the Instrumentallst posl tlcn appears to 

consider word k.nowledge a precursor to readIng, yet materials and 

instructional programs contInue to describe a dlchotany of two 

distinct groups of readers: beginning and mature, with the 

dIfference between the two the number of words one knows. which 

supposedly allows for comprehension. The instrumentalist 

posl tlcn prevails In materials publIshed speclflcally for use In 

schools. 

Huey (1908) Identifies the sentence as the basic unit of 

meaning In text. Halliday and Hasan (1976) consider the -text- as 

the meaningful unit, pointing out that a text ie more than Just 

words correctly placed to form ['eadable sentences. It also must 

be cohesive In orde[' to be canprehenslble. 
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Tho Shift fran Reading Rendlno" to _rgenee 

Researchers are currently discovering connections between 

what an Inexperienced reader knows about reading and the ease 

with which slhe learns to read <Ferreiro. 1986; Y. Gooman. 

1980/1986. Heath. 1983; Holdaway, 1979; Pontecorvo, 1986), This 

research. based on psycho 11 ngu I at I c and soc I 0 11 ngu 1 at I c theory. 

focuses on authentic 11 teracy events rather than texts which have 

been manufactured or manipulated for the purpose of Instruction or 

experimental investigation. Literacy Is Been as a passage 

(Pontecorvo. 1986) and as development In a natural setting in 

which literacy Is an intregai part of the environment (Ferreiro. 

1986), 

According to Teale (1987), Harle Clay Is the first to have 

used the term emergent in relation to reading in 1966. The term 

makes It clear that the learner Is In the process of becanlng a 

reader, rather than at a point of perfection In an arbl trary 

hierarchy of skills necessary to produce reading. In the emergent 

literacy rsearch there Is no Indication that there Is an arbitrary 

separation between being ready to read and being a reader. 

Wells (1985) finds that of the most frequently otturlng 

preschool literacy activities. only listening to stories is 

signl flcant Iy associated wi th school reading achievement. 

Storybook reading In early childhood has often been found to be 

~==~------- -
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related to chIldren's language development and success In 

begInning reading (Fodor, 1966; Hoon & Wells, 1979), Regardless 

of the new view of emergence Into reading, the basal reader 

continues to domInate the classroom. 

Rasa! Readers: Technology as Science 

The roots of today's comnerciai readiness materials go back 

to early In the twentieth century when the budding school of 

educatIonal psychology was dominated by Edward L. Thorndyke and 

the promise of science and Industrialization CGooci!lan, Shannon. 

Freeman, & Murphy 1988), Thorndyke's first law serves as the 

basis of parents' and educators' fears that young children will 

miSS an Important step In a precise sequence which will lead to 

later failure. 

Thorndyke's Laws of Learning 

1. The law of readiness: learning is ordered and 
efficient learning follows one best sequence. 

2. The law of exercise: practice st['engthens 
the bond between a stimulUS and a ['esponse. 

3. The law of effect: rewards Influence the 
st Imu I us-response connect 1 on. 

4. The law of Identical elements: learning of a 
particular stimulus-response connection should 
be tested separate) y and under the same 
conditions as It was lea['ned. Cp. 12) 
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Gray (1928) considered cOIIIIIerciallv prepared materials more 

skillfully organized and technically superior to teacher made 

material and supported the concept that If sequences are not 

followed precisely that bothersome gaps of sk111s will hinder 

reading progress, Durrell (1940), Dolch (1950), and N. B. Smith 

(1965) equate reading Instruction with corrrnercially prepared 

materIals. Dominating contemporary design of reading materials. 

of texts for preserv Ice training for teachers. and of reading 

tests Is the notion that reading is a collection of precisely 

defIned objectives or skills (Osborn. Wilson. & "nderson. 1985). 

Recent Study of Readl no ODd the Basal Reader 

Although recent studies of the basal reader have not focused 

upon readiness issues, basal reader readiness Is the entry level 

Into a basal reader system. Therefore. reports of basal reader 

studies at higher levels are relevant. 

A recent report fran the National Assessment of Educational 

Progress (Applebee. Langer. & Huills. 1988) starts with a 

statement that: IReconrnendatlons for good teaching Include moving 

from an overwhelming emphasis on basal readers and workbooks 

toward a greater emphasiS on ccmprehenslon strategies. a wider 

range of higher-quality reading materials, more Independent 

reading for children. and more opportunities for combining reading 

and writing actlvltles. M (p. 5-6> Seven conclUSions are then 
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drawn from the r •• ult. of the nation-wid. t •• tlng upon which thle 

report Is based. three of whIch reflect upon entry level 

practices: 

Students at all three grade levels (3,7,11) have particular 
difficulty with tasks that require them to elaborate upon or 
defend theIr evaluations and interpretations of what they 
have read. Continued attention to such skills must be a 
maJor priority in Instruction. 

Poor readers report dol ng 1 ees 1 ndependent read! ng than good 
readers. But. In comparison with good readers, they seem to 
be even more limited In their school reading experiences 
than In the reading they do on their own. This suggests 
that poor readers CQuld manage more varied school reading 
experiences than are currently provIded by schools. 

However. poor readers report that their teachers use a 
narrower range of approaches than are used wi th better 
readers. The approaches that are used wi th poor readers are 
less lIkely to emphasize canprehensIon and crItical 
thinking, and more likely to focus on decoding strategies. 

(p.6) 

The January 1987 Issue of The Elementary School JmJroal Is 

ccrnpietely devoted to various aspects of the modern basal reader. 

Hoffman (1987) observes oral reading practices within low-abllIty 

basal reading groups, recognizing the problems created by the 

practice of demanding perfection 10 oral reading In unsupportlve 

texts. Jensen and Roser (1987) are concerned with the messages 

canmunlcated to children about reading as they participate in 

canmon activities suggested by basal manuals. Their concerns 

include the abstractness of difficult terms dealing with word 

parts and phonics, the I tmlted time in reading Instruction 

al Jotted for reading, and oral reading without preparatIon for 
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performance. The fact that llterary selectIons In basal readers 

are viewed as a means to InstructIon, not an end In themselves as 

In authentlc reading experiences. however. stands out as most 

bothersane. Jensen and ROBer close with this paragraph: 

A list of prerequisites for good language arts Instruction 
does not Include a basal reader. It does Include a teacher 
who Is liberated fran the conUnes of a textbook because of 
knowledge of children. of language, of the rIch universe of 
print. and of teaching and learning. (p.382) 

Also Included In that s .... Issue. Beck .nd HcEeown (1987). 

have a more posltlve re.ctlon to the role and quallty of existing 

basal readers In their discussion of background knowledge and 

vocabulary development and encourage teachers to understand those 

concepts and develop them Within the directed reading lesson. 

Beck. and MclCeown an llsted as authors of the 1989 Holt reading 

series. 

View Of tb. kAtnle 

One of the most important aspects of readiness lnvolyes the 

learner. ·Students cannot learn usefully unless teachers develop 

an understanding of the Yarious ways In which student perceptions 

and ldentltles are constltuted through different 80clal domains' 

(Giroux & McLaren. 1987. P. 72). 

~~~~-------- ------
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Borko and Eieenhart (1986) conclude that to some degree 

student failure In learning to read Is Inherent In programs that 

teach readl ng skill s sequent lall y and group students accordl ng to 

perce I ved ablll ty of students. In observing students and teacher 

during readIng instruction. I t becomes obvious that students In 

higher groups read and discuss what they have read, while students 

considered to have less ability are forced to focus on the 

smallest unIts of print. I.e. the word. having little time to read 

and are rarely expected to comprehend a whole text. McDermott 

(1974) also discusses the lack of rewards derived by students In 

lower groups, and Applebee. Langer, and Muille (1988) confirm that 

students placed In low abl) 1 ty groups for reading are penalIzed by 

their treatment withIn such groups. 

Self-fulfilling Prophecy 

Weinstein (1986) reports that research on seif-fulflillng 

prophecy In regard to success In school highlights that children 

are aware of the messages conveyed within the classroom concerning 

teacher expectation and that they Internalize the view 

carmunlcated. While this phenanena has a positive effect upon 

those who are viewed by the teacher as having high ability. the 

effect upon those IdentIfled as low In ability Is detrimental. 

Certain characteristics of students seem to heighten their 

potential for becoming categorized as low In abl1Ity, such as 
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gender (male), ethnic factors. and low soclo-econanic statue 

(Applebee, Langer, & Hull Is, 1988. Balow, 1971). Bloom. (1983) 

observes that students engage In certain forms of Mprocedura\ 

display" which vary accordIng to teacher perception ot abllitv. 

McDermott (1974) describes the difference In acting out behavior 

between "high" and "low· g['oups as an effect of treatment within 

the classroom. 

Durkin. on follow up observations of early readers (1966) 

finds students with early success had far less time with the 

teacher for readIng than did lower achieving readers. Good 8-

Marshall (1984) observe that regardless of time spent with better 

readers. the quaIl tv of the Instruction during the time aiotted Is 

very different than with the lower ablllty g['oups. Research 

consistently shows that students In high groups receive more 

active instruction, particularly concerning the meaning of what Is 

read and teacher reeponse (Allington, 1980, Hunter, 1978, 

McDermott. 1978, Rist. 1970,), Students In low groups are more 

likely to conform to group behavior, whIch tends to be more 

disruptive In the lower functioning groups. 

Although research has repeatedly shown (Pearson. 1984) that 

the social context of learning instruction contributes a great 

deal to the achievement in reading, or lack thereof, re15earch most 

frequently deals with understanding reading as It occurs between 
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learner and words or text rather than the social context In which 

the reader Is operating (Yenezky, 1984), 

Ro) e of the Teacher 

Research 1 nto the uee of baea 1 readers fran readl ness through 

elementary school consistentlY finds the view of the teacher as 

technIcian and manager of the program, and much early research 

finds focus upon the curriculum narrOWing and constricting 

(Freeman. 1987). 

The past decade has produced an extraordinary amount of 

research on teaching (Walberg, 1986), Koehler (1984) explores 

the varied descriptions of roles required of teachers and finds 

six to be predominant: executive. classroom manager, expert 

conmunlcator. colleague. inquirer. and clerical worker. The 

teacher's role In literacy education needs to be explored more 

fu II y. Wh il e current I y much of the research on teach i ng 1 s 

eclectic In theory, such vigor In the field of research Is 

encouraging In that It may lead to progress beyond simplistic. 

atheoretlcal, empirIcal research to a deeper theoretical 

understanding of teaching (Fenstermacher, 1986), 

Relflcat10n of Reading and Professional Education 

In Issues Involving readiness, reading. language. teaching, 

and learning abstract concepts tend to become viewed as concrete 
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material objects. that Is. they are relfled. In reference to 

reading, slibskilis are abstracted from reading and then put Into 

scope and sequence charts that then define what reading Is. The 

basal reader program, with all of Its subskilis and subcomponents. 

becomes relfled as reading itself. Readiness to begin studying 

those subcomponents becomes reifled as knowIng letters and sounds 

and a certain level of performance on readiness tests. 

Teacher educators often consi der themse I ves caught between 

theoretical knowledge and ·practice·. Hoover (1985). a teacher 

educator, interviewed a reading supervisor In a public school 

district to show her pre-service stUdents that the supervisor and 

she agree on the Mrealltles H of teachIng In publIc schools. What 

the two of them consider ·bridging the gap" Is an excellent 

example of reiflcatlon. 

The teacher educator spent a few weeks Mdeveloping generic 

competencIes", described as: developing the abilIty to actnlnlster 

an Informal reading inventory, conducting a language experience 

activity, and teachIng a lesson based on a trade book. newspaper. 

content area textbook. etc. CHoover, 1985). In the final weeks of 

the semester. the focus narrowed to the teaching of reading In the 

local schools. presumably using the basal readers and accompanying 

materials with which pre-service teachers will be faced when 

student teaching or teaching, as if the materials are the whole of 
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reading Instruction. This may not be an uncDIIII10n practlce. given 

the proportion of teachers who rely almost solely upon the basal 

reader (Calfee & Drum, 1986), 

Shannon (1'183) finds that although aanlnlstrators tend to 

confuse instructional materials with reading Instruction more 

often than teachers. both teachers and adnlnlstrators reUy tests 

and materials; they consider cClllDercially prepared materials what 

reading Is rather than a way to organIze reading Instruction. 

This focus on materials, the relflcatlon of reading, and the 

ro 1 e of teachers and 1 earners a II suggest the need to know 

explicitly what messages are being projected to students and 

teachers from the readiness material used so universally In 

schools. 



CHAPTER 4 

HOW READINESS LEVELS OF 
BASAL READERS WERE STUDIED 

This chapter identifies the materials Included in basal 

reader readiness levels and describes the procedures and 
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instruments used to answer the three research questIons asked in 

Chapter 1. The thf'ee questions drive the research. and several 

Instruments are required to systematically examine the materials 

and report the findings. The three research questions are as 

followe: 

1. What are the theoretical orientatIons of the publlshers 
of the various basal reader series toward readiness for 
reading, as demonstrated by the focus of K - Primer 
workbooks, preprimer and prImer student texts, and teacher-'s 
manuals? 

2. Are there contradictIons between publishers' statements 
In regard to what reading readiness Instruction should be 
and application within the materials? 

3. What Impact has research In the areas of emergent 
11 teracv and psvchollnguistlcs had on basal reader readiness 
materials? 

This study is an analvsis of the theoretical view of 

readiness and reading found In readiness level texts and 

actIvitIes in recently published basal readers. Each basal reader 

comes with a scope and sequence chart of the skills included for 

-----------
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grades kIndergarten through eight and some references to reading 

research whIch explaIn why each program's scope and sequence is 

preferable to those of the other publishers. Each publisher 

provides numerous components to guarantee coverage of skills 

included In its materials (Appendix F). 

The Industry conforms to a plan for reading which clearly 

discriminates the several texts each supplies for readiness for 

reading by labelling the first flve to seven books and workbooks 

of each eer-ies: Klndergarten,~. Preprlrner " ~ 

2.. Preprlmer 3, and ~. followed by ~ for levels above 

the prImer. Once students have completed this readiness/priming 

sequence. they are then eligible to use the readers for grades one 

through eight. 

This study analvzes the Implicit and explicit theoretical 

orientations In messages prOjected bv all of the components of the 

program rather than Just those found In mark.eting statements. The 

study Is primarily concerned with publlshers' Implicit and 

expllcl t concepts of readiness for entry Into the structure of the 

basal reader and Is limited to the readiness levels. 
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Which Series are Stydied') 

Eight wIdely used basal reader series are examined. Two of 

that eight. Ginn (1985. 84. 82) and Holt (1986. 77. 72) are 

scrutinized In less detail than the other six as they are not new, 

have been previously studied In some detail (Goocinan. Shannon. 

Freeman. Murphy. 1988). and are currently being replaced by 

completely new edItions. The new 1988 Holt is only partially 

available at this time. and the new Ginn Series Is not available. 

The six series which have been written and published In 1966 

and 1987 are Economy (1986), Harcourt. Brace, Jovanovich (1987), 

Houghton Hlfflln (1986). Hacmlllan Connections (1987). Scott. 

Foresman (1987), and Scribner (1987), This study thoroughly 

investigates readiness levels of these six series. 

Table 4.1 shows the publishers, levels. titles, and types of 

materlal whlch are examlned. 



Table 4.1 Publishers and Tltles to Be Studied In Depth 

Economv 
K Sunrise Song 
R First Light 
PPI Rainbow Morning 
PP2 Earl y Tide 
PP3 Sea Cast I es 
P Quiet Treasures 

Harcourt Brace JovanovIch (HBJ) 

workbook 
workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 

R PI nwhee I s workbook 
PPI New FrIends text 8. workbook 
PP2 Mort Imer Frog text & workbook 
PP3 Mr. Fig text & workbook 
P Wishes text 8. workbook 

Houghton Mifflin 
K Gett ing Ready to Read 
PPI Bells 
PP2 Drums 
PP3 Trumpets 
P Parades 

Macmillan 
K-R Getting Started 
R I Think I Can 
PP! Close To Hane 
PP2 Stepping Out 
PP3 Moving On 
P Taking Time 

Scot t Foresman 
X Here We Are 
R Come Along Books A 8. B 
PPI Friends 
PP2 Prizes 
PP3 Colors 
P Outside My Window 

Scribner 
K-R Hello SunshIne 
R Let's Begin 
PPI Join the Circle 
PP2 Ceme right In 
PP3 Meet New Fr lends 
P Stay Awhile 

text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 

workbook 
workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 

workbook 
workbooks 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 

workbook 
workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
text 8. workbook 
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The teacher's manuals and student workbooks are examined to 

determine what aspects of reading readiness students are 

experiencing, which makes clear the implicit and expllcl t 

theoretical basis used by the publishers. Following the in-depth 

study of their theoretical base as demonstrated by workbook 

activities. texts prepared for students. and scripts guiding 

teacher instruction In Chapter 5. I canpare them to publisher's 

statements regarding readiness In Chapter 6 and report 

contradictions between publishers' statements and the materials 

they produce. 

In Chapter 7. I explore and discuss the influence of research 

from the areas of emergent 11 teracy and psychollngulst lcs 

on the basal readers. while In Chapter e, I discuss my 

conclusions. 

IDstrymcmts for Data Cpl1ectlon ADd &na1ysls 

The following Instruments and procedures are used to answer 
the research questions: 

1. Program Profile Continuum SUrvey of Readiness In the Basal 
Reader (A.ppendlx A.) 

a. General Readiness/Specific Reading 
Theory Matrix (Appendix B) 

b. Decontext.allzed Skills - Context.allzed 
Strategies Checklist (Appendix C) 

===~-~-------------.------------------
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Codl ng Strategy 

As Principal Inve.tlgator. I coded all pages of the 

readiness/priming sequence student texts and workbooks. It 

appeared that gener!1i readIness skIlls were primarily found In the 

levels which the publisher. labelled K. R. and K-R. To check for 

reliability, Renee Delano, an experienced early childhood teacher. 

coded each of the 1,237 pages In the )C, R. and K-R workbooks. In 

the several Instances in which our coding did not coIncide, we 

returned to those pages and found that el ther a mistake had been 

made by one of us or that one of us had been Influenced by the 

publisher'. label of that skill rather than c_lylng with our 

criteria. In each case, our criteria, which Is described In 

detail under each subcategory, easily settled any possible debate. 

Program Profile COntinuum SUrvey of Readiness In the Basal Reader 

The Program Profile Continuum SUrvey of Readlne •• In the 

Basal Reader I. adepted fran the Program Profile Instrument 

originally developed by GoottDan and Page (1978) for the purpose of 

evaluating reading comprehenSion programs In the middle grades. 

lt Is revised to incorporate features specifiC to reading In 

Spanish (Freeman. 1987) and for aspects of reading found at all 

grade levels (Gooanan, Shannon, Freeman, & Murphy, 1988). 
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Freeman (1987) developed the Program Profile Continuum 9urvey 

as a modified version of the original Program Profile Instrument 

for her study of Spanish basals. The Freeman continuum is 

tailored to analyze the major issues of readiness. language, 

I earn I ng, and teach 1 ng 1 n the basa I readers. 

The Program Profile Continuum Survey of Readlne •• In the 

Basal Reader Is divided into four categories: readiness, 

language, learning, and teaching. Each of the four categories Is 

further divided as follows: 

I . ReadJ ness 
What Constitutes Readiness 
General Readiness vs. Specific Reading Skills 
Major Program Focus 
Relationship of PhoniCS & Letter Knowledge to Reading 
A.pproach to PI' I nt 1 n Connected Text 
Purpose for Read! og 
View of Comprehension 

I I. Language 
Treatment of Oral Language 
Nature of the Text 
Purpose for Text 

Ill. Learning 
Views of Learning 
Views of the Learner 

IV. Teaching 
Teacher I s Ro Ie 
Pedagogical Approaches 
Grouping 
Approach to Readiness/ReadIng Problems 
Curriculum Thrusts 
PresentatIon of Curriculum 
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The Program Profll. Continuum SUrvey of Readln ••• In the 

Basal Reader Is used to organIze the discrete data. The Perkins 

General Readiness/SpecIfic Reading Theory Matrix Is used for 

Readiness subcategory #2. and the Decontextuallzed Skills VB. 

ContextuaJlzed Strategies Checklist Is used for ReadIness 

subcategories # 3 and 4. All other data Is presented by use of 

speclf1c examples. 

Question 1. What are the theoretical orientations of the 
publisher's of the various basal reader series toward readiness for 
reading, as demonstrated by the focus of workbooks. preprlmers, 
the primer, and teacher's manuals? 

In order to answer this question. It Is necessary to examine 

workbook activities. Each page of each workbook In the readiness! 

priming sequence Is categorized in terms of the continuum. 

I. Readiness 

What const 1 tutes readi ness? 

1. Wal t Preconceived notion 
of readi ness 

Inter
act Ion 

Zone of Proximal 
development 

Workbooks and teacher's manuals are examined for evidence of 

the view of readiness. The question of what constitutes readiness 

requires adaptation in order to include the four major theoretical 
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positions (Cole. John-Steiner. Scribner. & Souberman. 1978) of the 

relationship between learning and developments 

1) Learning Is separate from development. It utlllzes the 
achievements of development rather than providing an Impetus 
for modifying Its course. <1.e. Gese11) 

2) Learning Is development. Development 18 viewed as the 
mastery of condl tloRed reflexes. (I.e. programs based on 
Thorndyke's laws of learning) 

3) Learning and development are mutually dependent and 
Interactive. (I.e. Gestalt School = learning process cannot 
be reduced to the formation of skills) 

4) A zone of proximal development Is the distance between 
actual development as determined by independent problem 
solving and the level of potential development as determined 
through problem solving under adult guidance or In 
collaboration with more capable peers. (l.e. Vygotsky) 
(p.86) 

General Readiness or Word Recognition Reading Skills? 

2. Specific Reading 
Subskilis 

General Readiness 
Subakilis 

ilnergent 
Ll teracv 

In order to provide specifiC information for the above 

subcategory of the Program Pr'oflle Continuum SUr'vey of Readiness 

I n tho B ••• I Reader, the Perk I ns General Roadl nossl Spec If I c 

Reading Theory Matrix categorizes student actlvltles In terms of 

print/ Incidental prlnt/nonprlnt In relation to genoral roadlne.s 

theory or specific reading theory. Each page of each book of each 

series Is examined, Ind the goal of the activity on each page Is 
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analyzed and categorized on the basIs of JULru:..l.n.t. (Just pictures 

or shapes), Incidental print (a sIgn. Dame tag, or label which Is 

nonessentIal to comprehendIng the page), or RI.1.ni whIch Is the 

focus of the page, such as 1 etters and words. 

Table 4.2 General Readiness/Specific Reading Theory Matrix 
KII********I**II**n*************"**********************1********* 

NONFRINT 

INCIDENTAL 
PRINT 

PRINT 

GENERAL 
REIIDINESS 
THEORY 

SPECIFIC 
REIIDING 
THEORY 

OTHER 

1***1*************************************************1**1******** 

This matrix Is used exclusively with student workbooks levels 

K through PrImer. Each page of each publisher's workbooks Is 

examined and the page number entered In one of the sectIons of the 

graph, In order to calculate totals for pages that can be 

categorized as general readiness or specifIc readIng skills. 

General readiness ski! Is Include such concepts as oral 

language and posl tlonal terms such as in front of, ~, .tml.arl, 

dlrectlQnallty (left-right) • .or.dr.r. (first second, last). and 

eye-bond coordination. General readiness concepts aiso include 

relationships, ~, GloBBlflcatlon, nlmllorltles and 

dl ffereoGes, mJ.ot., .abAP.c., ~, and Aln. fiwDbtt 
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IdentificatloD and ~ Are sometimes included as topics In 

genera I read! ness. 

Major Program Focus 

3. Decontextuallzed 
skills 

Minimally 
contextuallzed 

Contextuallzed 
strategies 

In order to provide specific Information for the 

subcategories Major ProQT'am Focus and Relationship of Phonics & 

Letter Knowledge to Reading, the Decontextuallzed Skills -

MinImall y Contextuallzed Skills - Contextuallzed strategies 

Checklist Is used to categorize the types of activities In which 

students would need to participate In order to complete workbook 

requirements. Percentages of Decontextuallzed Skills. Minimally 

Contextual1zed Skills. or Contextuallzed Strategies are 

ascertained through a page by page search of the K and R levels of 

the six publishers. 

After comp 1 et 1 ng a P 11 ot studY of three workbooks (Hacm111 an 

K-R, Scott Foresman K, and Scribner R), I grouped publIsher 

descriptIons of skl1ls as follows: 
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Table 4.3 Decontextuallzed Skills - Minimally Contextuallzed 
Skills - Contextuallzed Strategies Checklist 

************************************************************ Decontextuallzed Skills 
Posl t lon/Dl rect lona II ty/Order/Eye-Hand 
Re I at I onsh 1 pslCategor tealel assl f I cat I on/SImi I ar-Dl fferent 
Co 1 orlShapelPat terns/Sl ze 
Number Identification and counting 
Phonics/Rhyming, letter recognition and formation 
Word Identification and matchIng 

Minimally Contextuallzed Skills 

Oral language related 
Canprehensian related, including sequence of events 
Predict Outcanes 
'ilardi eSB Story Book or Story 
Whole Sentences 
Memorize and Recite 

Contextua II zed Strategi es 
In the prellminat'y study. none were found 

************************************************************ 
Definitions of Terms 

Decontextuallzed Sid lis. When the process of reading is viewed as 

being composed of snaller canponents which can be isolated for 

sequential teaching and testing, the result Is decontextuallzed 

sid lis. Decontextual- ized skills are listed as part of each 

publisher's scope and sequence chart for the materials provided. 

They need not be connected with any activities outside of that 

page, I.e. letters, sounds, position on the page. 
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MInimally Contextual1zed Skills. SkIlls which are more complex 

than single letters. words and terms must be tied In with a story 

or act 1 v 1 tv more comprehensi ve than a 91 ng1 e workbook page. 

Minimally contextuallzed strategies include sharing thoughts and 

discussIng stories and 51 tuations provided In the student and 

teacher materials. 

Contextuallzed Strategies. In order for an activity to be 

considered a contextual1zed strategy. It must have meaning In 

authentic actlvltles ongoing In the classroom and student life, 

such as reading and wrIting for purposes generated by students and 

teachers In the classroom cortlIlunlty. 

Relationship of Phonics & Letter (n""ledge 
to Reading 

4. Learn prior to 
learning words 

Start with 
whole words 

Learn words 8. 
phonics as the 
resu I t of read
Ing meaningful 
text 

A further breakdown of the Information from the Checklist 

provIdes Information as to the phonics and letter knowledge to 

reading in each series. Kindergarten and Readiness levels 

preceding the priming sequence (preprlmers through primer) are 
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analyzed for information regardIng phonics and letter knowledge In 

preparation for connected text to be provided In the next levels. 

5. word 
approach 

Approach to Print In Connected Text 

us. of all 
cue 1 ng systems 

In order to examine each publisher's approach to print, it Is 

necessary to examIne the connected text which comprl,ses the 

students' first introduction to "reading". The first preprimer 

selection provided by each publisher Is provided for comparison. 

6. set by 
text 

Purpose for Reading 

set by 
teacher 

set by 
student 

Much research has already established the fact that the 

amount of text and the amount of readIng included in all levels of 

basal readers Is minimal In relation to sk.ills work and 

questioning (Gooanan. Shannon, Freemna, & Murphy, 1988), The 

purpose for reading the selections in the readiness books will be 
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examined by focusing upon one lesson at the X level and one lesson 

In the preprimer Jevel. One of the sellIng points of the concept 

of the basal reader Is that the lessons each follow a particular 

sequence so that the teacher and stUdents are famIliar wI th the 

Mlesson plan M • In view of the regularity coomon to the basal 

reader industry and in terms of the continuum which is being used 

to shape this study. the two representative samples are adequate 

to respond to the issue of purpose for reading. 

7. ComprehensIon 
as a product 

View of Comprehension 

Comprehensi on 
as a process 

In the category View of Comprehension. each pupIl reader 

(PP1, PP2. PP3, Primer) and each accompanying teacher's manual Is 

examined. The number of sentences in each story and the number of 

questions asked before, during, and after each story is tallied to 

determine publisher views of comprehension. 

The view of cexnprehension as a product refers to questions 

which are based on the text provided and usually have one correct 

answer. For comprehension to be vIewed as a process, the entire 

text as well as Its ["elation to other reading, knowledge, and 

experiences are taken into account. 
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II. Language 

Treatment of Ora I Language 

1. contrived natural 

Oral language Is one category of the Decontextuallzed Skills -

MInImally Contextuallzed SkIlls. - Contextuallzed StrategIes 

Qleckllst (AppendIx C). The pages found that refer to oral 

language use are examined for the types of oral language model Jed 

and expected. Addltlonally, examples of oral language use within 

the teacher's manual are addressed. The analysIs Is concerned 

with the relation of oral language within the basal reader to oral 

language In situations outside of the basal reader Instructional 

period. 

3. synthetIc 

4. Only found 
In basal readers 

Haturo of the Text 

adapted authentic 

Natural t authentic 
texts 

To determine the nature of the text Included In preprlmers 

and the primer level of each series, each selection Is 

categorized as synthetic, adapted, or authentic. 
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Synthetic. The term synthetic Is used to describe 

publisher-written stories created to use words practiced In basal 

reader texts and accaupanylng skills components. 

Adapted. Adapted text refors to previously published texts which 

have been al tered to conform to the. various types of vocabulary 

control practiced by the publishers. 

Authentic. Authentic texts are texts published outside of the 

basal reader for the general market. Authentic texts Included In 

the priming sequence of basal readers are usually short poems. 

Purpose for the Text 

5. created to use speclflc 
words and sk III s 

6. List author names for 
synthet I c star I as 

Engage students 
In readIng 

List author names 
only when cited as 
adapted/authentic 

The extremes on the subcategory Language IS represent two 

views of purpose for text In readiness materials; 
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(1) to use specUlc words which lend themselves 
to spec I flc ol<llls .gendao 

(2) to engage children In reading. 

Using samples found In the various preprimers. the possible 

purposes for choosing the types of text Included In basal reader 

readiness materials are examined. 

A phenomenon that appears In preliminary perusal of published 

materials related to purpose for the text Is that sane publishers 

list author names for each story while others only list authentic 

and adapted materials which have been acknowledged as having been 

published outside of the basal reader. Possible explanations for 

these Variations are examined. 

III. Learning 

I n regard to the quest I on as to how I earn 1 ng and I earners are 

viewed In relation to the concepts and descriptions listed below. 

it Is necessary to synthesize a response to these categories based 

on Implicit and explicit practices provided In the materials. 

Views of Lo •• nlng 

1. Learning Is demonstrated 
by IDOY I ng th.ough the 
cClllPonents of the series 

Le •• nlng Is demonst •• ted 
by .ctlye participation 
In literacy events 
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The two extremes of the subcategory above provIde distinct 

choices. Evidence Is presented to clarify the view of learning In 

basal reader readiness materials. 

2. passive 

3. weak 

4. dependent 

5. controlled 

Views of the Learner 

active 

strong 

independent 

transact I onal 

Materials and directions provIded for students are examIned 

for explicit and implicit evidence of the publishers' vIews of the 

learner. 

IV. Teaching 

Each publisher describes the many ways in which I t assists 

the teacher and the teacher's role. Examples are extracted from 

marketing materials and from the patterned lesson plans for each 

series. Both collection and analysis are suumatlve In this area. 

=~-- ~--- ~-~-



1. teacher/ 
sel' ipted performer 

2. teacherl 
technician 

3. teacher/ Judge 
source of wisdom 

Teacher's Role 
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teacherl 
curriculum intiator 

teacherl 
educated professional 

teacher/medl alar 
fellow learner 

The teacher's role Is determined by examining publisher 

statements and directions to teachers. The descriptions of 

possible teacher roles discriminate between a teacher who manages 

a predetermIned curriculum and a teacher who creates a learnIng 

envIronment In which students can participate in authentIc reading 

and writing experiences. 

Pedagogical Approaches 

1. recodlng' whole language 

Recoding refers to instruction which focuses on correct 

recognItion of letters and words. Viewing language as a complex 
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whole requIres that children be inmersed In meaningful text and 

activIties. EvIdence of the basIs of readiness for reading as 

receding or as whole lan9Jage Is collected simultaneoulsy as I 

present 1 nformat I on concern i n9 the read! ness and I anguage aspects 

of reading. 

Grouping 

2. abillty group 1 nterest group 

Reading groups are a cOIIIJIon phenomenon in the classroom. 

Here. I look for the basis upon which readIng groups are formed 

and the reasons for doing so. 

Approach to Readi nessIReadl ng Prob 1 ems 

3. reteach change focus 

This subcategory explores the ways In which alternative 

provisions are made for students who have little basis for dealing 

with reading. When students fall to thrive In readiness for 

reading as It Is presented In the readiness materials, are they 

labelled according to success/failure within the materials, or are 
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they viewed fran a different perspective 80 that their strengths 

In other areas can be utilized? 

CUrriculum Thrusts 

I. technological .elf-actuallzlng 

When learning Is viewed as components to be taught. mastered. 

tested, and recorded In order for student to be considered 

accountable to the teacher and the teacher to her employer. the 

thrust of that curriculum Is considered technological (Shannon, 

1988). A self-actualizing curriculum Would Involve student

teacher interaction In developing a dynamic curriculum that 

Involves student Interests while fulfilling educational goals. 

Presentation of Qlrrlculum 

2. behavioristic transactional 

The terms behav 1 or 1 at 1 c and transact I ona I refer to the ways 

In which teachers might present the curriculum. tn behavioristic 

terms. learning Is viewed as a relationship between stimulus and 

response. Thorndyke's law of exercise portrays the behavlorist1c 
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view that repeating the stimulus-response conditions, as In the 

practice of skills, strengthens the relationship between a given 

stimulus and response. Automaticity Is a term used to describe 

this phenomenon In word recognition theory of reading. According 

to this view of reading, a person practices recognizing letter 

patterns and words until the stimulus autaaatically evokes the 

correct response. 

A transactional view of learning and reading requires that 

learning takes place as a result of meaningful activity. In this 

view. In order for activity to be meaningful, there must be 

opportunities for meaningful choices to be made by potential 

learners based on their own interests, capabilities and needs. In 

a classroom supporting transaction. learners and teachers are 

barely discriminated. as they are all learners. Adults and more 

proficient learners are considered to have acquired greater 

control over the processes of learning by doing. 

Are there oontradlotlons between publIshers' stat .... nts In regard 
to what roadlng readlne ... Instruotlon should be and applloatlon 
wIthIn the materIals. 

1. In r.latlon to readiness, r.adlng, and language? 

2. In relatIon to the role of learner and teacher? 
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Examples taken from the workbooks. preprlmers. primers. and 

teacher's manuals are compared with marketing and research 

statements for agreement and/or contradiction and are analyzed. 

The results of this analysis is presented In Chapter 6. 

What Impact has research on emergent 11 teracy and 
psychollnguistlcs had on basal reader readiness materials? 

I look for evidence that publishers are aware of the 

PBychollnguistlc view of reading In which readers of all ages and 

degrees of proficiency construct meaning as they read and write 

about topics of Interest to themselves. 

In order to discuss the fIndings that reflect upon this third 

question. the Program Profile Continuum SUrvey of Readiness for 

the Basal Reader Is utilized. The continuum has been designed to 

discriminate between the concept of readiness based upon a word 

recognition theory of reading and an understanding of emergence 

Into llteracy based upon a psychollnguistlc theory of reading. In 

all four major categories, a series of responses based upon a word 

recognition understanding of readiness falls to the left side of 

the continuum. A perception of readiness as emergence Into 

literacy and reading as psychollnguistic processing would account 



for a series of responses falling into the right side of the 

continuum. 
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Upon completion of the continuum for each publishers' 

readiness materials. discussion follows with appropriate examples. 
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CHAPTER 5 

I\NlILYSIS OF BASAL READER READINESS HATERIALS 

Question One: What are the theoretical orientations of the 
publishers of the various basal reader series toward readiness for 
reading, as demonstrated by workbooks. preprlmers. the primer, and 
teacher's manuals? 

In this chapter. I systematically analyze the basal readiness 

materials, follOWing the format of the Program Profl1e Continuum 

SUrvey of Readiness In the Basal Reader (Appendix A). 

I. I!ul1I.Jwm 

What Constitutes Readiness? 

1. Wal t Preconce 1 ved not Ion 
of readiness 

Inter
action 

20ne of proximal 
development 

Publishers of basal reader series expllc! t I y label the first 

one or two books as KIndergarten. Readiness or (lndergarten-

Readiness. while the next four levels must be considered an 

aspect of readiness by virtue of their labels: Preprlmers and 

Primer. After the primer level. books In each series are labelled 

readers. For the purpose of this study. all levels prior to the 

first reader are considered a part of the readlneee/prlming 

sequence. 
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As reviewed In Chapter I. the manner In which to approach 

readiness can be viewed In a number of ways. One way Is to walt 

for the child to became ready, a second Is to provide specific 

actlYl ties to train for the desired readIness. a third Is to 

expect there to be Interaction between development and learning. 

and a fourth describes a zone of proximal development. On the 

Profile Program Continuum SUrvey of Readiness In the Basal Reader, 

the fact that the readiness/priming sequence exists makes clear 

that WAIT Is not the publishers' concept. In order to adequately 

explain what constitutes readiness for publishers, I will procede 

by exploring other subcategories under the readiness category and 

then return to the question of what constitutes readiness later In 

the chapter. 

General Readiness 

Bach page of each student workbook prior to the First Reader 

was analyzed for the types of activities which publishers supply. 

A total of pages In this readiness/primIng sequence across all 

publishers Is 3,031 pages. Activities cClllllOnly considered goneral 

readiness skills Include eye-hand coordination and directionality. 

PosItional terms as top, bottom, left. rIght. under, and over also 

appear to be considered Important to the basal reader publishers' 

concept of readl ness. Pages wh I ch focus upon concepts such as 
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color, shape, patterns, and size are Included In at least one 

level by most publishers. 

The consistency with which the ba.al r.ader Industry c_Iy 

wi th the concept of readiness/priming Indicates that th.re I. 

agreement that these materials prepare students In special ways 

for reading. 

General Readlnes. or Word Recagol tlon Reading Skills? 

2. Specific Reading 
Bubakili. 

General Readiness 
Subakili. 

Emergent 
Literacy 

Table 5.1 shows a c_celte of the finding. of the page by 

page •• arch u.lng the Perkins General Readiness! Specific Reading 

Theory Matrix. designed to discrIminate general readiness f['an 

specUlc reading activities for the purpose of responding to the 

subcategory. For all publishers combined, approximately 10% of 

all of the workbook actlvltle. In the level. which precede the 

First Reader fit Into general readiness theOfY. The remaining 90% 

faJl within the word recognition theofY of reading. predominantly 

within the sound-letter _aln. 

HonprlnVlncldental PrlntlPrlnt 

In basal reader readiness/priming sequences, workbook pages 

may Involve pictures and shapes with no words (noDPrint), pictures 
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and shapes wi th print that Is Incidental to the plctur •• and 

shapes but not a focus of the directions (Incidental print), and 

pages which focus upon letters and words (print). 

In the first level of each publisher's readiness/priming 

sequence, the first page Is consistently an activity that does not 

require children to focus upon print. A systematlc analysis of 

each of the workbook pages In the readiness/priming sequence Is 

reported 1 n Tab I e 5.1 wh I ch shows the proport I on of workbook pages 

In regard to activities which focus upon nonprint, Incidental 

print. and print. 

Table 5.1 Nonprlntllncldental PrlntlPrlnt 

****************************************************************** Nonprlnt Incidental Print Print 

Economy 115 11 438 

HBJ 32 342 

Houghton HI fflln 52 24 512 

Hacmlilan 77 279 

Scott Foresman 80 59 376 

Scribner 98 25 507 

Total 454 123 2454 , I~ 4' 81' 

*****1 ...... *-.*******-* .. ****-....... **-*-* ..................... * 
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Canblned. nonprint and Incidental print canprise 19% of the 

total workbook pages In the readiness/primIng sequence. AcroBs 

all six publishers. 81% of the workbook pages focus on the print. 

Marketing statements imply that the goal of readiness materials Is 

to involve children In activitIes which ready them for 

Independence In readIng and other school-related activities. but 

the figures discussed In this study Indicate that their view of 

readIness to read Is narrowed to mean knowing letters. sounds. and 

words. 

In Table 5.2. the Perkin. General Readiness/Specific Reading 

Theory Matrix (Appendix B) shows that general readiness activities 

comprIsed 10.6% of the 3,031 workbook activities In the 

readiness/priming sequence. The bulk of the pages, however. 

include specific reading skills representing the word recognitIon 

view of reading (89%). Another .4% of pages were categorized as 

·Other N • meanIng that they are nel ther clearl y general readiness 

nor readIng. Pages that fit Into the ·Other ft category are short 

verses to memorize and recite supplied by the Scott Foresman 

Canpany In their kindergarten level workbook. 
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Table 5.2 GENERAL READINESS - SPECIFIC READING SKILLS 
Levels K. K-R. R PPI, PP2. PP3. & PRIMER 

****************************************************************** All Six Publishers Canblned 

TOTAL 
workbook 

pages 

3.031 

GENERAL 
READINESS 
% pages 

(10.6%) 320 

SPECIFIC 
READING Other 

% pages % pages 

(89%) 2.700 (.4%) 11 

****************************************************************** 

Similarities Among Publishers 

Table 5.3 shows that from 5% to 16% of the total pages In 

their workbooks for all levels In their readIness/prImIng 

sequences are categorized as general readiness skIlls. From 84% 

to 95% of the pages are specific reading sid lis rather than 

general readiness. 

Table 5.3 shows that publishers are very similar to one 

another In the ratio of general readiness skills as canpared to 

specific reading skills. 
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Table 5.3 READINESS LEVELS OF EACH BADAL PUBLISHER 
LEVELS E. I-R. R. PPI. PP2. PP3. PRIMER 

****************************************************************** 
GENERAL 

TOT~L READINESS 
pages % pages 

ECONOMY 564 (l6%> 92 

HBJ 374 (5%) 16 

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN 566 (5%) 27 

M~CMILL~N 360 (7%) 24 

SCOTT. FORES~N 515 (14%) 70 

SCRI BNER 630 (13%) 65 

Total Page. 3031 

SPECIFIC 
RE~D1NG OTHER 

% pages 

(64%) 472 

(95%) 356 

(95%) 561 

(93%) 336 

(64%) 434 (2%) 11 

(67%) 545 

****************************************************************** 

~ Clo.er Look at the SImIlar I t Ie. ~ong Publisher. 

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 dIscriminate the general readiness skIlls 

from specific reading skills in each book of each publisher's 

readiness/priming sequence. All pages are categorized In regard 

to nmmr:..1nt. incidental print. and 2tln1. 
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Table 5.4 GBHBBlaI, BE~DIHESS Each Book Each Pub II ""er %GNRL 
level TOTAL GNRL READINESS Jll!JlI!tlnt. .iJl£.Rtln1 I!tlni RDNS 
ECONOIf{ 
K 126 52 52 41% 
R 110 26 26 24% 
PPI 78 4 4 5% 
PP2 78 3 1 4% 
PP3 78 3 2 4% 
P 94 4 4% 

HBJ 
R 126 18 18 14% 
PPI 62 0 
PP2 46 0 
PP3 46 0 
P 94 0 

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN 
K 128 15 13 12% 
K 84 a a 10% 
PPI 80 4 4 5% 
PP2 aa 0 
PP3 ao 0 
P 128 0 

MACMILLAN 
K-R 96 16 14 17% 
R aa 7 7 a% 
PPI 33 1 3% 
PP2 36 0 
PP3 27 0 
P ao 0 

SCOTT 
K 142 47 21 26 33% 
R 153 19 10 9 12% 
PPI 46 3 3 7% 
PP2 36 0 
PP3 44 0 
P 94 1% 

SCRIBNER 
K-R 92 50 46 3 54% 
R 92 30 21 9 33% 
PPI 96 5 5 5% 
PP2 96 0 
PP3 12a 0 
P 126 0 
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Table 5.5 spECIFIC READING SKILLS Each Book Each Publisher 'SPCF 
le.el TOTAL SPCF READING IIQJl2d.ni .llu4I!I:J..nl; JItln1 lI.ltw: RDNG 
ECDNOIIY 
K 126 74 34 40 59% 
R 110 84 3 81 76% 
PPI 78 74 70 95% 
PP2 78 75 75 96% 
PP3 78 75 75 96% 
P 94 90 90 96% 

HBJ 
R 126 108 14 94 86% 
PPI 62 62 62 100% 
PP2 46 46 46 100% 
PP3 46 46 46 100% 
P 94 94 94 100% 

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN 
K 128 113 22 23 68 88% 
K 84 76 76 90% 
PPI 80 76 3 73 95% 
PP2 88 88 2 86 100% 
PP3 80 80 80 100% 
P 128 128 128 100% 

MACMILLAN 
K-R 96 80 26 54 83% 
R 88 81 31 50 92% 
PPI 33 32 32 97% 
PP2 36 36 36 100% 
PP3 27 27 27 100% 
P 80 80 80 100% 

SCOTT 
K 142 84 23 1 60 II 67% 
R 153 134 26 19 89 88% 
PPI 46 43 43 93% 
PP2 36 36 36 100% 
PP3 44 44 44 100% 
P 94 93 93 100% 

SCRIBNER 
K-R 92 42 8 1 33 46% 
R 92 62 15 12 35 67% 
PPI 96 91 91 95% 
PP2 96 96 96 100' 
PP3 128 128 128 100% 
P 126 126 123 100% 
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As shown above In Tables 5.3. 5.4 & 5.5. I t was almost 

exclusively at the I & R levels Where general readiness activities 

were Included at all. 

The Intention of the majority of the pages categorized here 

as general readiness were Included In the workbooks specifically 

to prepare students for future directions In workbooks. That 

Issue wi II be explored briefly In the sectIon which follows. 

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 .how that there are few actIvitIes In 

levels I: - Primer across all series which quallfy as general 

readiness skills, with those few concentrated In K and R levels. 

Tables 5.6 through 5.11 will focus exclusIvely on levels K. K-R, & 

R. a total of 1.237 pages. 

Decontextuallled Ski lis ys. Contextuallled Strategies 

Ie and R levels of each series were eXamined In terms of the 

major program focus. on a contInuum of decontextuallzed skills 

through contextuallzed strategies (Appendix C). For the purpose 

of this study, decontextual1zed skills are defined as components 

of literacy such ae letters. words, positional concepts, 

relationships. and left-right directionality. In order to be 

considered contextuallzed stategles, activities would have to 

Involve texts which have meanIng and dIrect IlIIPllcation withIn the 

larger scope of a student's learning. The child would need those 
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specific letter combinations. positional terms. or relationshIps 

In order to construct meaning. 

3. Decontextuallzed 
Skills 

Major Program Focus 

Minimally 
Contextual1zed 

Contextuallzed 
StrategIes 

One of the strengths advertIsed by all basal reader 

publishers 15 theIr coverage of skills. Sid) 15 are listed on each 

publIshers' scope and sequence chart. FormattIng In each 

teacher's manual focuses the teacher's attention on specific 

skills. Each page of each workbook 15 labelled according to one 

or more skill found on the scope and sequence chart. Those 

actIvities categorized as decontextual1zed sk111s are Included 

because they are considered to be essential to the next learning 

which Is to take place (accordIng to word recognition theory), but 

they are not connected to other learning going on In the classroom 

environment. As an example, page 27 of Macmillan's level R 

'I think I Can- Is labelled AudJtory Discrimination: /y/ y. 

Chldren are directed to Identify a key picture at the top of the 

page as a yo-yo and then draw a line around each picture on the 

page that begins wi th the same sound as yo-yo. The fact that the 

day's lesson is /y/ and the key picture Is yo-yo is without regard 

to the classroom context. An example of yo-yos and the y sound as 
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a contextuallzed strategy would Inyel ve children playing wi tho 

talking and wrl tlng about yo-yos and needing to know the sound and 

shape of y In order to do so. 

Decontextual1zed activities Include such readiness skills as 

positional concepts. directionality. first and last In order. 

eye-hand coordination. relationships. categories. classification. 

similarity and difference, color. shape, pattern. size. numeral 

IdentifIcatIon and counting. Decontextuallzed reading skills 

include phonIcs. rhyming words, letter recognition and formation. 

word ldentlflcatlon. and matching. They represent skills listed 

in the scope and sequence. Overall, 78% of all pages In the K. 

K - R. & R workbooks were decontextuallzed skills. 

Minimally contextuallzed pages Include what the publishers 

describe as oral language activities. comprehension related and 

event sequence, predicting outcomes. small synthetic stories or 

wordless picture stories, whole sentences, and in one book, short 

passages to memorize and recite. These pages constitute a small 

portion of the total (22") and are more closely tied to the 

publishers' scope and sequence charts than to authentic language 

and reading experiences. In the readiness/priming sequence, there 

Is no posslblli ty of contextuallzed strategies because all 

connected text is stripped of syntax and semantics in the belief 

that vocabulary control Is of utmost Importance. 
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In Table 5.6 all act1vl tee In each of the K, K-R. & R levels 

are reported for all publishers combined In terms of number and 

percentages of tota 1. 

Table 5.6 DECONTEXTUALIZED SKILLS - COIiTEXTUALIZED STRlITEGIES 
LEVELS t, t - R, R 

******************************************************K*K********* 
Decontextual1zed Skills 

PosItional, DIrectionalIty, Order, Eye-hand 
Relationships, Categories. ClassificatIon 
Color, Shape, Patterns. Size 
Numeral Identification and Counting 
Phon I cs, Rhym 1 n9. Let ter Recogn 1 t lon/Form 
Word Identification and Matching 

Total Pag •• of Decontextuallzed Skill. 

Hlnlmally Contextuallzed Skill. 

Oral Language Development 
Comprehensi on and Sequence 
·Predict Outcomes 
Story or Wordless Picture Story 
Whol e Sentences 
Memorize and Recite 

Total Page. Minimally Contextual1zed 

63 (5%) 
67 (5%) 
58 (5%) 
11 (1%) 

659 (53%) 
111 (9%) 

969 (78%) 

30 (3%) 
96 (8%) 
16 (1%) 
69 (5%) 
57 (5%) 
10 (1%) 

268 (22%) 

Tota I Page. I ,237 

****************************************************************** 
Combining individual work.books of each publisher gives the 

following results In terms of decontextuallzed skills as canpared 

to mlnlmal)y contextuallzed and contextuallzed strategies 

according to 1.3 of the Program Profile Continuum SUrvey of 

Readl ness 1 n the Base. I Reader. 
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Table 5.7 DBCOIITBKTIIALIZBD MILLS - COOBXTUALIZBD STRATEGIBS 
C!IIBIIIBD I. l-R. & R LBYBLS. BACH PUBLISHER 

*****************************************************************' 
Publisher , c-I.t.I, , "1.lm.II, Total 

Decontextuall.ed Contextuallzed Page. 

Eeanany 2021236 • 86% 341236 = 14% 236 

HBJ 851126 = 67% 41/126 = 33% 126 

H M 1531212 • 72% 59/212 = 28% 212 

Hac 1641184 = 84% 30/184 = 16% 184 

Scott 2161295 = 73% 79/296 = 27% 295 

Scribner 159/184 = 86% 251184 = 14% 184 

***********************************************************"***** 

Publisher. varied. wi th from 67% to 86% of the page. of their 

workbook pages canprlsed of decontextuallzed skills. Overall, 

combining publishers found 78% of all readiness actlvltles 

decontextuallzed. 

Further Expl.natlon of Decontextu.lI.ed 51<1118 

In order to report the above relationships by percentage of 

tote. I, 1 twas f 1 ret necessary to ana 1 yze each of the books page by 

page. Below Is the page by page count of each book. 

Decontextuall.ed 
Skills 

Hlnlmally 
Contextuallzed 

Contextuall.ed 
Strategl •• 
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Table 5.8 DECOHTEXTUALIZED SKILLS - CONTEXTUALIZED STRATEGIES 
BOOK BY BOOX REPORT: EACH PUBLI SHER LEVELS X. K - R. 8. R 

****************************************************************** 
Publisher level % Completely % Minimally Total 

Decontextuallzed Contextua II zed Pages 

Economy X 117/126 = 93% 9/126 = 7% 126 
Economy R 85/110 = 77% 251110 = 23% 110 
HBJ R 88/126 = 70% 3B1126 = 30% 126 
HM text X 961128 = 75% 321128 = 25% 128 
HM wkbk X 61/84 = 73% 23/84 = 27% 84 
Mac X-R 86196 = 90% 10/96 = 10% 96 
Mac R 6B188 = 7n 20/88 = 23% 88 
Scott F X 1061142= 75% 361142 = 25% 142 
Scott F R 11 0/153= 72% 431153 = 28% 153 
Scribner X-R 80/92 = 87% 12192 = 13% 92 
Scribner R 79/92 = 86% 13192 = 14% 92 

****************************************************************** 

From 7 to 30% of the workbook activities the publishers 

labelled K or R workbooks were minImally contextual ized or had 

some relationship to oral language. comprehension, predIcting 

outcomes, story. whole sentences, or pleces to memorIze and 

recIte. None of the workbook activities encouraged contextuallzed 

strategies or the construction of meaning, which Is the basis of 

psychollngulstlc theory of reading. 
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Relationship of Phonics & Letter In ... ledge to Reading 

4. Learn sound-I It ter 
relationship prior 
to learning words 

Start wi th 
whole words 

Learn words & 
phon les as a by
product of readl ng 

meaningful text 

The above subcategcry of the Program Profile Continuum Survey 

of Readlne •• In the Basal Reader is examined by u •• of the 

Decontextuallzed Skills - Contextuallzed Strategle. Checkll.t 

(Appendix C). 

At the very beginning of preparation for reading In the basal 

reader. all publisher. Implicitly and explicitly assign phonics 

and letter recognItion a tremendously Important role. In the 

books the publishers label klndergarton and roadlnos. lovols. 63 

percent of the pages Involve phonics, letter recognition and 

formation. and rhyming. Anothet' 9% of the pages Involve whole 

words. Table 5.9 shows percentages of phonics pages, word 

Identification and matching page •• and tho two c_lnod In each of 

the X. I:-R, and R workbooks. 
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Table 5.9 PHONICS and WORD IDENTIFICATION & IlATCHING 
LEVELS K. K - R. & R 

****************************************************************** 
PublIsher level total phonIcs word 

& letter level 

Economy 126 74(59%) o (0%) 
Economy R 110 29(26%) 38(35%) 

K & R together 236 104(44" 38(35%) 

HBJ R 126 46(37%) 27(23%) 

H H 128 94(73%) 0 (0%) 
H H K 84 40(48%l 16 <19%) 

K & K together 212 134(63%) 16 (8%) 

Hac K-R 96 72(75%) 2 (2%l 
Hac R 88 64(73%) 3 (3%l 
K-R & K together 184 138<75%) 6 (3%) 

Scott 142 74(52%) 3 (3%) 
Scott R 153 78(51%) 20( 13%l 

K & R t_ther 295 152(52%l 23 (8%) 

Scribner K-R 92 37(40%) o (O%) 
Scribner R 92 51<55%) 2 (2%l 
K-R & K t_ther 184 88(48%) 2 <1%) 

Total 1.237 659 (53%) 111 (9%) 

combined 
1 eSB than word 
and word 1 eve 1 

74(59%) 
67(61%) 

142(60%) 

73(58%) 

94(73%) 
56(67%) 

150(71%) 

74(77%l 
67(76%) 

144(78%) 

77(54%) 
98(64%) 
175(60%l 

37(40%) 
53(58%) 
90(49%) 

770 (62%) 

***************************************************************** 
According to statements in their teacher's manuale. the 

Econany. Houghton Mifflin. and ScrIbner series are based upon the 

belief that expliCit, also known as synthetic. phonics Instruction 

Is the fundamental first step to beginning reading. RDJ, Scott 

Foresnan. and Macmillan offer Similar phonics preparation while 

Implying that their programs are based upon what Is viewed as a 

more ·meanlng-based~ approach to words. Both of these views are 
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aspects of word recognl tlan theory of reading. The percentages of 

phonics skIlls InvolvIng letter sounds, recognitIon, formation and 

rhyming In the levels they label K and R are as follows: 

Table 5.10 PHONICS EMPHASIS In LEVELS K. K - R. & R 

****v************************************************************* 
* Phonics _hasls Series 

* Economy 44% 
* Scr 1 bner 48% 
• Houghton Mifflin 63% 

* Mean 52% 

• 
Meaning Emphasis Series * 
HBJ 37% 
Scot t. Foresman 52% 
Macmillan 75% 

Mean 55% 

****************************************************************** In terms of the amount of pages dealing wIth units smaller 

than whole words. there Is not a clear difference between programs 

which profess to focus on early phonIcs training and those which 

Imply that their approach to reading is based upon the whole word. 

The highest and lowest percentages of skIlls in the phonics/letter 

recognItion category are found In the series which imply that 

meaning Is of utmost Importance. 

Table 5.11 WORD IDENTIFICATION & I!l\TCIIiNG IN TWO TYPES SERIES 
LEVELS X. X - R. & R 

****************************************************************** • 
Phonl.s _h.sls Serl •• Meaning _hasls SerIes * 

• • Economy 35% HBJ 23% • • Houghton Mifflin 8% Scot t. Foresnan 8% • 
Scribner 1% Macmillan 3% 

• Mean 15% Mean 11% 
• 

****************************************************************** 

~==~~~--.----.- -_ .. _- - ---- .~-----.---- -
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In terms of whole word presentation In the KIndergarten and 

Readiness levels, the highest and lowest percentages are found In 

the series which advertise synthetic phonics as the basis for 

entry Into literacy. Table 5.11 shows meaning emphasis series 

falling between those two extremee. 

Although It could be assumed that series which advertise 

intensive phonics might offer more pages in K and R workbooks 

dealing with units of print smaller than the word and that series 

which advertise meaningful words as their approach to readiness 

for readIng might offer more pages dealing with word 

Identification. information reported In Tables 5.10 and 5.11 does 

not support those assumptions. 

Duestlon of What CoP6tltytes Readlnoss 

In table 5.6, the total of 1.237 workbook pages in Readiness 

and Kindergarten levels are categorized Into twelve groups of 

decontextuallzed <78%) and minimally contextuallzed (22%) slc:1lls. 

Activities and directions for completing activities are slmllar 

across all publishers, indicating that there Is a preconceived 

not 1 on of readl ness with 1 n the basa 1 reader 1 ndustry. The fact 

that 62% (Table 5.9) of all workbook pages In the Readiness and 

Ilndergarten levelS are comprised of activities Involving letters, 

phoniCS and word Identification makes explicit that the approach 

to readiness Is based upon word recognition theory. 
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IDphasls on Phonics 

Scribner states three basic tenets of sound reading 

Instruction (p. T 3). 

1. Children should be taught a systematic means of 
unlocking new words (Phonlcs-Decodlng/Word Identification). 

2. Children should be taught c_rehen_lon skills and be 
given an opportunity to practice these skills 
(C_rehenslon) • 

3. Children should be given an opportunity to apply their 
reading skills in a variety of reading sl tuations using the 
best of tradl tlonat and modern 11 terature as well as content 
area material (Application/Extension). 

Let's see how Scribner applied these three tenets. On page 

20 of the Pupil's Edition of the Scribner Readiness level. Lot'_ 

Begin. pupils start filling In bubbles under pictures that start 

wi th the sound of apple (short a). On the following page. they 

name the letter a, then trace 8 capital A's and 9 lower case a's. 

Then they name the picture In each box and draw capital A and 

lower case a next to the picture If It begins with the same sound 

as apple. The pictures appear to be apple, ant, robot, animals, 

kite. and astronaut. An extra activity I_ to draw ...... thlng that 

begins like apple and then make a row of A's and a's. 
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This activity Is followed by 2 pages of sImIlar instructions 

with the letter n. On page 24. students have both a and n. They 

are Instructed to naDle each picture and write either Aa or Nn 

beside the picture. On page 25. students a['e supposed to write 

either a lower case a or a lower case n. dependIng upon the word 

read by the teacher (astronaut. ant. nose, net. animal. ax). 

Pages 91 through 111 In the Teacher's Edition give explicit 

instructions concernIng those 6 workbook pages, which comprise 6 

separate lessons, presumably 6 days of reading instruction. 

There are 92 separate lessons In this particular workbook. 

which appear to comprise 92 days of work. There are Reinforcement 

Masters and Extra Practice Masters for those who need additional 

practice with these phonIcs skil1s. A.s vedfled by lIsts of 

canponents avaIlable from each publisher (A.ppendlx F), Jt Is not 

unusual for publishers to provide phoniCS workbooks. followed by 

more phon I cs workbooks. 
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Scribner's PP1. JoIn the Circle. starts with a wordless 

picture story. Sam, by Mike Thaler. then the first 4 pages with 

words start with letters and words. followed by a synthetic story 

using those words. 

A 
N 
an an 

Nan Ann 
R r 
ran 

Ann ran 
Nan ran 
D d 

ran an Dad 
Dan and add 

Dad 

Dad ran. 
Ann ran. 
Dad and Ann ran. 
Dan ran. 
Nan ran. 
Dan and Ann ran. 

In Scribner's readiness texts. R through Primer, they work 

almost exclusively with words and the story entitled MDadft • 

comprising 5 pages In the Pupll's Edition and 32 pages In the 

Teacher's Edition. All words found within activities and 

connected text are carefully controlled so that children are 

dealing exclusIvely wIth the short vowel sounds and a few 

consonants. There are 7 questIons concerning the 6 line story, 

one of which was 'Inferential- and two for Mcritical/creatlve 

thlnking-. Also provided were 13 workbook pages, 9 pages of 

Phonics Practice Masters. and 24 pages of Reteaching Masters. 

These are the same letters to which were devoted 6 lessons in the 

R level of thIs series, 'Let's Begin'. 
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Although this series was publlshed In 1987. Its pre.entatlon 

Is remarkably similar to the approach used in the McGuffey's 

Reader (1881), 

c 
a rat 

A cat 

Nat 

a fan 

Lesson 1 

and cat 
d 

A cat and a rat. 
A rat and a cat. 

hat 
Lesson 3 

fan 

Ann and Nat. 
Ann has a fan. 
Nat has a hat. 
Ann can fan Nat. 

rat 
r t 
a cat 

A rat 

can 

a hat 

There Is much evidence that Scribner follows through wi th 1 ts 

first tenet. but little evidence that Its second and third tenets 

a['e addressed within readiness materials. 
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Approacb to Print In Connected Text 

Following the K and R levels, each of the publishers provide 

three preprimers and a primer level In order to Introduce words 

prior to the First Reader. 

5. word 
approach 

use of all 
cue! ng systems 

Prior to each lesson, -new wordaN are Introduced and words 

prevIously Introduced are reViewed. New words are considered 

-new· because they have not been explicitly taught In the set of 

basais In which they are found. Children are assumed to do no 

reading outside of the basal reader or to limit their reading to 

materIals which contain the words which have been taught. making 

them completely dependent upon their assigned basal reader's Bcope 

and sequence of skills In order to progress In reading. 

Houghton Mifflin Introduces the words for the next unit In 

step three of each lesson's three step plan for teacher delivery 

of the scope and sequence for that lesson. Other than new words 

being taught In the previous Jesson rather than as step one of the 

current Jesson. there are no discernible differences between the 

Houghton Mifflin approach and that of the other publishers. 
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Dlfferenc.s In Connected Text Provided 

I n workbook I eve lsI abe lied K and R, of 1,237 pages across 

all publishers, 58 of the 1,237 pages (5%) In K and R levels had 

at least one sentence and 59 pages (5%) were ·story· or wordless 

picture stories. DistInctions between Whole sentences and stories 

were made on the basis of label. Illustrations, format. and 

directions to the teacher. although In terms of density of text. 

they were more alike than different. The pages listed as stories 

are dIscussed later In this chapter. 

Yowel Control Within Connected Text 

Following the K and R levels. each publ faher provides 

connected text In each of the preprlmers and primers. The texts 

of the first story In each of the first preprimers Is printed 

below for comparison. 

Econany 

I See a Boat 

I see a boat. 
See a boat? 
I see a boat. 



Houghton III fflln 

We Can Go 
by Joan Lynn Carbona) 1 

r can go. 
Can you go? 
Help. Help. 
I can not go. 
I will help you. 
You can not he 1 p 
I can not go. 
I can help you. 
You can go. 
I will go. 
I will help you. 
You can not help. 
Can you go? 
I can. 
We can go. 
We can. 

Scribner (second story, first preprimer) 

Run, Run 

Run. Nan. 
Run. Dad. 
Dad and Nan run. 
Dad and Nan run and run. 
Dan and Nan run. 
Dan and Nan run to Dad. 
Run, Dan. 
Run. Nan. 
Dan and Nan run. 
Dan and Nan run and run. 
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Examples of Series which Start with Focus on Heanlng 

Although HBJ, Macmillan. and Scott Foreeamn Imply that their 

beginning texts are good Ilterature which wlll engage children In 

reading for meaning and pleasure. their begInning texts are very 

similar to the ones above except that they are slightly less rigid 

In regard to vowel control. All texts in the readIness! priming 

sequence of the basal reader series Included In this study treat 

reading as If words were the focus and that syntax and semantics 

play no significant role In reading. 

Macmillan's Senior author, Dr. VirginIa Arnold, Is listed as 

author of the first of many synthetic stories for PP 1. Cloee to 

Hane. 

Nan lIkes to read. 
Nan can read to Don. 
Don Likes to read. 
Don can read to Nan. 
Nan Ii kes to read and Jump. 
Don likes to read and Jump. 

There are very minor differences among the preprimer/prlmer 

texts provided by the various basal publishers regardless of their 

stated theoretical view. as all of them have word recognition as 

their basic theory. The text above does not differ a great deal 

from those found in basals based In synthetic phonics. although 

Macmillan quotes research that refutes the synthetIc point of 
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view. A cc:xnpany adhering to the synthetIc approach might have the 

story say that Nan likes to fan rather than read. and Don would be 

called Dan, but baolcally the otorleo vary lIttle. 

Scot t Foresnan 

Pam Has a Cat 

Joe has red yarn. 
The cat likes the yarn. 
The cat has the yarn! 
The cat runs. 
Joe runs. 
Pam runs. 
Joe has the red yarn. 
Pam has the cat. 
Pam has red yarn. 
The cat has red yarn! 

(In the story above. the word yarn Is 
superimposed over an Illustration of 
yarn. ) 

Scott Foresman Company includes words with both short and 

long vowels In the preprlmers. In the story above, It appears 

that :w:n 10 consIdered to be a word not decodable. Therefore. 

there Is an lIlustration of yarn along with the word yarn In the 

connected text. Add! tlonalty, there are Illustrations that show 

that yarn Is In the story. In subsequent storIes In the same 

prepr-Imer, such words as bat and bone are also Illustrated within 

the connected text. Their- reason Including Illustrations 

super-Imposed wi th a pr-lnted word on the basis of vowel control 

does not seem so obv I ous. 
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In the 1987 Harcourt. Brace, Jovanovich Reading Program PPI. 

MNew Friends", the first story Is very similar to all of the 

others. 

Ccmo OUt Chlpl 

Bird Is out. 
Chip Is not out. 
Chip Is In. 
Bird said. 'Come out, Chip. 
You and I can run.' 
Chip said, II will not run,M 
Bird said, 'Will you come out?
Chip said, 'Yes, Bird. 
I will cane out. 
I will not run.' 

Syntactically and semantically a\l of the preprlmer storl.s 

share the characteristics of 'prlmerese l (Simons & mon, 1987>

The only difference, a big difference to word recognition 

theorists, Is that while words are carefully controlled and 

Introduced, not every word In each sentence Is controlled for 

81 ther short or long vowel patterns. 11l:d. J3IDl, and mI.t In the 

above story might have been replaced with tl.Itb. and Ml2 (chosen 

because they are short vowel words almllar to blaI and S3IIll). 

Fish 

Fish Is wet. 
Chip Is not wet. 
Chip Is In. 
Fish sold, 'Help, Chip. 
You and I can help,' 
Chip said, 'I will not help. 
Fish Aid, 'Will you help?' 
Chip said, 'Yes. Fish. 
I will help.' 
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It Is diffIcult to write or rewrite HstorleB~ In primerese 

using specific words chosen for skills Instruction accompanyIng 

the reading. Such language does not make sense, even with the 

addition of elaborate, pretty Illustrations. 

6. set by 
text 

Purpose for Reading 

set by 
teacher 

set by 
student 

In the readiness materials analyzed. It Is evident that the 

purpose for reading Is to learn words. In Houghton HI £flints 

level A "Getting Ready to Readw workbook. there are nine 

actIvities which are categorized as stories because the format and 

directIons indicated that the publisher considered them stories 

(Appendix E). Of those nine activIties. 11 words were used 

repet 1 t I ve 1 y. Of the 11 words used. on I y one 1 s a noun--l alee. 

which Is on a sign, therefore Incidental to the ·story· rather 

than part of the • story· • When a noun Is needed In a sentences, 

It Is represented by a picture rather than the word. The pictures 

are gate. tree. basket, box, bag, and suItcase. each of whIch Is 

used twice. 



Table 5.12 Word Prequency in 9 ·Stories· 
Provided at Level K of H M 

********************************JlIl************ 

word frequency word frequency • • • 
25 go 39 

we 16 can 39 
you 11 help 20 
a 12 not 9 
to 5 will 6 
Jake 1 

********************************************** 
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Those same words are also used over and over again In stories 

In the preprlmers. In addition to reading to learn words. the 

purpose for reading Is set by the text because Jt Is the next page 

In the book to which the student has been assigned according to 

placement tests of letter and word recogni tlcn. 

Each publisher provides a Scope and Sequence chart which maps 

out all of the ski)ls covered and tested In that series. Moving 

through the texts. canplet lng accompanying skills work. and taking 

tests 1s equated with learning to read. 
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Beyond that purpose. publishers provide teachor scripts In 

regard to deve I op I Dg a purpose for readl ng each se 1 eat 1 on. 

Houghton Mifflin's Tr-"ts. PP 3. (p. T 22) offers the following 

script for the teacher I 

Purpose Setting for Go to Bed. Jed. 

~sk children to 1001< at the title of the story. If you 
wish, point out the words Bed and Jed, ['emarking that one Is 
a new word and the other Is a new name that children have 
Just learned. 

Skill ~pllcatlonl Direct children to read the title to 
themselves. and then have a volunteer read it aloud. Ask: 
What did the CC111114 In tho tltlo tell you? •• (that scmeone 
Is talking to Jed and telling him to go to bed) Who do you 
thInk wIll say 'Go to bed. Jod' In this story? 

Point to and read the author by-line. ~sk who Judith Davis 
Is. If necessary, explain that she Is the person who w['ote 
the story. or the author. 

Tell children that when thoy read. they will find out If Jed 
goes to bed when he Is told to. 

~ononto 

'nIe Issue of purpose far reading Is made clear by the number 

and types of cQq)onents which aCCClllPany the student texts. All of 

the basal readers studied advortlse their covorage of sl<1ll. a. 

ono of their maJor seiling point. and offer many c_onents to 

cover all the skills they have cre.tod within their scope and 

soquenco charts (Appondlx F). Table 5.13 shows tho skills 

camponents for each publisher. 
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Table 5.13 SULLS ClIIPOHEllTS BACH PUBLISHER 

******************************************************** Eeonany E Ell Grade 1 Only 

Level A Text 

Ginn K 

Level B Text 
Skill Masters 

Text Masters 
Skills/Vocabulary Charts 
Picture Cards 

Symbo I-Word Cards 

Ell Grade 1 Only 

Kindergarten KI t Skll1pack (worksheets) 
Write-In Text Studybook 

HBJ 

Booster Activity (reteach) 
Language Support Masters 

Instructional Charts 
Card Set 
Home Activity Sheets 
Phon 1 cs Workbooks 
Vocabu I ary Workbooks 
Ccmprehension Workbooks 
Think & Write Workbooks 

Ell Grade 1 Only 

Pupil's EdItion Workbooks 

Holt K 

DuplIcatIng Masters 
Instructional Charts 
Enrichment Workbooks 
SkIlls Reinforcement Box 

Tutorial ProgTaIns 

Picture Cards 

Ell 

Every Student Response C. 
Word Cards 

Grade 1 Only 

Pupil's Edition 
Vocabu 1 ary/Ccmprehenslon 

Charts 
Developing & Applying 

Skills Charts 



Word Card Retrieval 
System 

Picture Card Retrieval System 
Developing Prereading Ski lIs 
Phonic Recordings 

Tutorial Program 
Workbook 

Reading okilis Practice 
Language Practice 

Holt Basic Phonics 

Houghton Mifflin 
K 1(11 

Resource Kit 
Student Reader 

Workbook 

Grade 1 Only 

Word Cards 
Instruction Charts 
Instruction Masters 
Guided Practice Masters 

Extra PractIce Masters 
Enrichment Booklets & Masters 

Spe III ng Bonus 

Macmillan 
K 1(11 Grade 1 

Kl ndergarten Kl t 
Write-In Pupil Edition 

Workbooks 
Skill Practice Books 

ABC Cards 

Teaching Charts 
Reteaching Masters 
Writing Activities 
Cha11enge Activities 
Vocabulary Strategies 
Comprehension Strategies 
Phon I cs Workbooks 

Phonics Picture Cards 
Word Cards 
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Scot t Pore9IDan 
K Kli Grade 

Kindergarten ~ctlYlty Box 
Wrlte-in Pupil Text 

Workbook 
Independent Practice Book 
DuplIcating Masters 

Scribner 
K 

Word Cards 
Picture Cards 

Kli 

Pupil Edition 

Extra Practice Masters 
Re 1 nforcement Masters 

Vocabulary & Writing 
Phon 1 cs Workbook 
Reteach & Re I nforce 
Thinking Skills 
Prescription Worksheet 

Wall Charts 
Min I-Charts 

Grade 1 

Workbook 

Phonics Practice Masters 
Phonics Practice Book 
Phonics Practice SDMS 
Reteaching Masters 
Basic Skills Books 
Reteaching SDHS 
Independent Practice Mstr 
Vocabulary Chart Pages 
PI cture Cards 
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********************************************************** 
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View of ComprehensIon 

7. Comprehension 
as a product 

Comprehension 
as a process 

InK and R 1 eve 1 salone there are 1.237 pages of workbook 

activities. Of that number. 268 are categorized as Minimally 

Contextualized. The subcategories that are considered Minimally 

Contextual ized Include Oral Language Development. Comprehension 

and Sequence, Predicting OutcClDes, Story, Sentences, and Memorize 

and Recite. 

WIthin the Minimally Contextuallzed category, the subcategory 

with the most pages Is Cc:q,rehenslon and Sequence. In which 96 

pages asked for a response by drawing a line under or circling a 

correct answer. A number of pages whIch the publishers label 

oral language are counted here as comprehension because the only 

opportunl ty for oral language Is for the teacher to read the 

instructions to children, who are then to circle, underline. or 

draw an X on or near the correct answer. Each of the publishers 

Includes a page or more asking the learner to demonstrate 

understanding the sequence of three or four events. by numberJng 

those events In sequence. Event sequence Is considered here to be 

cOOlPrehenalon-related and Is included in the subcategory 

COQ)rehension and Sequence. 
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More QuestIons than Text 

Appendix G shows that in the first twelve stories In each of 

the preprimers and primer of each of the series, a total of 246 

texts. 207 or 84% of the texts had as many or more questions than 

there were sentences 1 n the story. 

" samp I e of one 1 esson sequence from one of the prepr Imera 

confirms previous studies In which 1t was found that questions 

asked prior to. during, and following usually have one correct 

answer (Appendix H). Starting on page 64 of the teacher'S manual 

for the Houghton Mifflin Preprimer 1 entitled ~t there are 23 

sentences In a story entitled Mit Will Not GoM by James Marshall 

wh 1 ch starts on page 11 of the student text. 

The teacher Is directed to Reet the purpose for readlng-. 

Prior to reading the story. students are asked to look at the 

title and read the words at the top of that page. The teacher 

tells the students that those words tell them the name of today's 

story and asks: (1) Who remembers what we call a story name? 

The teacher then Is Instructed to tell them that James Harshall is 

the author and illustrator of this story. Then, the teacher tells 

the students to read the title to themselves and asks: (2) Now 

who will read this title aloud? followed by (3) What doe. the 

word It mean In the title? Then. each page Is read Individually. 

with questions asked before and after each page. There are 23 
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sentences In the story. 5 of which are identIcal to the title: 

• It wIll not gaR. IncludIng the three questions asked In order to 

set the purpose for reading, there are 49 questions asked about 

the story. Forty-four of those questIons require a single correct 

answer or for the student to read a sentence fran the story. Only 

5 of the 49 quest Ions 

1. What do you think little bird meant? 
2. Do you think that little bird saw that the boat was tied? 
3. What do you think Frog will do to help Hen and Dog? 
4. Do you think that Bear will untie the boat or get Into the 

boat? 
5. Do you think that the other animals finally understood what 

11 ttle bird was trying to tell them? 

Focus on Detail 

At no time Ie the teacher Instructed to ask the students to 

respond to the story as a canplete text. All of the questions are 

directed toward words and specific details. In addition, skIlls 

In this lesson Include: vOCjabularv/concept development ski I) 

~ (end sounds of r,t), ~, ~ I. we, It (word 

referents), ~, a dlsCjysslon of bears they have seen 

gutslde gf the stgrY. Jetter-soynd assoc;\atlQos for b, h. n, p, s. 

and w. The teacher Is then provided with two scripts that lead 

students to predictions. More drill on the words get, do. bear. 

and It appears to be optional, as Is more Phonics Instruction In 

regard to J. p, 8, v, w, and y and more !Scripts. 
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Students are to complete two pages In the accompanying 

workbook, one of which focuses agaIn on the words I Bear, do, get, 

It. The other requires that they w['lte the numerals 1, 2. 3, 4 

under pictures from the story which they have Just read In order 

to indicate the sequence In whIch hen, cat and bear entered the 

story and the final result. 

Enrichment .ctlvltles Include. word recognition game (with 

the same words as In story), reading and following directions, end 

sounds of r,t by sorting objects. completing stories by predIcting 

outcanes. dramatizing the story 'It Will Not Go. a science 

.ctlvlty In which they create a boat that will float. and.n 

authentic poem entitled ·Boats· by Rowena Bennett. 

This sample lesson sequence Indicates that readIng plays a 

very minor role In the basal reader, with caoprehension viewed as 

a product of the words used In the text. Reading Is a direct 

result of recognizing the words, and ['ecognlzlng the words Is a 

result of repeated exposures and explicit Instruction In the 

sound-letter relationships. 

'!he eonc.pt of Retelling 

Some series use the term Ireteillngi In their 

statementadlrected at marketing and teachers. Scott Foresman 

entities ... ctlon In the readln ••• I •• son plans 'Retelling the 



Story·. Along with directing teachers to direct students to 

retell the story, they include every question and answer 

conceivable. 

& Dog ADd Pony ShOW 
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In Macmillan. preprimer 2, level 2, Stepping Out there Is a 

story entitled RThe Dog and Pony Show". The selection Is 

described as a flne-arts selection (P. T-160), presumably because 

It Is about children putting on a puppet show. 

The instructional vocabulary consists of boys, girls, for. 

and show, and the story words are Ann and Ted. The following Is 

the entire text of the story found on pages 18-25 In the student 

text. 

The Dog and Pony Show 

Ann and Ted can put on a show. 
The show Is for boys and girls. 
Ann sees a big bag. 
What can Ann do with 1 t? 
·See what I can do,· says Ann. 
The bag Is a pony 00\1. 
It Is a pony for the show. 
Ann can put It on. 
Ted sees a little bag. 
What can Ted do wi th this bag? 
~See what I can do," OilYS Ted. 
The bag Is a dog now. 
It Ie a dog for the show. 
Ted can put it on. 
Ann and Ted pu t on a show. 
The boys and girls see the show. 
The boys and girls like the show. 
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The following questions are provided for the teacher (T-160)' 

GuIded Reading (guided reading questions are numbered In 
order to discriminate fran other questions) 

1. What Is the title of this story? 
2. Who are the ch 11 dren on page 191 
3. What can Ann and Ted do? 
4. Whan is the show for? 

Applying C_rehenslon Skills 
Do you think that thIs story could happen in real life? 
Why do you think that? 

What kind of show do you think Ann and Ted will put on? 
Wha t makes you th i nk tha t? 

What kInd of puppets do you thInk Ann and Ted wlll use In 
their .how? 

Guided Reading 

5. What kind of bag does Ann see? (a big bag) 
6. What does Ann make with the bag? 
7. What was the pony for? 

Applying ~rehenslon 5I:llls 

What words dl d Ann say out 1 cud? 
How did you know that was what Ann said? 
Which sentence on page 20 and 21 was a question? How did 
you know? 
What kind of sentences were the other sentences? How did 
you know? 
What did Ann do to make the bag into a pony? 

Guided Reading 

8. What kind of bag doe. Ted .ee? <a little bag) 
9. What does Ted make wi th the bag? 

10. What Is the dog for? 
II. What did ~nn and Ted do with their puppets? 
12. Who saw the show? 
13. What did the boy. and glrlo think of the show? 
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ApplyIng ~rohenalon Skills 
What wero Ann .nd Ted doIng on page 24? 
Where were the boys and gIrls In this picture? 
Cou I d the boys .nd gl r Is a.o Ann and Ted? Why do you th I nk 
th.t? 
Wh.t wero the boya .nd gIrls doIng on p.ge 25? 
Where were Ann and Ted In this picture? 
Cau I d Ann .nd Ted aeo tho boys and gl r Is? Why do you th I nk 
that? 

Dr .... tlz.tlon 
UsIng. desk or table top draped wIth a shoet, have two 
Yolunteers--a boy and a glrl--demonstrate how Ann and Ted 
cau I d not be seen when they knel t down beh I nd the st.ge. 
Ask the vo 1 unteers play 1 n9 Ann and Ted 1 f they can see the 
class. 

DI.cU88lng and Reroadlng Orally 
The question (sIc) below can be used to discuss the entire 
selection. You may wish to have chl1c1ren reread the parts 
of the text that support their answers. 

Llter.1 ~rehon.lon 
I. What were the chIldren In thIs story makIng? 
2. What dId Ann make wIth the big bag? 
3. What did Ted make with the little bag? 
4. What did Ann .nd Ted do wI th tholr puppet.? 
5. Who saw the boys and girls? 

interpretive thinkIng 
6. What kind of class do you think Ann .nd Ted were In? 

Why do you think th.t? (Children should note that they 
were probably In an art class. The various art supplies 
help support that conclusion.) 

Crltlc.1 thinkIng 
7. Do you think Ann and Ted were proud of their puppets? 

Why do you think that? 

Cro.tlve thInkIng 
B. If you wero Ann, what would you have made with tho 

bIg bag? If you were Ted, what would you havo made wi th the 
little bag? 
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Typical Prlmerese Problem 

The ~Dog and Pony ShowM Illustrates numerous problems with 

the text. accompanying photographs. and comprehension as a 

product. The text was made up of 17 lines or sentences. The 

teacher was directed to ask 13 guided reading questions and 26 

Applying Comprehension Skills questions as the readIng progressed. 

and 11 questions at the end of the story that were intended to 

deal wIth the entire selection. Those questions were labelled 

literal comprehension, interpretive thinking, critical thinkIng, 

and creatIve thInkIng. That Is a total of 50 questIons for a 

story of 17 lines. a story of very little substance as well as 

little text. The text Is made up of words from the controlled 

voedDU 1 ary Ii st and conf tlcte wi th the pi ctures wh loh accompany 

It. 

Controlled by Controlled Vocabulary 

At least 5 of the 50 questions dealt with statements In the 

text to the effect that Ann had used a big bag and Ted had used a 

llttle bag. However. in the accompanying lIlustrations. both 

bags were exactly the same size. Although It makes no sense to 

tell a first grader that the two bags were of different sizes and 

show them that they were the same size, It may have been done for 

several reasons. The words big and little were introduced In 
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preprimer 1. level 1. and the logic of the authors of this series 

Is that words once Introduced must be used often so that chi )dren 

recognize them. Also. ponies are usually bigger than dogs 50 It 

would make senee, at least to the pub) leher, that one would use a 

bigger bag to make a pony puppet than a dog puppet. at though the 

publisher did not supply the models with big bags and little bags. 

In addl ticn to the 5 questions surrounding the size of the 

bags used. there are -4 more questions along this line in the 

accompanying workbook and skills practice pages. On these pages. 

the bags are again shown to be exactly the same size. but 

questions would be considered wrong If the child did not pretend 

that Ann had used a big bag and Ted a llttle bag. 

The['e are more setlous considerations Involved in requiring 

first graders to engage In such contradictory activities than 

answers right and wrong. Children learn to misjudge their own 

perceptions and form hypotheses about what Is valued In reading. 

They learn to beccxne more concerned wi th right and wrong than wi th 

meaningful transactions With print. In fact, the message given In 

each of the synthetic stories provided by each of the publishers 

Is that print Is not meaningful In the way the students have 

experienced meaningfulness In other language contexts. 

~-~-------
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11. Language 

The term language Is often used In dIscuaslons of reading, 

and readIng Is referred to a5 one aspect of the language arts. 

Publishers' concepts of language as implIcitly and explicitly 

expressed In their materials are studied. 

In behavioristic psychology, all learning Is explained through 

the relationship between stimulus and response, and In educational 

materials based upon the behavioristic view. actIvities loIhlch 

children are expected to practice are often referred to as 

exercIses. As found In the examination of these basal readers In 

terms of publishers' view of readiness for reading, the entire 

concept of the basal reader Is built upon practicing Isolated 

Skills and words until habits are established. Words to be used 

In the readIng passages are to be learned orally prior to the 

visual habituation that will follow. All basal reader publishers 

appear to view language as habit. 

Thorndyke's second law of learning is the law of exercise. 

The law of exercise: practice strengthens 
the bond between a stimulus and a response 

(Gooci'nan. Shannon, Freeman, & Murphy, 1988, p. 12) 
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The text (stories) In the preprlmers and early readers are 

expressly created to provide practice In certain predetermined 

words and patterns of words. depending upon which type of phonics 

Instruction (synthetic or analytic) has been agreed upon by the 

Senior Authors and Publisher. Sentences In the priming sequence 

of each serIes are short and meager excuses for presenting words 

to the budding readers who are expected to move through these 

materials. 

Each of the sel'l es 1 J eta the words 1 ntroduced at each I eve 1 

In the back of each pupil text. with the exception of Scribner. 

In Scribner's synthetic phoniCS system. "sounds you know and new 

sounds- are listed. Scribner advertises that students learn over 

2.000 words In first grade, meaning that the known sounds have 

been blended or can be blended into that many words. The pupils 

do not read nearly that many words In the materials. 

The focus for this section of this study closely examines 

explicit activities Involving language which are Included in the K 

- R levels of the series. 
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Treatment of Oral Language 

1. contr 1 ved natural 

Each of the basal series mention oral language development as 

one of the essentIals of theIr basal reading system, and each of 

them reconmends that teachers read to children dally and engage 

children In oral language activities. Within the merchandizing 

sections of each series. publishers appear to consIder oral 

language development important. 

In the K and R workbooks. directions to 30 (3%) of the 1,237 

pages Included Indicate to the teacher that students are to 

respond orally and were therefore categorized for the purposes of 

this study as oral language activities. The remaining 1.207 pages 

of workbooks In K and R levels require a few marks on the pages 

(cIrcle, underline. write letters, and in a few cases a word), 

Table 5.14 shows all pages that were categorized as focusing 

on oral language development. 



Table 6.14 Oral Language Pages In ( and R Workbooks 

*******************************"*********************** PublIsher Page numbers Total 

Economy 
HBJ 
Houghton 
Macmillan 

Scott 

Scribner 

o 
I, 19, 61, 101 4 

text I I 
K-R 3, 21, 40, 59, 78 5 
R I. IS, 33, 52, 71 5 
K I I 
R (AH, 5, 29, 30, 31, 59, 60 7 

(B)1, 9, 39, 40, 41, 73, 74 7 
o 

total 30 
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******************************************************* 

1x_les of 'Oral Language' Activities 

None of the 236 workbook pages In Economy's IC and R workbooks 

could be categorized as oral language development. Ac:ccordlng to 

EcORcmy, however, oral language development Is an lQ)ortant 

ca'JIPonent of the scope and sequence of early reading. Indeed. 

they do Include a section entitled Oral Language In each lesson 

sequence. 

The Economy. Level C. PP1. Rainbow Morning, (P. T9) Lesson 1 

Is typical. Instructions to teachers and chllck'en In oral 

language activities In other aeries are also very similar. 
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Have Indlvlellals hold the appropriate Picture card as 

the chalkboard words are discussed. Use the following 

sentences and questions to stimulate the discussion. 

1. The red tOY boat sailed on the pond. Do any of you have 
toy boats? Do your boats have salls llke this one? Tell 
about Balling your boat. 

2. The man fllled the cone with frozen yogurt. What else 
do you know that can be put In a cone? Tell about what you 
have eaten In a cone. 

3. Maryls goat ate her flowers. Have any of you seen a 
goat? Where was the goat? Tell about the goat you saw. Do 
you know what goats eat? 

4. The chlldr:'en used the rope to play Jump rope. Have you 
played Jump rope? How many people can play Jump rope? Do 
you know any Jump rope songs? Sing a song you know. 

S. The dog saw the bar of soap and the tub and knew that It 
was going to get washed. Who else uses soap to wash? Is 
soap always In a bar? What color can soap be? What color 
are soap bubbles? Tell how you wash your hands. 

Even when the stated Intention Is to develop oral language, 

I t Is obvious from the script aboVe that the designated word In 

each sentence Is the reason for the actlvlty. While children are 

asked questlons about the designated word. It Is difficult to 

envIsion much development of oral language as a result of such a 

script. 
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Nature of the Text 

2. synthetic adapted authentic 

In J: and R levels of the basal reader materials reviewed, 59 

pages or 5% of the 1.237 pages included In 11 x: and R books of the 

six series studied In depth were stories or wordless picture 

stories. The nature of the text (Table 5.14) found In the 

preprlmer and primer levels of each of the basal reader series Is 

for the most part synthetic. a term adopted by Goodman (\987) to 

describe stories produced by the authors and editors of the basals 

to fit their scope and sequence criteria. 

Synthetic texts are always focused on the words and skills 

previously and presently taught. SUch stories, also known as 

prlmerese (Simona & Allmon. 1987), severely limit students' ability 

to use their knowledge of semantlcB and syntax In order to render 

the text predlotable within their schemata for the language and 

literature with which they are famlliar outside of the basal 

reader. 
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In beginning levels of each series. authentic selections are 

usually limited to poems. One publisher. Scott Foresman. directs 

the teacher to read the authentic selections to the students. 

Table 5.15 Mature of the Text found In Basal Readers 

************************************************************* Publisher Level synthetic adapted authentic 

Ginn WI 6 1 0 
PP 2 9 0 1 poem 
W8 B 2 1 poem 
Primer lB 7 4 

Econauy WI 14 0 1 poem 
PP 2 14 (8114). 2 poems 
PP 8 14 (8114). 2 poems 
Primer 15 5 9 

HBJ PP 1 9 0 0 
PP 2 9 0 0 
PP 8 B 0 0 
Primer 10 6 4 poems 

1 song 
3 story 

Holt WI 11 0 1 poem 
PP2 6 0 8 poems 

1 recipe 
W8 6 0 2 poems 
PP 4 5 2 8 poems 
Primer 9 5 6 POIlDS 

1 song 
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Houghton 
Mifflin pp 1 7 

PP 2 6 
PP 3 7 
Primer 11 6 poems 

1 story 

Macmillan PP 1 8 2 
PP 2 8 2 
PP 3 5 4 
Primer 13 7 

Scott, 
Foresman PP 1 10 

PP 2 9 
PP 3 9 
Primer 16 2 poems 

to be read 
by teacher 

Scribner pp 1 14 0 0 
PP 2 12 0 0 
PP 3 12 0 1 poem 
Primer 21 3 2 poems 

* Counted as synthetic. not adapted. as explained below 

**************************************************************** 

Three of the synthetic storIes In Economy levels PP2* and 

PP3* had some relationship to carmon tales and In that respect 

could have been counted as adapted. but the language Is far more 

similar to all synthetic stories than to adapted text and are 

therefore counted as synthetic. 
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Table 5.16 Percentage of Synthetic Text In Preprlmers - Primer 

****************************************************************** 
synthetic total percent 

selectIons selections synthetic 

Economv 57 76 75% 
Ginn 41 57 72% . 
HBJ 36 50 72% 
Holt 37 60 62% 
Houghton Mifflin 31 40 78% 
Macmillan 34 53 64% 
Scot t. Foresman 44 50 88% 
Scribner 59 65 91% 

Total 339 451 Hean 75% 

*************************************************************4**** 

Al though each of the publishers advertises basal readers made 

up of rich. wonderful 11 terature. each publisher provides at these 

crucial early levels meager, sparse, synthetic stories which fall 

to support the reader's sense of text and language In any way, 

except that the words In those stories are pretaught. decoded, 

analyzed, synthesized. and tested for mastery. 1m example of one 

publisher's synthetic text and teacher script and instructions Is 

included In AppendIx H. 

-----------



3. Only found In 
basa I readers 
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Natural. authentIc 
text 

As shown In Table 5.16. acro.s all publishers. 75% of text 

found In each of the preprimers and primers are synthetic texts. 

explicitly synthesized to contain words chosen by creators of the 

aerles as the basis of their controlled vocabulary. Synthetic 

text found In basal readers Is a specific genre. There Is no 

authentic occasion for that genre outside of the explicit purpose 

of controlling vocabulary. The exceptions to synthetic texts 

include short poems, an occasional eong. recipe, or short stOfY. 

4. Created to use 
specific words, 
types of words. 
and skills 

Purpose for Text 

Engage students 
In reading 

Below Is a synthetic story fran the 1987 Scott Foresman 

Reading series, ·Colors·, Level 2C. pp which was obviously created 

for the purpose of having children see and recognize color words. 

It is typical of synthetic stories In all basal readers at the 

preprlmer level. 



Joe and MOOI Paint 

Joe likes to paint with yellow paint. 
Is Joe painting a yel low cat? 
Is Joe painting yellow boxes and bags? 
What Is Joe painting? 
It Is a yellow duck! 
Joe likes to paint wi th blue paint. 
What 1 s Joe pal nt 1 ng for Duck? 
Is Joe painting a blue hat? 
Is It a blue book to read? 
Joe has painted a blue pond. 
The yellow duck can swim in 
a blue pond! 
Mom comes to see Joe. 
Mom likes Duck and the pond. 
Hom may want to paint. 
Mom likes to paint with red paint. 
What Is Mom painting for Duck? 
Is It a red flower? 
Is It a red dog? 
It Is a red van! 
Duck has a red van and 
Mom has a red van. 
Hom wants a good van like the 
van Duck has! 
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(In the illustration on this page the reader sees a van through 
the window which looks damaged. Presumbably It is Mom's van. 
Duck's van Is not damaged.) 

Several of the basal serIes are advertIsed as having 

wonderful selectIons of llterature or llterature based programs. 

The publIshers of several series tend to create the Illusion that 

all selections are chosen from good literature. There are several 

ways in whIch thIs IllUsion Is accomplished. 



LIsting luthor names for each selection 

5. List author names 
for synthetic stories 
made up of word II ate 

List author names 
only when cited as 
adapted/authentic 
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Economy 
HBJ 

Scot t, Foresman 
Scribner 

Houghton Mifflin 
Macmillan 

Economy, HBJ, Houghton "lfflln, and Macmillan make a practlce 

of listing the name of an author for each piece, Including the 

synthetic. house written pieces. It appears that they do this to 

create the Illusion that the selectlons are authentic or adapted 

and to appear to delIver what they advertise: literature. 

Scott, Foresman, and Scribner llat author names only when 

materials are adapted or authentic literature Included In the 

acknowledgements sectlon of their copyright pages . 

• Bonus Be I eet Ions' 

The 1987 HBJ Reading Program lists a 'Bonu8 Selection' In 

each level. Below Is the entire text of the bonus selectlons In 

PPI. PP2. and PPS. A I though the author's name Is gl ven. there Is 

no reference In acknowledgements to Indicate that this story has 

ever been published outside of this particular basal reader. Each 

bonus selection Is Indicated by a facsImile of a gold or brass 

medel depicting an apen book and the words 'AWARD WINNER'. 

"""""==~~ ---- -----. 



Level I, New Friends, PPl· 

Turtle ond Pig, by Bernard Wiseman 

II I want to be a dog. 
Dogs have fun" said Turtle. 
I I will help you, II said Pig. 
IIGo get Itt- said Pig. 
III wllIt' said Turtle. 
II] will run and get It.· 
IIThat Is not how to run,' 

said Pig. 
'Look at what that dog 

can do,' said Turtle. 
II wlll do that!1I 
IHere, Turtle,' said Pig. 
'Can you get thiS? 
Get It! 
Look out. Turtle! 
You will falll 
II did fall,' said Turtle. 
"Yes. you did, II Bald Pig. 
'Look at the dog now. 

I can do thatP said Turtle. 
INo, you can not do that,' 

said Pig. 
I I can not be a dog, II said Turt Ie. 
II do not want to be a dog,' 
II want to be me,' said Turtle. 
lit Is good to be In here,' 

LeVI I 2, Mort Imer Frog. PP2 

I. This H_1 by Bernard WIs ... an 

'Corne and play!' said 
the little dog. 

II can't play now," said 
the big dog. 

I I have to go home. II 
'What Is h .... 1· oBleed the 

little dog. 
'Hane Is where you get food,' 

.ald the big dog. 
'Look,' .ald the little dog. 
'You can get food here. 
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Is this home?· 
MNo.~ said the big dog. 
'Hane Is a thing you go In.M 
·You can go In this,-

'ald the little dog. 
·You can get food here. 

1. thl. home? 
INo. It isn't,· said the big dog. 
-That is Just a little box. 
Home Is big. 
You can run and play In It. 
Boys and girls are there,-
·Oh. 1 see,· said the little dog. 
·Come on! Come on! 
Come down herewl th me.· 
·Look at that.- said the little dog. 
·That Is bIg. 
You can run and play In It. 
Boys and girls are there. 
Is that home?M 
INo! No!· said the big dog. 
-That Is not home. 
You can't get food there. 
Now you come with me. 
You wIll see what home Is,lI 
wThle Is a home! K said the 

big dog. 
IThe boys and girls llke me,· 

said the little dog. 
II l1ke them. too. 
I am happy here. 
] want a home like this,· 
II think you have a home 

now!· said the big dog. 
·You wlll be happy he['e with US,
-Good!· saId the 11 tt Ie dog, 
-Now I have a home. 
Can we play?-

Level 3. PP3. Mr. Fig 

The Hen In the Pond, by Bernard Wlsemttn 

- I am going to the pond,
.ald Pig. 

-What Is a pond?- asked Hen. 
-Come wIth me, saId PIg. 
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·You will see,-
-This is a pond,· said Pig. 
·Look.!~ said Hen. 
ftThere Is a hen In the pond.
MHo. there Is no hen In the pond. 
That Is you,~ said Pig. 
"It can't be me,· said Hen. 
II am out here . 

. 1 am not In the pand. N 

"Yes,· said Pig. 
~you are out here. 
But the hen you see In the 

pond is you!· 
Then Hen looked up at owl. 
·Owl. am I In the pond?U 

asked H-en? 
NNo,1t said OWl. ·you are not in 

the pond. 
You are out here. ~ 
ftYes," said Hen. "but I see a 

hen I n the pond. 
There has to be a hen 1 n there. 
NThere Ie no hen In the pond, • 

said Pig. 
·Yes, there Is!" said Hen. 
"Then go 1 n and look for the 

hen,- said Pig. 
·You will not find a hen 

In the pond,-
Hen Jumped 1 n the pond. 
·Pig, I have looked and 

looked,· said Hen. 
"I did not find a hen. 
There Is no hen In thIs pond.
·Oh, yes there is! 
You are 1 n the pond now, 10 

said PIg. 
"I will Jump In. too! 
Then there will be a pig and a 

hen 1 n the pond.· 
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Although according to the Teacher's Edition (P. xiii> the 

award winner medallions signify ·selectlons by authors and 

Illustrators whose excellence has mer! ted major 11 terary acclaimM. 

there are no references to such acclaim. 
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III. Learning 

The stimulus-response view of learning assumes a passive 

learner except In the presence of external reward, rather than 

active constuctor of meaning Intrinsically rewarded by the 

learning itself. 

Views of Learning 

1. Learning Is demonstrated 
by moving through the 
components of the aer ies 

Learning Is demonstrated 
by active participation 
in 11 teracy events 

V 1 ewe of the Lea['ner 

2. passl ve 
3. weak 
4. dependent 
5. controlled 

actl ve 
strong 
1 ndependen t 
transact 1 onal 

In the basal readers. the learner's fate appears to be tied 

closely to the readiness test scores, with Important 91<.1115 

considered to be following directions, and knowledge of letters 

and sounds. Each page In each workbook has copious, often complex 

and confusing directions. In the workbooks supplied by the six 

publishers which are being studied In depth, K through Primer 

workbooks supplied a total of 3,031 pages of Instructions. Within 

each series, the number of pages a child c:anpletes In the 
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re.dlness/prlmlng levels v.rles between 360 pages (lloemillon) and 

630 pages (Scribner). Table 5.17 shows the average number of 

pages per workbook supplied by each publisher. 

The Imperatlve tense Is predominantly used throughout each 

lesson, except when speclflc questions are asked. WIth these 

materials, there Is 1Ittle opportunity for student and teacher to 

Interact, unless the teacher's manual Ie set aside. 

Table 6.17 Poll ... Direction.. Levels I th ... .,. Prl.r 
"*l1li110011001 ... 11110''' .. "*11"*****''''''''1"*"01'* 

Iconany (6). 664 pages total 1 average of 94 pagea per workbook 

BBJ (5) 374 pages total: average of 75 pages per workbook 

8M (6) 688 pages totah average of 98 page. per workbook 

hc (6) 360 pages total; average of 60 page. per workbook 

Scott (6) 515 pages total. a.erage 0' 86 page. per workbook 

Scribner (6) 630 pages total. average 0' 106 pageS per workbook 

••• IIHHHH ............... "".""""IH" .... ""."IH .. ". 

Bach child Is continually rated on hlslher ability to follow 

the directions concerning these pages and many more directions and 

questions for the chlldren are found within the teachers' manual. 
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Additionally, children are tested before, during, and following 

each level. 

In 84% of the stories evaluated In the readiness through 

primer levels, the number of questions asked about a story equals 

or exceeds the number of sentences In the story (Appendix G). 

Not only are texts created to teach students certain words and 

word related skills, but they read these texts for purposes 

decided by the authors of the serIes and answer questions 

prescribed by the authors of the series. 

AI though marketing statements refer to a structured program 

which Is Intended to create Independent readers, the format and 

materials Implicitly paint a picture of • weak, pa •• lve learner 

who must acquiesce to the teacher as the source of wisdom and 

Judge of success where reading Is concerned. The teacher, 

however, Is equally controlled by the materials and management 

plan. 

===~~~ --- -~---



IV. Teaching 

1. Teacher/ 
SCI' 1 pted performer 

Teacher's Role 
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Teacher/ 
Curriculum Initiator 

The teacher's role In regard to reading Is to perform a 

script prepared by coumercla\ publishers and purchased by school 

acininistratO['B (AppendIx H). The scope and sequence chart 

prepared for each sel' ies not 1£ ies teachers as to ,what exp lIe 1 t 

skills are to be taught and tested. The language directed at 

teachers Is also In the Imperative as it Is with students. as 

mentioned above. Each of the series has a three to four step plan 

for the dally/weekly les90n plans. There are minor variatIons 

among publishers, but In most ways they are all very similar. 

Merchandizing statements impllcltly appear to be providIng 

helpful planning and management for teachers and refer to the 

teachers' desire to help their students become Independent 

learners by following the publishers' planned programs. II closer 

look at the expllclt directions within the lessons plans of each 

publisher. however. £lnds consistent use of the Imperative tense 

In Instructions which guide teachers through the steps of the 

preplanned lesson as well as In the scripts they use with 

children. For example. In Scott Foresman level X. p. 17. the 
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teacher Is told to -Begin the lesson by .atl.n9, an • .as. chIldren 

to look. hAll them write their names, WD..LmI! that, etc. Except 

when asking questions, teachers are aleo to use the imperative 

with students: 

Now look at Baby Bear. 
Put your finger under ... 
Now put your finger under ••• 
Take your blue crayon. 
Now co 1 or the rest of Baby Bear I sci othes blue. 

The teacher Is completely controlled by the teacher's manual. 

Each lesson Is set up with materials. pages, charts. strips. and 

scripts mapped out for the entire reading selectIon and Its 

connected Instruction. The manuals appear to have been prepared 

for teachers who know nothing about reading, language, students. 

and teaching. Students are completely controlled by the teacher. 

texts. accmpanying skIlls work, and testIng. 

DIrectIons for Teachers 

There are over three times as many pages In the teachers' 

manuals as there are pages for the student texts provIded for the 

levels X through Primer. Each publishers' student texts (not 

includIng Workbooks) and teachers' manuals were counted page by 

page. Table 5.18 shows the totals for each series. See Appendix 

J for individual titles and count. All student text pages 
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combined for the levels included In this study total 3.679. wI th 

teachers' manuals totaling 11.572. 

Table 5.18 Each Publlsher: Pages In Manual CClQ)ared to 
Pa.ges In Student Texts 

*********llll*********************************************** 
Teacher Student 
Manuals Texts RATIO 

Economy 2733 686 3.98:1 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 1681 512 3.28:1 
Houghton Mifflin 2262 516 4.38:1 
Macmillan 1583 663 2.39:1 
Scot t. Foresman 1486 704 2.11:1 
Scribner 1827 598 3.06:1 

Totals Across All Publishers 3.679 11.572 3.15:1 

*******111************************************************** 

Consl atent I y Prepared Lesson PI ans 

One of the seiling points of the basal reader appears to be 

·conslstency~. Consistency across school systems In terms of 

text, questioning, skills, and tests can only be provided 1£ all 

teachers use exactly the same materials and tea.ch exactly the same 

way. 

Each of the publishers provides lesson plans In a completely 

predictable format throughout each level of the materials. Table 

5.19 lists the format used by each publ1sher. 
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Table 5.19 Lesson Plan FOl'IIIIlt 
..... ****_1.*_ •• _.**._*-*****-****** ••• * ••• *_.*.***.************** 

Iconau, 

HBJ 

KINDERGARTEN 
I. SKILLS AND CONCEPTS 
2. DEVELOPING STORY CONCEPTS 
3. WORKING WITH THE PAGE 
4. FOLLOW UP 

FIRST GRADE 
I. SKILLS AND CONCEPTS 
2. GUIDED READING FOR COMPREHENSION 
3. FOLLOW-UP 

I. PREPARING TO READ 
2. READING THE SELECTION 
3. CONTINUING ESSENTIAL SKILLS 

PROVIDING FDR INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 

Houghton iliff II n 
I. READING THE SELECTION 

Preparation Reading Follow up 
2. REVIEW AND ENRICHMENT OF SKILLS AND VOCABULARY 

Reconmended Review Opt.Revlew EnrIchment 
3. SKILL PREPARATION FDR THE NEXT UNIT 

IIaomlllan 
I. PREPARING FDR READING 
2. READING FOR COMPREHENSION 
3. TEACHING READING SKILLS 

Scott, Poresnan 
I. TEACHING THE SKILL LESSONS 
2. APPLYING SKILLS TO THE READING SELECTION 
3. CHECKING COMPREHENSION AND SKILLS 

MEETING INDIVIDUAL NEEDS 

Sc:.lbne. 
PHONICS LESSON (develop skills) 

1. TEACHING THE SOUND-LETTER RELATIONSHIP 
2. READING AND WRITING WORDS 

STORY LESSON (appl, skills) 
I. BUILDING VOCABULARY 
2. READING FOR COMPREHENSION 
3. DEVELOPING SKILLS 
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Teacher as Technician/Source of WIsdcmlJudge 

With all of the lessons planned and charted, the teacher Is 

viewed as a technician In each of the basal series analyzed. 

EValuation of success In the programs Is based upon success In 

workbook actlvlt1es, abl Hty to read orally, ability to answer 

questions asked by teacher, and scores obtained on placement and 

assessnent tests. 

Each basal reader publishing company offers the technology by 

wh 1 ch teachers can cover the predeterml ned sid 11 s and then test 

for mastery. The teacher, as technician, merely follOWS the 

directions provided her/him. Slbe serves as source of wlsctan 

because s/he Is keeper of the teacher's manual. 

The teacher serves as Judge by reviewing students' evidence 

of readiness according to readiness/placement tests and placing 

each child accordingly. By updating with dally worksheet results 

and unit and level test scores, s/he can meet her/his 

administrator's demands for account.blll ty by holding students 

accountable to the program. Table 5.20 lists the tests provldad 

by each pub llshor. 



Table 5.20 TESTSIIWIl\GEI!ENT 

****************************************************** 
Economy: Group Placement Tests 

Assessnent Tests 
Computer Management System 

HBJ: Un I t Tests 
End-of Book Tests 
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Reading Comprehension Power Tests 
PI acement Tests 
Individual Reading Inventory 
Microcomputer Management System 

Houghton Mifflin: Language Survey for Ready Steps 
Assessment Forms A and B 
Tests of BasIc ReadIng Skills 
End-af-Leve I Tests 
Informal Reading Inventory 
Group Placement Inventory 
Computer Management System 

Macmillan: Readiness Test 
Placement Tests 
Unl t Tests 
Mid-Year Tests 
End-af-Year Tests 
Tests (Blackllne Masters or SpIrt t 

DuplIcating Masters) 
Informal Assessment 
Evaluation Charts 

Scott, Foresman: Placement Tests 
Section Tests 
Quarter Tests 
End -of-Book Test 

Scribner: Placement Tests 
Uni t Assessment Tests 
Achievement Tests 
Computer lzed Management System 

****************************************************************** 
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Pedagogical Approaches 

1. Recodlng Who I e Language 

As shown In Tables 5.1 through 5.10. phonics. sound-letter 

relationships. and word recogn! tlcn and decoding are the major 

program focus In the readIness/priming sequence. Tables 5.12 

through 5.16 Indicate that the focus of connected text In the 

readiness/priming sequence Is also on the word rather than the 

meaningfulness of text. For all programs, the pedagogical 

approach focuses on reeadi ng. 

Grouping 

2. Ability grouping Interest group 

In all programs, it Is reconmended that children are to be 

grouped by abillty on the basis of testing, dally work within the 

materials. and performance within the reading group. 

Approach to ReadlnessIReadlng Problems 

3. Reteach Change focus 
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Each of the series offers extra practice on letters. letter 

sounds. and words for those students who do not master those 

elements to the satisfaction of the test makers' standards. 

The approach to students who do not thrive In a word recognition 

environment Is to provide more recodlngldecodlng/practlce In word 

recognition. It Is considered that the testing Identifies students 

who need more work on specifIc elements of the scope and sequence 

chart. One company (see Appendix K) takes credl t for producing 

extraordinary resu1 ts fran ordinary students. 

Students successful "11th the program are allowed more time to 

read. write, and Involve themselves with authentic literacy 

events, while students found to be achieving unsatisfactorily 

wi thin the program are offered more work on components of 

language. 

CUrriculum Thrusts 

1. Technological Self-Actualizing 

The currIculum described for each program Is technological. 

There are right and wrong answers and one way to accomplish a 

task. With the tlme-cODBUDllng skills development and extensive 

testing In each program, It Is likely that few students have the 
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time. opportunity. and Inclination to read books of their own 

choosing for self-actualization. The few who are considered to be 

of hIgh ablllty and In the -top groupM are allowed to read 

authentic texts and take part In a variety of authentic literacy 

events. Children who do not progress through the management 

system are to be retaught the skill s which they have not mastered. 

spending a great deal more time In skills development than In 

reading. Although It has long been known that the practIce of 

iabeillng children high, average and low abll1ty has detrimental 

effects on those not considered high ability, the basal reader 

techno! ogy requ I res 1 t. 

Presentation of Cur:rlculwn 

2. BehaVioristic CognitIve Transact lonal 

The curriculum Is based on behavioristIc theory, regardless 

of the terms used in the research and merchandIsing statements. 

Thorndyke's Four Laws of readiness. exercise. effect. and 

Identical elements are followed explicitly in all of the basal 

reader systems. 

===~~~ --- -------



CHAPTER 6 

CONTRADICTIONS 
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Question 2: Are there contradictions between publishers' 
statements In regard to what reading readiness instruction should 
be and application within the materials? 

In order to answer question 2. statements found within 

teachers' manuals and marketing materials are compared wIth the 

activitIes provided for students. 

Concept pf J ndependeDce 

The first page of the Teacherls Edition (p. T1> of the Scott. 

Foresman Canpany/s 1987 basal reader series describes 1 ts program 

as special and promoting Independence. 

Celebrate Reading Independence I 

At last! The readIng program teachers have been waiting 
for Is herel 

What makes Scott. Foresnan Reading so special? Surveys 
show that the number one goal of all reading teachers Is 
reading Independence fo[" thel[" stUdents. And that's what 
Scott~ Fo["esnan Reading Is all about. Level by level, f["OITI 
the fl["st page to the last of eV8["y Pupil Book and 
th["oughout every Teacher's Edition, this program helps 
chlld["en acquire strategies for independent reading. 

As part of this study. I have taken a closer look at the 

details of this 'special- approach. According to the Scott 

Foresman teacher'S manual (p. T10), Its program Is based upon the 

following beliefs about reading: 

===~~~ ~---~ - --



ReadIng Is the process of constructing meanIng from 
written text through the Interaction of the reader's 
skills and knowledge. the text and the r.adlng situation. 

This statement Is a typical exampl. of a contradiction 

between stated beliefs and the materials being delivered. While 
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using language that Implies a psychallngulstlc th.ory of reading 

wi thin their theoretical stat_nts for teachers. they expllcl ty 

provIde word recognition materials for teacher and student use at 

entry level. As lIhown In Chapter 6, Table 5.6, 73% of the X & R 

workbook .ctlvltles are decontextuallzed skills. Table 5.8 shows 

that 60% of the pages In levels K & R are made up of phonics and 

word Identification activities provided prior to connected text of 

the primIng sequence variety. In close proximity to the mean of 

62% for all publishers combined. 

As wIth all basal readers. the Scott Foresman readiness/ 

priming materials are explicitly prepared fOt" the purpose of 

providing numerous exposures to letters and specific words. 

contradicting the concept of constructlng meaning. In the Scott 

Foresman preprlmers and primer. 88" of the stories are synthetic. 

house-written examples of typIcal priming sequence fare. In order 

to construct meaning with language, three cueing systems are 

required. The sacrifices made In terms of syntax and semanticB In 

order to control for the Introduction of words In preprlmers 
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negate the probability of constructing meaning fran those written 

texts. 

On page T10 of the same teacher's manual, we find the 

following statement: 

Reading requires us to know how to employ decoding and 
comprehension skilla, when and why to apply them. and 
how to do so independently. 

The Scott Foresman series Is somewhat difficult to categorize 

according to the traditIonal ~phonlcs' va. ·whole word8 dichotomy 

familiar within word recognition discussIons. Neither Its program 

philosophy nor marketIng statements are clearly In favor of an 

Intensive phonics approach or a whole word approach. yet 

1 ntroduc:tory connected text ref 1 eete the tradJ t lanai Intensl ve 

phonics approach to an even greater degree than the whole word 

phI iosophy. The statement above fran the teacher's manual. 

however. Is more In line wIth the word recognition vIew of reading 

demonstrated on every page of each basal reader's materials, 

including Scott Foresnan. In general. their philosophy and 

marketing statements appear to be appealing to acinlnlstrators and 

teachers who have a shallow knowledge of either of the two word 

recognition possibilities as well and may know a smattering of 

psycho) inguistlc terms. 
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The term Independent Is 8180 a contradiction. ae scrIpta for 

teachers and scope and aequence charts for students offer little 

opportunity for Independence. Instruction and materials are 

parcelled out according to the teacher's schedule. which Is 

supp 11 ed by the pub 11 sher' s 1 eSBons plana. When ch 11 dren app 1 y 

their knowledge of language In such a way as to be considered 

Independent. they use context. story graumar, and prior knowledge 

that does not depend upon a sequence of sklllSt controlled 

vocabulary, or dependence upon a teacher who Is dependent upon a 

teacher's manual for dally lesson plans. 

Demonstratlon of Student Dependence 

In. story entitled 'B.lng wIth Dad' In the Scott For ..... n 

Primer. level 3, OutRide My Wlndgw for example, they start with 

phonics leasona and charts In order to Introcklce the new words and 

practice Inltl.1 blends. Th.n (p.TIIS) students .re helped to use 

'Independent Reading Strategies' such as: 

When you are reading on your own and come to a word you 
don't know, lee if It begins with bl, aI, or fl. 

IDOI/lng that the word b.glns with the 80unds you he.r at the 
beginning of blow, clap, or flower can help you figure out 
the word. 

All of the basal r.ader publloh.ro consider dep.ndence upon 

phonics as the major tool for 'decoding words' as a way of 
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promotlng N Independent- readers. Scott Foresnan (p.T 16) offers 

the following advice: 

Phonics and other decodIng skills taught In the program 
gIve children the tools they need to unlock independently 
the pronunciation and meaning of unfamiliar words. 

Although terms llke independence and strategy are used 

frequently throughout the teacher's manual. the advice given 

focuses Instruction on knOWing Individual words rather than 

constructing meaning through text. 

The teacher Is directed to teach cause and effect 

relationships. for which a script Is provided. The teacher Is 

provided a 5ulIlllary of the story. although It Is not clear If slhe 

Is supposed to read this to the students or It Is for teacher use 

only. The teacher Is provided with selection vocabulary: the 

"new· words and the number of the page upon which each is 

introduced. The teacher Is then directed to use charts or write 

each of those words on the board and teach them (for decodl ng and 

meaning) before they are encountered in the story. After each of 

the words has been taught and retaught. students are directed as 

follows: When you're reading on your own and you come to a word 

you don't know, think of a word that makes sense In the sentence 

and has the same beginning letter or letter as the word In the 

sentence. Then there Is more introducing of the etory prior to 

reading the 60 sentences which constitute this story. 
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Although the series advertises the independence of readers 

and talks about discovering, clarifying, and evaluating Ideas, the 

teacher 16 directed on p. T120 to explain that -the sun goes down" 

means that the sun no longer can be seen In the evening and that 

It becomes dark, as If young children were not aware of this dally 

phenomenon and the coomon term for ref err 1 n9 to It. On that same 

page, -The Bun painted the sky red and yellow,' Is considered 

figurative language. Children are not allowed to explore 

language. however. The teacher Is directed to explain to pupIls 

that 'the setting of the sun made the sky look as If It were red 

and yellow'. This Is typical of the contradictions found In all 

the ba.al r.ader •• tudled. Along with much talk about thinking 

and discussing, there is direct instruction for every letter, 

sound. word, phrase. and concept. Then there is a way to test for 

mastery of the Items directly taught. 

In Setting the Purpose on page T116. there Is an odd and 

unexplaIned situation. Students are directed to look. at the 

picture on page 90 and 91 of the student text and read the title. 

Although In the Illustration on pages 91 and 92 of the student 

text there Is a wanan who might well be the mother, ehe Is not 

acknowledged In either the teacher or student text. The teacher's 

script includes 33 questions to be ask.ed about this text, with 2 

of them al10wing for answers to vary. This ratio of stories to 

questions and of one answer questions to 'answers may vary· Is not 
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unlquo to thl •• orlo •. A. I. traditional with synthetic storie. 

In b ••• 1 ro.dors, thore I. llttle opportunity to construct 

meaning. 

8lm'larltte. Ampnq Llilon rormatg 

Aecordlng to the Urst dozen pages of the teacher's manual. 

the basic components of the Scott Foresman Reading Program which 

make I t unique are as followss 

Contont that Invite. ro.dlng 
Preteachlng of skills 
In.tructlon In threo week block. 
~roh.n.lon and thinking skill. 
Integrating the language arts 
Testing wi th confidence 

In regard to their claims to be special and unique. the 

content In the readlness/ priming sequence was found to be typical 

of all basal reader series. Each of the serIes preteaches skills, 

including one series which preteaches those skills at the end of 

the prior lesBon rather than at the beginning of the new one. 

Each of the series has same kind of organization slmllar to the 

thr.e week b \ ock. arrangemont. A \ though th \s .er I •• U80. the term 

'reteillng'. It offers every conceivable question about the little 

text It provides, very similar to each of the series. While 

promising to Integrate reading, thinking, talking, and wrlt1ng, 

they offer decontextuallzed skills, focus on worda, and circling 

an answer. 
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At the bottcm of the list, testing Is explIcItly descrIbed as 

providing opportunities to practice takIng standardized tests, 

which Is usually an impllclt reason for purchasIng an 

all-inclusive series with its many ccxnponente. Page T6 of the 

Teacher's Edition describes the placement teets, section tests. 

quarter tests, end-af-book tests. and prescriptions for those who 

need even more practice taking teats. These offerings are similar 

to each of the basa I reader ser 1 es, 

Throughout the teacher's manuals and student texts and 

workbooks, the materials they advertise as special. unique, and 

what teachers have been asking for turns out to be another basal 

reader very similar to all of the others. 

pequlRs Of J.oteet lIndlnQ8 Of B ••• rC!b 

In the Macmillan ReadIng Program. CONNECTIONS 1987, we 

fInd the following advertIsing claims. 

Connections Introduces a new era of reading by lncorpo['atlng 
the late.t findings of research within the 1987 copyright 
materials. Containing 100 pe['cent new-content. 
award-Winning autho['s and aelections--f['cxo classics to 
content area selectlons--the p['ogram enables students to 
explo['e a theme thoroughly and develop backg['ound. thus 
Inc['eaalng comp['ehenslon. 

While Macmillan advertises 100 percent new content, not only 

do thei[' pnp['lmer and p['lmer sto['ies resemble those In all of the 

othe[' series, they also a['e Ve['y similar to the McGuffey Reade['s 
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(1881). The E-R level of this 100 percent new llterature ba.ed 

program Is the same book used In their skills oriented program 

RE~DING EXPRESS publlshed oarllor, clearly Indicating tholr word 

recognition approach to reading regardless of statements to the 

contrary. 

Contt"adlctions In Regard to Learners 

Regardle •• of the .tatement. made to tho contrary for the 

purpose of merchandizing their products, each of the basal reader 

series consistently portrays students as passive, weak. dependent, 

and controlled. The control Is provided via a scripted teacher. 

tests of every variety which control the student's placement, and 

accessibility of reading material and time to read. The text 

I tael f control. tho .trateglea avallablo to the student by 

Implicitly and explicitly focusing heavily upon the ;rapho-phonlc 

element. With the preponderance of the ;raphO-phonlc cueing 

system both In decontextuallzed skills and in connected text, 

there Is little opportunity for students to rely on previously 

well-developed semantlc and Byntactlc systems. 

Cpntrldlctlonn Betwe,n Author Statant, ODd Student ",t,rlol" 

Basal reader texts and technological c_onents often 

contradict the professional viewpoints stated by the aeries 
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authors. professional educators hired to advise publishers as they 

create their products. 

In the 1987 HBJ Reading Program, W. Dorsey Hanmond states the 

following viewpoint In regard to canprehension (p. T xliv): 

·A reader does not process nor recall every bit of 
Information. Good comprehenders select what Is important In 
theIr readIng and appear to dIscard what Is unimportant or 
unnecessary. Students can be taught to focus on relevant 
Information through good question strategies. The process 
of asking unimportant questions may actually dIstract young 
readers from constructing meaning or monl torlng their own 
comprehension. The implicatIon Is clear. Teachers must 
constantly ask themselves, lIs this question I am asking 
Important?' From direct instruction and from the modeling of 
good questions, students learn to generate their own 
questions throughout the text.' 

In the same Teacher's Edition of New Friends, HBJ's levell, 

PP 1, (P. T164) In which Dr. Harrmond's statement Is printed, the 

teacher Is directed as follows: 

Listen as I read a story. When I'm done. I will ask you 
several questions about the story. Listen carefully. 

-Kathy wore a red dress to her fifth birthday party. She 
wanted a yel1ew tricycle more than anything else. She had 
asked her mother and father for a tricycle. She had even 
asked her brother, Dick, for a tricycle. Now it was her 
birthday. She closed her eyes and wIshed for a tricycle one 
last time. When she opened her eyes, there It wasl Kathy 
saw a yellow tricycle,· 

Before asking any questions, it Is obvious that the text above is 

so limited In meaning and relevance that it would be difficult to 
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create meaningful questions In relatIon to It. Below. however, Is 

the script the teacher Is directed to perform I 

In tho .tory I road. whoso birthday Is It? 
Did Kathy havo a party? 
What pre.ent did Kathy want more than anything ol.e? 
How 01 d wa. Kathy? 
What color dress did Kathy wear? 

The entire purpose for the preceding activity Is to ask. 

trivial questions concerning details written for the purpose of 

checking students for detailed recall. Although one of the 

series' major authors has wrItten eloquently concerning 

cauprehension as the construction of meaning and the neceselty for 

a reading curriculum to focus on meaning and thinking from the 

earliest level t the above lessoD gives no indication of an 

understanding of ccmprehension as described by Hanmond. The above 

lesson Is typical In terms of content and questioning In all basal 

readers. 

pi y. endl t tg prpdugt htb,r tb.n tg Studtni 

One of Scribner'S marketing stn.tegles Is to take credIt for 

student success wi th their motto--Ordlnary Students-Bxtraordlnary 

ReBUI ts. Two letters In Appendix K are ex_Ies of the 

contradIctions between pranlses of crl tical thinking strategies 

while providing such llml ted text and activities as to disallow 

the posslbllllty of thinking. 



Adnlnlstrator's Role 10 Reading 

Macmillan has ccmplled In looseleaf form some generiC 

articles concerning the effective principal and leadership, 
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several pages of homilies. and two pages concerning reading copied 

from a U.S. Department of Education pamphlet entitled -What 

Works?- Of those two pages, one Is spilt between phonics and 

comprehension. One half of the page points out that 

comprehension is more than decoding words on the page. The other 

hal f, concerning phonics, states the impo['tance of teaching 

phonics. -BeCAuse phonics Is a reading tool. I t Is best taught In 

the context of reading instruction. not as a separate subject to 

be mastered. Good phonIcs strategies Include teaching children 

the sounds of letters in isolation and In words (sll/t). and how 

to blend the'sounds together (s-s-I-I-t). 1\s shown by Table 5.10 

In Chapter 5 of this research. Macmillan does teach phonics as a 

separate subject, but they call it readiness. 76% of the pages In 

its X-R and X workbooks are devoted to phonics, letter recognition 

and formation. Phonics Instruction Is a major thrust of Its 

readiness program, regardless of the explicit statements. 

In emlnletratoc'o Role In Roadlng, one page reiers to 

Independent reading, quoting research that shows how little silent 

readIng chIldren do In elementary school while several studies of 

the basal reader find that readIng Is one of the smallest 



components of the basal reader. Macmillan's answer 15 to 

encourage more time for reading at home and leBs time spent In 

front of the television. A quote by Montalgne gives the 

impression that poorly constructed instructional materials have 

been the norm for at least 400 yeare. 

Handbook of Information 
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Within the Handbook Of InformatIon provided by MacmIllan for 

aanlnlstrators. supervisors, specialists. consul taDts, and 

claser-can teachers. Macmillan supplies three pages of what they 

call Mnew buzz words-: schema, story maps, content maps, semantic 

maps, metacognltlon. and comprehenSion etrategies. Two pages 

discriminate the low achieverls and high achlever"e needs. As 

reported constantly In research and most recently by Applebee. 

Langer. & Muills (1988), low achievers spend more time on emaIl 

units of language. often the sound and word, while higher 

achievers are allowed to read and react In meaningful contexts. 

Here. Macmillan explicitly recaonends Just exactly what 

professIonals refer to as the -rich get richer and the poor get 

poorer- syndrome (Gooanan, Shannon. Freeman. & Murphy, 1988). 
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IMPACT OF BIIERGBIIT LITERACY 
AND PSYCBOLINGOISTIC THEORY 

OUestion 3. What I .. act has re.earch In the area. of _rgent 
literacy and plII'cholln~lstics had an bani reader readiness 
materlal07 
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In order to anower this question, I will return to the 

Pr_am Profile Continuum SUrvey of Readiness In the Basal Reader 

and the responses to my f I rat research quest 1 on 1 n Chapter 5 where 

I asked. 

What are the theoretical orientations of the publishers of the 
various basal reader series toward readiness for reading, as 
demonstrated by workbooks, preprlmers, the primer, and teacher's 
manuals? 

Prpgrlm PrOfll. Contlnuym Survey 
Of badin,. '0 the hgat Reider 

The Pr_am Profile Continuum SUrvey of Readlneos In the 

Basal Reader Is constructed so that Word Recognition responses 

fall to the left of the continuum and responses which reflect an 

emergent 11 taracy view of readiness and a psychol1ngulstlc theory 

of reading fall to the right. In thl. chapter, the Information 

reported In Chapter 6 will be viewed In regard to Its place along 

tho continuum of the Pr_am Profile Continuum SUrvey of Readlne .. 

In the Basal Reader. The far left of the continuum repre .. nts 

ward recognition theory of reading, while the far right of the 

continuum t"epresents psychollnguistlc theory of reading. In the 



emergent literacy research, reading Ie Viewed as a 

translctlonal-PBychallnguistic process rather than word 

rocognl tlen. 
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po RlCQQNITION PSYCHOLINGUISTJC 

I. I!usII.DuII 

Vlow of Re.dln .... 

What constitutes readiness? 

1. Walt Preconceived notion 
of readiness 

Inter
action 

Zone of Proximal 
Development 

------------- All ---------------------------------------------

Each of the basal reader series Indicate a preconceived 

notion of r •• dlness for r •• dlng by supplying copious pages of 

workbook activities and Instructions to teachers and students as 

to how they are expected to complete those pages of activities. 

The major focus of all of the actlvltle. Included In the 

readiness/priming sequence Is to prepare students according to 

Thorndyke's law of readiness by teaching letters, sounds and 

worda--the baSis of reading according to word recognition theories 

of reading. 

~==~~-~-- -~-----------
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Readlne •• or Word Recognition Reading Skill.? 

2. Specific Reading 
Subaklll a 

General Readiness 
Subakili. 

Emergent 
Ll teracy 

------ 89% ---------------- 10.6% -------------------------------

In the earliest levels of the basal readers, the labels 

Readiness and Kindergarten imply readiness for kindergarten and 

school, but. as reported In Chapter 5, a very small portion of the 

actIvities In those levels involved general readiness concepts. 

Table 5.1 shows that In the readiness/priming sequence, 81% of the 

pages of activities focus upon print. Only 15% contained no 

print, and another 4% contained incidental print which was not the 

focus of the activity. perhaps a sign or message on a T-shirt that 

was simply part of the Illustration that Is not a focus of the 

instruction. 

Table. 5.2 through 5.4 .how that only 10.6% of the actlvltle. 

were not specific reading eubskllis according to the word 

recognition theories of reading. The small proportion of 

activities which were not specific reading skills of word 

recognl tlon theory are categorized as general readiness skills. 

although on close examination, It Is evident that general 

readiness activities prepare for the next steps In workbook 

actl v I ties 1 n basa 1 readers. 

~~- ~--- -~-~~---~-------
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For ex_Ie, Table 5.5 lists decontextuallled skills 

Including position. directionality, order (lat, 2nd, last), 

eye-hand coordInation. relatIonships. categories, classification, 

and similar-different, which are skills the publishers consider 

Important for ca:npleting higher level workbook pages. Activities 

which qualified as minimally contextual lIed Included oral language 

related, comprehension related, predicting outcaoes, sentences and 

stories. Oral language related consisted of 30 pages fran all 

publIshers combIned. Each of those pages Is created In accordance 

with the basal reader scope and sequence, not with oral language 

as used outside of the basal reader. The focus of each of the 

mInImally contextuallled skills Is sImilar to the oral language 

related skills In terms of fracturing language Into Isolated 

skills and narrowing experience to fit the basal reader format. 

As wi th all aspects of the basal reader readIness/prIming 

sequence, actlvltes appear to be chosen In relation to 

requIrements of workbook actIvItIes found In hIgher levels of the 

basal reader. 



3. decontextuallzed 
skills 

MaJor Progr-am Focus 

mlnlmallv 
contextuailzed 
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contextua 11 zed 
strategies 

------- 78% -------------------- 22% -----------------------------

Tables 5.5, 5.6. and 5.7 In Chapter 5 show details of the 

decontextuallzed skills as compared to mInImally contextuallzed 

sid lis. At no time are contextuallzed strategies included In the 

['eadlness/prImlng sequence. Contextuallzed strategies not only 

require more authentic text than Is available within basal reader 

activities and stories. but they also require more choIce and 

meaningfulness on the part of the teachers and children than Is 

possible within predetermined sequences, as found within basal 

reader series. Contextuallzed strategies are an Integral part of 

reading meaningfully and interacting with text and other readers. 

Such strategies need not be extracted for preteachlng as seen 

necessary with words in word recognItIon theory. ln fact, in 

order for strategies to be considered contextual1zed, they cannot 

be isolated from their context. 
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Relatlonllhlp of PhonIcs & Lettor Inawlodge 
to ReadIng 

4. Learn sound-letter 
rolatlonshlp prior 
to learning words 

Start with 
whole worda 

Learn words 8. 
phonics as the 
resu I t of read
I ng mean I ngfu I 
text 

-- HBJ 37%" ---------------------------------------------------
Eeonany 44% 

Scr Ibne!:' 48% 
Scott F. 52% 

Houghton 63% 
Naemlll an 75% ** 

** HDJ. MacmIllan, and Scott Fonsman advertisements illlPly 
that they value meaningful text over Intenst ve phonics, 
although HBJ In particular does offer professional 
Insights Into explicit teaching of phonics within words. 
(SaRhusaDlo. HBJ Teacher's manual p. xlv) 

Tables 6.8. 6.9 and 6.10 In Chapter 5 contain Information 

regarding each publlsher's approach to letter-sound relationships 

(phonics) In relatlon to connected text. Ptlthough among eclectic 

philosophical statements HBJ, "aemlllan. and Scott Forlsnan 

advertise their aeries starting with meaning rather than phonics, 

the relationship of letter-sound activities as cClllPared with word 

Identification and matching of worde 18 not clearly differentiated 

from the three aeries whlch advertise Intensive phonics as the 

fundamental baR required for proficient reading. I'or all 

publishers combined, HBJ has the least sound-letter pages, and 

Macmillan has tho most BOund-lottor pagos In the X and R lovole. 
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In regard to letter-sound relatIonshIp actIvIties In the X-R 

levels, there Is no clear evidence that serlee phllosophV 

statements match with the products provIded for students and 

teachers. The view of those creating the basal readers appears to 

be that teachers and others choosing basal readers have 11 tt Ie 

knowledge of the reading process. so give them a little of 

everything. 

5. word 
approach 

Approach to Print In Connected Text 

use of all 
cue 1 ng systems 

-- A II -----------------------------------------------------------

As reported aboVe, regardle •• of whIch of the word 

recognition methods Is explicitly stated In marketing materials. 

Kindergarten and Readiness levels are not clearly different In 

'phonics emphasIs' serIes and 'meaningful word~ serles. However. 

as children progress to the prIming materials, there are slIght 

differences In presentation of connected text. HBJ, Macmillan. & 

scott For ..... n use slightly les. vowel control In theIr controlled 

vocabUlary connected text than do phonics emphasis series, but the 

manner In which they restrict syntactic and semantic 

predlctabllllty I. very .Imllar to the phoniCS empha.ls .. rles. 

Samples of each publlsher's first preprlmer storles are found In 

Chapt.r 5 of thIs .tudy. 



6 ••• t by 
text 

Purpose for Readl ng 

set by 
teacher 
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set by 
student 

All ----------------------------------------------------------

An Important dletlnctlon between word recagol tlon theory and 

psychollngulstlc theory concerns the purpose for reading. Word 

recognition theory requires vocabularY control because the basic 

premise of entry level reading In word recognition theory Is that 

letter recognition and the decoding of one syllable words precedes 

the learning of more complex words and meaningful nading, The 

concept of processing language In psychollnguiatlc theory requires 

that students have personal reasons for choosing authentic texts 

wi th which they will process language and thereby gain control 

over the reacH ng process. 

The purpose for becanl n; ready to read 1 n the basa 1 reader 

readiness materials Is set by the text. The teacher's manual 

contains the program that will produce students who are ready for 

the next level of tho ba.al reader. All that I. required of the 

teacJ:ler and students Is that they fol1ow the prescribed lessons. 

Thoso who de not succoed at first will be provided more of the 

...... until they de succo.d. 
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View of COQ)rehenslon 

7. Comprehene I on 
as a product 

Comprehension 
as a process 

--- Very Heavy Emphasis -----------------------------------------
All Publishers 

AppendIx G shows that questIoning Is valued more highly than 

providing text about which to ask questions In the readiness! 

priming levels of the basal readers. When comprehension Is viewed 

as a process, as In psychollnguistlc theory, students read 

authentic texts for real purposes, and there Is no need for 

preparing questions prior to the reading. Student responses to 

11 terature and content vary dependIng upon the purpose and context 

for reading. 

In the basal reader readIness materials. even though texts 

are nearly meaningless because of the restricted code required for 

vocabulary control, comprehension is a product highly valued. 

Most of the time, 84%. there are at least as many questions as 

sentences in the text. On further examinatIon. the quantIty of 

questIons Is not the only issue of concern. however. Because of 

the restricted nature of texts typical of the basal reader priming 

sequence, there Is little context about which to ask meaningful 

questions. rendering questions even weaker than the text about 

wh I ch they are asked. 
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I I. Language 

Language within the basal reader readiness/priming sequence 

materials includes both written and spoken language and in both 

cases suffers from the lndustryls dedication to simplification and 

vocabulary control. All aspects of Instruction are prepared with 

the goal of maximum auditory and vIsual repetition of the words 

which will eventuallY be read. 

Treatment of Oral Language 

1. contro 1 ved natural 

-- A II ----------------------------------------------------------

As with prInted connected text, the oral language lessons provided 

to the teacher simply gIve practice in listening to and perhaps 

saying the controlled vocabulary words prior to the reading 

lesson. 
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Nature of the Text 

2. synthetic adapted authentic 

75% ----------------- 8% --------------------- 17% -----

All basal reader publishers appear to follow an Industry-wide 

formula for synthetic texts written to Include wo["ds based on 

sound-letter and vocabulary control viewed as fundamental to a 

word reecgn 1 t 1 on view of readl ng. 

3. Only found In 
basa I readers 

Natural. authentic 
text 

------ 83% ------------------------------------------ 17% -----

When authentic pieces are adapted to the priming sequence 

format. they more closely resemble synthetic preprlmer stories In 

ter-ms of grapho-phonics. syntax, and semantics than the original 

prior to Its adaptation. When authentic pieces are included, 

they are usually pleasant little poems used to Int['oduce or end a 

section of the preprlmer. Some eerles require the teacher to read 

the authentic texts rather than the student, presumably because 

each of the words Included has not been directly taught In a 

sequence of the prey I oue I esBon. 



4. Created to u •• 
specific words, 
types of words, 
and skill. 

Purpose for Text 
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Engage students 
In reading 

------ 83% ------------------------------------------ 17% -----

Table 6.14 In Chapter 5 shows the ratio of synthetic texts 

(stories contrived for the express purpose of using specific 

words). adapted text (stories adapted by replacing much of the 

text with specific words), and authentic text (the same as 

published outslds of the basal roadsr). 

When publishers contrive Bynthetlc texts In order to control 

vocabu I ary and the sequence of phon 1 cs 1 essons 1 n the 1 r scope and 

sequence chart, their basis for doing so Is word recognition 

theory which discriminates betweon tho boglnnlng roadsr and the 

proficient reader on the basis of letter and word knowledge. 

Authentic texts appropriate for children. according to 

psychollngulstlc theory, are deemed appropriate on the baSis of 

Interest, prior knowledge, and charm--not letters and words. 

Ovorall. 17' of the text found In the priming serl •• of ba.al 

readsrs Is authentic. 

-- ----------------
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While authentic text Is an important requirement of 

PBychollnguistlc theory. an equally important requirement Is that 

text be meanIngful to the emergent reader. In order for a text 

to be cemp 1 ete 1 y mean 1 ngfu I to any reader, there must be some 

element of choice and a strong relationship to the larger context. 

The 17% of authentic basal reader fare that Is found In the 

priming sequence of basal readers Is unllk.ely to meet 

specifications as to meaningfulness to the reader at a 

predetermined time and place within the publlsh~r's scope and 

sequence. The fact that the authentic pleces were chosen In order 

to meet publishers' formulae for creatIng basal readers rather 

than by the people dealing with students withIn the classroom 

further reduces the likelihood of their being meaningful to 

students. 

5. List author names 
for synthetic stories 
made from word lists 

List author names 
only when cited as 
adaptedlauthent I c 

-------------------------------------- 2 ---------

Economy 
HBJ 
Houghton Mlfflln 
Macmillan 

Scot t, Foresman 
Scribner 

Four publishers list author names for each story In their 

preprlmers and primer, Including the house-written synthetic 

pieces which are developed from lists of words. This practice 
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appears to be an attempt to confuse the casual observer In regard 

to authenticity of the texts published In early basal readers. 

III. LearnIng 

Views of Learning 

1. LearnIng Is demonstrated 
by moving through the 
components of the ser lee 

Learning Is demonstrated 
by active partIcipation 

In 11 teracy events 

---------- All ------------------------------ Only allowed for -
students successful with 
all components of series 

Throughout the teacher's manuals. the components for sale. 

and the merchandizing statements. 1 t becomes clear why the basal 

['eaders are termed basa I readers. Webster (1980) def 1 nes the word 

basal as -1.) of. at, or forming the base; hence 2.) basIc; 

fundamental: fundamentally important. Q 

When viewing Jearnlng and the learner within the confines of 

the basal reader, it becomes abundantly clear that It Is the 

skills and sequence created by the publisher which form the 

fundamentally Important base of learning which. according to word 

recogn I t 1 on theory, a II ows 1 earners to become readers. The 

learner who demonstrates his/her &bIll ty to move through the 

component parte of the series Is allowed to read and Interact with 
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print In a variety of ways which allow hlmlher to becane a 

proficient reader (~plebee.Langer. & Mullis, 1988). Those 

children, however, who do not prove themae)ves able to complete 

word recognl tIOD and workbook tasks to the satisfaction of the 

program's creators must spend more time In extra practlce and 

reteaching activities until they can do so, rather than being 

allowed to spend time engaged In r.adlng. The loglo of this 

practice, of c:ourse, Is only understood within word recognition 

theory. 

Views of the Loarner 

2. passive actlve 

---------- All -------------------------------------------------

Students are placed at a level where they do not master the 

percentage of questions decided as essential before going on to 

higher 10001. within the basal reader material. It I. the 

materials by which students are Judged, rather than by their 

choice of materials and their level of motivation to work within 

materials whloh hold moaning for them. 

3. weak strong 

All -------------------------------------------------
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strengths are defined as ablll ty to achlevo mastery of 

materlale and tests prepared to accompany the materials rather 

than upon student strengths and prior knowledge. The learner Is 

soen a. helple •• without all of tho direct t.achlng provided 

within the materials. 

4. dependent Independent 

---------- All -------------------------------------------------

Each lovel Is •• en as preparation for the following level so 

that students are dependent upon the materials In order to have 

access to those I!!Ikll Is that will be taught and tested at the next 

level(s). If the dIrect teachIng of word. In the vocabulary

controlled text Ie vlowed o. Important to tho •• rl.e author. os 

appears from Its pervasive use across all publishers. then the 

learner must be viewed as dependent upon those words and skills In 

order to become a proficient reader, I.e., without that direct 

teaching alhe would not became a proficient nader. 

5. cont['olled transactional 

---------- All -------------------------------------------------
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While it Is known that children become llterate by reading 

and writing (Applebee. Langer, 8. MullIs. 1988), chIldren who are 

placed In basal reader materials are controlled by their 

achievement within those materials. Students are controlled In 

that they are required to complete each level satisfactorily p['ior 

to going on and In order to be al lowed to take part In the 

-enrichment- actlvl ties provided In the teacher's manual. 

Occasionally the enrichment actIvities 4['e similar to activities 

which would comprise the bulk of reading and related actIvIties In 

a classroom based upon the emergent vIew of the learner and 

I1teracy and psychollnguistlc theory of reading, but more cOOIJIonly 

they tend to be additional word recognitIon sk1l1 activItIes. 

While the publishers make frequent references to authentic trade 

books which may be of Interest to chlldren. the magnitude of steps 

and leeeons In the scope and sequence charts make clear the 

Importance of every step within the program. 

The majority of students are seen as passIve. weak. 

dependent. and controlled by the scope and l!Jequence of the 

program. In sane classrooms. the few students who convince their 

teacher that they are canpletely independent and In control of 

the I r own 1 earn 1 no may be free of the basa 1 reader f 9 can tro 1. bu t 

that possibility c.nnot b •• ddr •••• d within the confln.s of this 

study. In 51 tuations where aanlnlstrators and teachers place the 
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I,,"ue of accountability ..... aeured by basal tests before all 

other considerations. however. It Is likely that teachers will be 

forced to have studento continually prove that thev are proficient 

at all okllis which are taught and tested within the basal reader 

framework. 

IV. Teaching 

Teacher's Ro I e 

The teacher's role In reading Instruction within the confInes 

of the basal reader Is Interesting, yet difficult to determine. 

No one knows how closely each teacher follows the basal reader 

teacher's manual when not being observed by supervisors and 

researchers, and I t Is not the Intent of this study to document 

all possible variations In teacher knowledge of reading process 

and literature as well a. how toacher efflcacv relat.s to 

classroan practlces. For the purpose of this study, we are forced 

to aseume that the teacher follows the manuals provided or such 

manuals would not be produced In the quantities as recorded by the 

Industry. If teachers were viewed as capable of teaching reading 

without the materials and Instructions Included In the basal 

reader system, there would be no purpose for publll!lhing !SUch 

manuals and materials. 
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The teacher Is given materlals and minutely specUlc 

Instructions as to how, when and with what materials to teach 

reading. Slhe Is to test, teach, assign and correct workbook 

pages, requIre students to read stories, and then ask questions 

regarding those stories. When a certain portion of each sequence 

Is canpleted, Blhe Is to test for achievement. There are other 

materials to be used for reteaching and retesting In Dreier to 

assure that each of the canponents of the scope and sequence 

provided has been mastered. The materials completely control the 

teacher In situations where the teacher follows the manual 

provided for that purpose. 

1. teacher/ 
scE'ipted performer 

teacher/ 
curriculum Intlator 

---------- All -------------------------------------------------

Each basal reader publisher povldes a script for teachers to 

read or Bay to hielher Btudents within each lesson. 

2. teacher/ teacher/ 
technician educated professional 

---------- A II -------------------------------------------------

Each publisher provides detailed Instructions In the uee of 

the materials and accCIIIPanylng components. When a basal reader 

series Is purchased by a district, the publishing campeny provides 

consultants to train teachers to use the technology. 
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3. teacherl Judge 
source of wisdom 

teacherlmedlator 
fe 11 ow I earner 

---------- All -------------------------------------------------

Each publisher provides correct answers and Indicates when 

answers may vary without being considered Incorrect. The teacher. 

with manual and teacher's edition of the workbook. In hand, Judges 

the correctness/Incorrectness of responses to questions and 

activities required of students. 

Pedagogical Approaches 

1. recodlng whole language 

---------- All -------------------------------------------------

The .mphast B upon I It tar recogn 1 t 1 on and I It tar-sound 

relationships In the readiness/priming portions of the basal 

reader progr .... Indicates readiness for reading Iii that of the 

word recognl tIDD theories In which decodlng/recodlng Is a 

prerequisite to c_rehenslon. Approximately 90% of all. 

reaeU nesslpr 1m! ng sequence 1 nvo I VI apee I fie readt ng skill s. Wh 11 e 

In the r. and R levels prior to the connected text provided In 

preprlmers, 62% of all workbook activities Involve letter and word 

recognition. 

~===-~ -------_.-
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GroupIng 

2. ability group 1 nter-est group 

---------- All -------------------------------------------------

Although much research Indicates that groupIng by perceived 

ability and achievement Is detrimental to those who are viewed as 

members of lower achieving groups, grouping by lability· Is a 

staple of the basal reader industry and for those teachers who use 

basal readers as the core of their program. It Is built Into the 

design of each les90n. 

Approach to Readlness/Readlng Problems 

3. reteach change focus 

All -------------------------------------------------

As documented by the profusion of reteaching lessons In 

teacher's manuals and components produced by each publisher which 

offer ·extra practlce l , reteaching Is the method of choice. One 

of the major selling pOints of basal reader earles Is the 

dependable format of the preplanned lessons. Reteaching Is very 



sImilar to the earlier teaching. as would be required of 

Thorndyke's laW9. 
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The text and actlyl tIes are prepared prior to student use as 

are the tests which will determine the level at which each student 

wi II be placed within the program. The placement and assessment 

test Ing available fran each publisher Is focused upon each 

student's ability to master the skills provided rather than the 

appropriateness of the text and activities required. At no point 

are reading and the basic premises of the basal reader program 

assessed. 

Extensive testing is a hallmark of the basal reader and one 

of the selllng poInts for programs which build incrementally 

toward success on testIng provided by the publisher and 

standardized test Ing. 

Curr I cu 1 um Thruste 

1. technological self-actualIzIng 

---------- A II -------------------------------------------------

The scope and sequence chart of each basal reader, along with 

the components provided by each publIsher, canprlse the technology 

of the basal reader Industry. Every conceivable component of 
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reading 15 Included. ReadIng appears to begIn and end within the 

materials p['ovlded by the publishers as step-by-step Is provided 

In the sequence fran grades kindergarten through eight. 

Presentation of CurrIculum 

2. behavioristic cognitive transact lonal 

---------- A II -------------------------------------------------

From the fIrst page of the first level of each of the basal 

reader series analyzed. Thorndyke's Laws are followed 

consistently. The entire concept of the readlnesBlprimlng 

sequence of basal readers Is behavioristic In Its underlying 

theory. 

(Nest Ion 3: What Impact has research In the areas of emergent 
literacy and psychol1ngulstlcs had on baaa) reader readiness 
materials? 

Within the readiness/priming activities and connected text 

which young students are required to master prior to moving Into 

the portions of basal reader programs labelled readers, there is 

virtually no Impact of emergent literacy and psychol1nguistlcs. 

Within the program phll080phy statement9 by reading ·experts· 

==~~---------- --------------------
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provided In the teacher's manuals, there Is evidence of publisher 

knowledge of thoee area. of re .. arch. Within the merchandizing! 

marketlng materials there Is also mention of the terms and 

concepts of emergent literacy and psychollngulstlcs, but close 

examination of the materlale ueed by etudente and teachers show 

that they are based upon word recognition notions of entry Into 

reading: learn letters, sounds and words ae a prerequIsite to 

proficient reading. The concept that children gain control over 

literacy and language by engaging In meaningful literacy 

actlv1tles Is nearly absent frtID the basal reader. 

There are gr-eat discrepancies betwt",n what Is Implied by 

publisher. and what Is explicitly required of etudents placed In 

the readiness/priming sequence of basal readers. 



CJIAP'l'IR 8 

COIICLUSIOIIS 

It Is the aim of this study to explore discrepancies Which 

may exist between the view of the young learner as active 

constructor of meaning and the view of the learner reflected In 

comnercial1y published reading readiness materials. 

an_ra to Rteeaa;b Qy,nt IOD" 
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In Chapter 6, I usod tho Program Profile Continuum SUrvey of 

Readiness In the Basal Reader to organize responses to my first 

research question. Two Instruments were used to categorize 

specific Information for subcategories (Appendices B and C). In 

Chapter 6. I presented contradictions between pUblishers' 

marketing statements and the readiness materials they provide. In 

Chapter 7, I pre.onted the data fran Chapter 5 u.lng the Program 

Profile Continuum SUrvey of Readiness In the Basal Reader as a 

continuum. ]n this chapter, I will 8W11111.rlze the answers to my 

research questions and discuss my conclusions. 

What are the theoretical orientations of the publlohor. of the 
various basal reader series toward readiness for reading, as 
demonstrated by workbooks, preprlmers, the primer, and teacher's 
manuals? 
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The theoretical orientations of the six publishers' materials 

are remarkably similar. The focus upon letter. sound. and 

recognition of words throughout the readiness/priming sequence of 

each of the basal readers makes perfectlv clear the underlying 

theory of reading upon which basal readers are based. Their 

theoretical orientations toward readiness for reading are word 

recognition/behavioristic. Language Is viewed as habit. Teachers 

are viewed as managers of a technology. and learners are viewed as 

passive consumers of that same technology, 

The data presented In Chapters 5 and 7 Indicate that the 

theoretIcal orientations of the publishers of the various basal 

reader series are as follows: 

1) view of readiness: p['epa['e to ['ead by iea['nlng lette['s 
and wo['ds 

2> view of language: the Inst['umentallst position 

Individuals who score high on a vocabulary 
test are likely to know more words In the 
texts they encounter 

3) view of the learne[': passive. weak. dependent, controlled 

4) view of the teacher: technician. a sC['ipted pe['former. Judge 

In each category, the materials provided by basal reader 

readiness publishers are contrary to the view of the young learner 

as active constructor of meaning. In the recently published 

materials examined In this study, the goal of the readiness! 
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priming sequence of basal readers Is to prepare pupils for the 

technology of teach - test - reteach upon which the basal reader 

Is based. The basal reader technology Is closely related to 

preparing students for standa['dlzed tests which are used to 

determine each student's achievement and ability level. There Is 

little within any of the readiness! priming sequences examIned in 

this study to recarmend theIr use In promoting literacy In early 

childhood. 

Wlthln materials and teacher directions included In the 

['eadlness/priming sequence of the basal readers examined In this 

study. there Is little regard for teachers and students as 

learning, thinking. active participants In the process of teaching 

and I earn I n9 11 teracy. Word lists and sk III charts determl ne the 

"stories" they read I and teachers are provided detailed questions. 

answers, and skill lessons to teach. 

The emphasis of the text Is to teach words and the tests to 

test words. A reader transacting with a text In an authentic. 

meaningful learning experience 15 not the view of the reader In 

basal readers and the}" readiness sequences. If readers get the 

Idea that the purpose for reading Is to learn letters and words. 

It Is because that Is exactly the message provided, both 

impliCitly and explicitly. by the basal reader readiness 

techno logy. 
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Are there contradictIons between publishers' statements In regard 
to what reading readIness instruction should be and application 
wI thln the materials? 

Yes. In Chapter 5 of this study. I have systematically 

analyzed the activIties and connected text encountered by young 

students In the_readIness/primIng sequence of six basal reader 

serIes. The results of that analysis indIcate that the 

theoretical orientatIons of the basal reader publIshers are 

consistent with the POSitIvistIc paradlgn and Thorndyke/s laws of 

learnIng. In Chapter 6, I have used a number of examples as 

evidence that publishers contradict their own materials when they 

create marketing statements regarding theIr readiness/priming 

sequence that often reflect recent research and theory fran 

psychollngulstlc and emergent literacy views. 

What Impact has research In the areas of emergent llteracy and 
psychollngulstics had on basal reader readiness materials? 

Within the readiness materials intended for use by students 

and teachers which were examined In this study, there ie little 

evidence that emergent llteracy and psychollngulstlc research has 

had an Impact. However, the publishers are obvIously aware of 

terms associated wi th those areas of research and have Included 

them alongs1de the trad1t1onal word recogn1t1on terms w1th1n the1r 

marketing and philosophical statements. One company (Macmillan) 

supplied a few pages of Information for ac:tnlnlstrators and 

supervisors which included what they call current -buzz words-, 

-- ------------ ---------- -~~~---------
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scme of which are terms basic to an understanding of 

psychollngulstlc theory. All publishers aro beginning to make 

more references to authentic 11 terature and the Importance of 

reading to children. both of maJor Impor.tance wi thin a 

psychol1nguistlc theory of reading. The activities they provide 

for children, however, and the directions given to teachers have 

little connection to emergent literacy and psychollngulstlc 

theories. 

hall Bolar Readln"a Mlt,rl"0 Pg Not Me,t. 0\1'"'0'1 N"dI 

Educators In positions to make decisions concerning materials 

and procedures to be used with beginning readers should carefully 

Investigate and discuss beliefs and assumptions about readiness 

for reading, language, learning. and teaching before Investing In 

systematic programs which provide much In the way of technology 

and do Httle In the way of .facilitating the reading process for 

beginning readers. It is necessary to understand that the goal of 

basal reader publishers is marketing, not educatIon. 

When school acblnlstt"ators t"ecoamend the use of basal reader 

materIals for InexperIenced teachers who are Just beginnIng their 

cat"eers, they need to be aware that the teacher's manuals do not 

provide the bost kind. of knowledge or procedUre. about the 

teaching of reading. 
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Science or Science Fiction? 

The basal scope and sequence charts are not scIentifically 

determIned, although statements by the publIshers imply that they 

are. The tradition of breaking language into component pieces and 

delivering a pIece at a time Is based upon a narrow research 

paradigm. which has daninated educational research ,and practice 

throughout this century. "a highly developed technology of reading 

instruction with a very shallow theoretical base H (Goocinan. 1984. 

p. 79). 

Concept. of Readlne •• and 101>111 ty 

Rohrkemper and Bershan (1984), confirming the psychological 

principles articulated by Vygotsky, found that getting ready to do 

a task--be it math. reading, or wrltlng--does not prepare one to 

do the ta.k. Only engaging In the task Itself prepar •• one to do 

it. Borko and Eisenhart (1986) found that reading fal1ure Is 

Inherent In reading programs which teach sid 115 sequentIally and 

group accordIng to ablll ty. Under such programs, of whIch the 

basal reader 15 the most easIly recognIzed. the rich get richer 

and poor get poorer (Gooanan, Shannon. Freeman, & Murphy, 1988). 

Students who can read are allowed to read and engage In high level 

thinking and canposing, while students Judged to be less able are 

kept at the same stage, practicing the same akilis In iaolatlon 
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they have difficulty acquiring (Applebee, Langer. 8. Mutlle. 1986), 

forcing the gap to widen as chlldren progress through school. 

lormal InstructioD 

Early childhood educators refer to a multitude of problems 

with -formal readIng programs". with the basal reader representing 

the most frequently used program of formal instruction In reading. 

Formal Instruction Indicates that a program Is constructed as If 

learning depends upon steps In a sequence that must be acquired 

before further learning can take place. 

When adults intrude upon a child's learning, 
they also interfere with the process of reflectIve 
abstraction. Formal instruction presents the 
child with some content to be learned. Flashcards 
present the child with a vIsual conflguratlon that 
the child must flrst discriminate and then 
memor 1 ze. Teach 1 ng young ch Ii dren phon I cs is 
another example of presenting a child wlth an 
association that he or !!he must learn without much 
active Intervention or exploration. Rote learning 
and memorization, the stuff of much formal 
education, provIdes little opportunity for 
reflective abstraction. Such reflective 
abstraction, however, Is essential for the full 
realization of a chlld/s cognitive abllitles. 

ElkInd, 1988: p. 186 

The premi!!e of the readlnes9/priming sequence of basal reader 

materials Is preparing for the next step within a basal reader 

series. But readlnes!l to engage In a ta!!k is only gained by 

becanlng engagod In the task (Rohrkemper, 1986, Vygot.ky, 1978). 

For many years, re!learch ha!l indicated that teaching readiness 
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skills for reading that do not involve reading do not contribute 

significantly to reading achievement (Robinson, 1972), BecomIng a 

Nation of Readers states that -What the child who Is least ready 

for systematIc reading instruction needs most Is ample experience 

with oral and printed language. and early opportunIties to begin 

to write" (p. 29). The basal readers examined In this study fall 

to provide ample experience with oral and printed language. 

Although each of the manuals for levels kIndergarten through 

primer encourage teachers to read to their students and sometimes 

provide lists of books and the books themselves as part of 

supplementary materials. the materials provided for students to 

use and the placement and assessment tests which proliferate have 

quite a dIfferent message. Placement and assessment at the 

kindergarten and begInnIng reader levels rely heavily upon letter 

knowledge. sound-symbol relatIonships. and word recognition. 

Chlldren are then grouped according to their abillty on those 

decontextuallzed skIlls. not on their ability to canprehend an 

authentic story or write meaningfully. 

The mul tI-bllllon dollar educatIonal publishIng Industry 

(Apple, 1985; Gooanan. Shannon. Freeman. & Murphy. 1988) has been 

JustIfIed on the basis of • skill technology. Haterlals Included 

In the readiness/priming sequence of basal readers Imply that the 
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letters of the alphabet, sound-symbol relationships. and the 

ability to decode phonetically and recognize words are eseentlal 

prerequisites to learning to read. "lsoue and emergent literacy 

research indicate that the basis of the development of literacy In 

active involvement In a literacy-rich environment. The basal 

reader publishing Industry perpetuates the relflcatlon of their 

costly materials as MreadlngM In pursuit of profit. not literacy. 

Influences which Perpetuate the Use of Basal Reader 
Readiness Materials 

One explanation of why there Is 90 much resistance to change 

In readiness and reading Instruction Is that NThe consumer gets 

what publishers perce I ve that the consumer wants· (Anderson. 

Osborn, 8. Tierney, 1984). That statement may be true if one 

considers the consumer to be the state legislature. school boards. 

and school acinlnlstrators who consider the only important aspect 

of reading to be assesement and accountablli ty as def ined In 

positivistic terms. but a quite different interpretation mIght be 

made of the sltuatlon If the beginning reader Is considered the 

consumer. 

Claldlnl (1984) explains that there are six basic categories 

of forces which explain the Influences which perpetuate the use of 

these materials: cCIIIDltment and consietency, reCiprocation, 

social proof, liking, authority. and ecarclty. Basal reader 
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publlehers make use of each of those forces In their marketing 

strategies. 

"O,d for QtID9I 

The problems with basal readiness for reading programs are 

deeply embedded In probl .... wIth re.dlng Instruction at all 

leveisl faIlure to understand the nature of reading and ways to 

fae1l1 tate profiGI.nt rcadlng for all of the children who enter 

school, regardless of their previous llteracy experience. To 

date. with word recognitoR theory of readIng the basis for nearly 

all instruction In literacy. our success has been less than great. 

Even with growing bodies of research available to teachers. 

parents. school ac:mlnlstrators. and conmercial publishing 

campanles. materials baeed upon behavioristic word recognltlon 

thoory proll f.rate. 

Ve are In the midst of a r-evolutlon--a 
qUiet, intellectual revolution spinning out 
dramatic Insights Into how the brain works, how we 
acqu I re language, and how we construct mean I ng 1 n 
our lives. Psychollngulstlcs, language 
acquisition theory, and research In c_osltlon 
and literacy unite to present new challenges for 
students and teachers of English-language arts and 
to IlUggest tho noed for a frosh look at 
Ilterature, the core of the diSCipline, and at 
strategies for teaching listening, epeaklng, 
reading, and writing. 

Callfornl. English-Language Arts Framework, (p.1) 

==='-~~ --- - ------ -
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Eat'lier In thIs century, educational research was measured by 

the primitive Instruments of the behaviorists, who tried to reduce 

human learning to stimulus-response terms. While resistance to 

behaviorism as the basis of human learning Is not new (Dewey, 

1916; Ruey, 1908), the revolution mentioned above Is gaining In 

strength. Elsner (1988) describes the cognltl.e base of 

understanding that has pushed researchers of human learning and 

understanding beyond the simplistic stimulus-response explanation. 

Research Into emergent 11 teracy. psychollnguistlc theory of 

lIteracy, language development, and composition are converging 

upon a view of learner as constructor of meaning rather than 

respondor to stimuli. 

The Co1lforn'" Eng) I Ah-I.anqyoge Artn Curr!cu)A. tho NCTE 

Report Card on the BogAl Read.r (Goocban, Shannon, Freeman, & 

Murphy, 1988), and InBlJlt to Int.elllqenge (Smith, 1987) have 

helped to focus attention on bureaucratic and economic tradi tions 

which have unduly restricted vIews of learning and teaching In 

regard to readiness for reading In the maJority of AmerIcan 

ciassroans. Research In the areas of psychollnguistlc theory (K. 

Gooanan 1982. 1984; Smith. 1973. 1986; Weaver. 1988) and emergent 

literacy (Y. _no 1980; Hall. 19861 Sul.by. 19851 Teale & 

Sul.by. 1986) Indicate that a teacher's role Is to eupport 

learning that Is meaningful to the young learner rather than 
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views of I.arnlng. 
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The works of PI.get (1950, 1952), Vygotsky (1962, 1978) 

Monte .. orl (1964), Dewey (1968), Elkind (1986) .nd Erikson (1950) 

describe young children's learning as a cauplex process that 

resul ts from the Interaction of a child's thinking and his/her 

experiences In the extornal world. Their work and that of other 

resea['chers In anthropology, llngulstlcs. psychology. sociology 

and education form the basis for understanding the quiet 

revolution mentioned In the California LanlJlago Arts Framework. 

Early childhood educators and researchers protest the 

Inadequacy of public education which prepares for a rlgldly formal 

program of reading. A posl tlon st.t .... nt from the National 

Association for the I!<lIcation of Young Children (1988) describes 

developmentally appropriate practlce In programs for four and 

flve-ye.r olds (Elkind, 1988). The combined reccmnendatlons 

deacrlbe a classroom which places the chUd at the center of 

problem solving experiences (Goodaan & GOOanaD. 1981>. 

Reports of studies that Investigate the preparation of 

teachers agree that there Is great noed for chango a. we approach 

the twenty-first century (6 nation pr.por.dl 1oocbl[' for tb. 

211t Centyry (1986>1 Time for ".,lta (1986); Tqgprrcar'n T'ac;h.rl 

(1986). Thore Is agreement In nearly all quarters that learning 
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Involves a great deal more than methods. materlals. and mandated 

testIng. Research InvolvIng young, human learners showe that 

learning Is an active. meaning-producing process. 

Change Is a rare COIIIIlOdlty In bureaucracies, of which 

education, of course, Is one. The _rlcan public has become wary 

of educators' promises of Improvement through change. whIch Is 

compared to the SWing of a pendUlum by the casual observer. 

Calvin Coolidge Is quoted as having proclaimed that a bureacracy's 

'greatest duty and opportuni ty Is not to embark on any new 

ventures' (TIme. 1988, p. 45). In view of the history of 

lIteracy education In thIs century, It appear. that Coolidge's 

sentiment persists. 

WhO C.n Pt.', Chan.? 

The current stato of affaIrs In IImorlcan readIng Is 
not the faul t of anyone group. Publishers are not alone 
at fault. Thore Is ..... truth In tholr claIm that they 
are glvlng teachers and schools what they want. There Is 
a vicious circle that cannot be broken in anyone place. 
Teachers, aciDinlstrators. teacher educators, researchers, 
authors, editors, and publlahers and the public all must 
share the blame and DWst accept responsibility for opening 
up reading education. 

(Oco_n, Shannon, Freeman, & Murphy, 1988, p.87) 

New series are being published, which include new 

readiness/priming sequences. Basal reader publishers are going 

back to tho drawIng board to desIgn somethIng they can sell to 

teachers who know a great deal more about literacy and literature 

------- -------------~~-
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than was known by the majority of teachers In the past. 

Publishers are making changes to one degree or another. For 

instance. Macmillan has produced new teacher's manuals with a 1986 

copyright to accompany Its 1987 student texts and workbooks. The 

story ~A Dog and Pony Show· now has sIx questions Instead of 

fIfty. with only two of them focusing upon the big bag and the 

llttle bag (which are still identical>. Perhaps that Is progress. 

!mergent 11 teracy research over the past twenty years 

(BI ••• x. 1980, Clay. 1985, Durkin. 1966; Haret •• WoodWard. and 

Burke. 1984; Teale and Sulzby, 1986) views the reader within a 

zone of proximal development. Children who have an opportunity to 

interact with adults and more profiCient peers in literature-rich 

environments succeed at reading to a greater degree than those 

deprived of those opportunities (Durkin. 1966; Wells. 1987). 

Teachers and acinlnlstrators who continue to study literacy 

Issues can make changes. Pub II shers 1 n Canada and New Zea I and 

have responded to new understandings of II teracy and have 

responded to a call for authentic. predictable. readable texts. 

American publishers can do likewise. 

A ClAuroqp Wh,r, to LlArn '" to Cgnntrugt ".on'ng 

I will d •• crlb. a cla •• roam In which kindergarten age 

children engage In experiences which stimulate learning In all 
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developmental areas--physical, socIal. emotional. and 

intellectual/academic. Teachers who are concerned with each 

child's development rather than a rigid. formal curriculum, 

prepare an environment which Invites children to learn through 

active exploration and interaction with adults, other chlldren, 

and a wide range of functional. meaningful materials. Children 

are expected to be physically and mentally active, making choIces 

within the environment and initiating their own activities 

spen taneous I y. 

The focus In this classroom Is on learning rather than 

teaching. Graves and Stuart (1985) document the many ways In 

which children benefIt from becoming ready to write by writing 

Just as they become ready to read by engaging In a wide varIety of 

readIng activIties. none of whIch include the rote methods so 

c()(JlJlon In formal reading programs represented y the basal readers 

examined In this study and described by Elkind (1988). Writing. 

In this classroom. means constructing meaning with print. 

Emergent literacy research IndIcates that phonics Is learned while 

writing. Knowledge of eounds and letters increases as children 

try to write. While their writIng starts off unconventional. they 

approach conventional spellings with Increased readIng and writing 

opportunities. Any activIty becomes an invitation for reading and 

writing: art. field trips. visits by experts In various fields. 
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and out of school. 
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In our lIterate classroom. teachers read aloud to children 

several times each day, with books that are engaging, fun. and 

usually connected with themes related to activities and concepts 

important to the students in the context of their activity-based 

classroom. Children engage In shared reading experiences wi th 

adults and their young peers. They take roles In famIlial:' stories 

and cause those stories to COOle to life within the ciassrocxn. 

Children are Q['ouped heterogeneously and flexibly, by 

interest rather than by perceived ability and/or achievement In 

placement and asses9ID.ent tests provided by the publisher of a 

basal reader. The heterogeneity of the grouping allows chIldren 

to make great strides or to plateau temporarily without 

bureaucratic Interference or detrimental results. 

Teachers construct the classroom environment by provIding 

books to be enjoyed, games to be played, and anImals who require 

care. While constructing a classroom environment requires 

advanced planning, much planning takes place throughout the year 

as children and teachers collaborate. As topics for study and 

engagement arise, the teacher becomes a learner along with 

children as together they explore dinosaurs, astronomy, nature, 



and any subJect whIch present. Itself wIth the IntensIty that 

requires further exploration through literacy. 

Concern for Intellectual development does not supersede or 

contradict the goals of the other Important areas of a child's 

development--physlcal. social. and emotlonal-- but takes place 

within the same nurturing environment. In a llteracy-rlch 

environment, children. with the help of the more proflclent 

children and adults, share books. tell storlee, wrl te messages, 

keep records, and draw pictures to convey meaning. 
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Literacy-related activities are not valued higher than 

physical. social. and emotional aspects of the chUd's day. 

Children enter literacy activities with no more pressure than to 

partake of any of the varied activities available. They emerge 

Into literacy at different rates, which are Influenced by thelE' 

home expeE'lences with IlteE'acy, maturity, and development. 

Children learn fram one another as well as fram their peers and 

teachers as they engage In meaningful activities. They learn from 

reading materials which are written by professional authors 

wrl tlng to ccumunlcate to children about Interesting Issues. 



I. READINESS 

Appendix A 

PROGRAM PROFILE CONTINUUM SURVEY 
of 

READINESS IN THE BASAL READER 
(Gooanan. Freeman. Perk 1 ns 198e) 

What Constitutes Readiness? 
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1. Wal t Preconceived notion 
of readl ness 

Inter
actIon 

Zone of Proximal 
Deve 1 opment 

-------------- All ------------------------------------------

General Readiness or Word Recognition Reading Skllls? 

2. Specific Reading 
Subskil)s 

Genera 1 Readl ness 
SubSkllIs 

Emergent 
Ll teracy 

------- 89% ----------------------10.6% -----------------------

:3. Decontextua 11 zed 
skills 

Major Program Focus 

Minimally 
contextua II zed 

Contextualized 
strategies 

------- 78% ---------------------- 22% -------------------------
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Relationship of Phonics & Letter Knowledge 
to ReadIng 

4. Learn prior to 
I earn 1 n9 words 

HBJ 37% 

Start with 
whole words 

Learn words & 
phon I cs as the 
result of read
ing meaningful 
text 

---- Economy 44% -----------------------------------------------
Ser I bner 48% 
Scot t Foresman 52% 
Houghton Mifflin 63% 
Macmi 11 an 75% 

Approach to Print In Connected Text 

5. word 
approach 

use of all 
cue I n9 systems 

---- A II -------------------------------------------------------

6. set by 
text 

Purpose for Readl ng 

set by 
teacher 

set by 
student 

---- All -------------------------------------------------------

7. Comprehens 1 on 
as a product 

View of Canprehension 

Comprehension 
as a process 

---- All -------------------------------------------------------
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I I. LANGUAGE 

Treatment of Ora I Language 

1. contrived natural 

---- All -------------------------------------------------------

Nature of the Text 

2. synthetic adapted authent Ie 

---- 75% --------------------- 8% ---------------------- 17% ---

3. Only found In 
basa I readers 

Natural, authentic 
text 

---- 83% ----------------------------------------------- 17% ---

4. Created to use 
specific words. 
types of words. 
and skills 

Purpose for Text 

Engage students 
in reading 

---- All -------------------------------------------------------

5, List author names 
for synthetic stories 
made up of word 11 ata 

Economy 
HBJ 
Houghton Mifflin 
Macmillan 

List author names 
only when cited as 
adaptedlauthent 1 c 

Scot t Foresman 
Scribner 
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II I. LEARNING 

V 1 ewe of Learn 1 ng 

1. Learning Is demonstrated 
by mov lng through the 
components of the serIes 

Learning Is demonstrated 
by active participation 
J n 11 teracy events 

---- All -------------------------------------------------------

V 1 ewe of the Learner 

2. passive act! ve 

---- All ------------------------------------------------------

3. weak strong 

---- A II -------------------------------------------------------

4. dependen t Independent 

---- A II -------------------------------------------------------

5. controlled transact 1 ona I 

---- A II -------------------------------------------------------

IV. TEACHING 

1. teacher/ 
scripted performer 

Teacher's Role 

teacher/ 
curdculum intJator 

---- All -------------------------------------------------------

2. teacher/ 
technician 

teacher/ 
educated professIonal 

---- All -------------------------------------------------------



3. teacher/Judge 
source of wi edem 
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teacher/mediator 
fe) low I earner 

---- A II -------------------------------------------------------

Pedagogl ca 1 Approaches 

1. recodIng whol e 1 anguage 

---- All -------------------------------------------------------

Grouping 

2. abllltv group Interest group 

---- A II -------------------------------------------------------

Approach to R.adlne.sIR.adlng Probl.m. 

3. reteach change focus 

---- All -------------------------------------------------------

CUrriculum Thrusts 

1. technological sel f-actuallzIng 

---- All -------------------------------------------------------

Presentation of CUrriculum 

2. behavIoristic transactional 

---- A II ------------------------------------------------------
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Perkins General Readiness/Specific Reading tbeory Graph 
Publisher: Macmillan 
Level/Title: K-R "Getting Started" 
Total , Pages: 96 
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APPENDIX C 

Decontextuallzed Ski) Is - Contextuallzed Strategies Checklist 

Publlshor~ _______ _ lovol __ title _____ _ 

DtCQotextyaJ ';Cd Ski J Is 

Positional Terms (front, above, below)/Dlrectionalltyl 
OrderlEye Hand Coord! nat 1 on 

RelationshIps/Categories/C) assl fy/Slmll ar 1 ties 8. 
Dl fferenees 

Co lor/Shape/Pal ternslS 1 ze 

Number IdentifIcation 8. CountIng 

Phonics/rhyming/letter recognitIon & formation 

Word Identification & Hatching 

Total Pages of Decontextual1zed Skills 

Minlmolly CpDtcxtyollzed Ski J 19 

Oral Language related 

Canprehension related (Includes event sequence) 

Word) eS9 Story book or story 

Whole Sentence/Memorize and recite 

Total Pages Minimally Contextuollzed Skills 

===~-- --- ---~~--
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APPENDIX D 

Authors of Basa I Reader Sor I es 

ECDnamy Readl ng Sor I eo 1986 * 
Sen I or Authors 
Louise Matteont, Floyd Sucher, Marvin Klein, Karen Welch 

Ginn Reading Program 1986. &4. 82 

Sen 1 or Authors 
Theodore Clymer, Roselmlna Indrisano, Dale D. Johnson. P.Davld 
Pearson, Richard L. Venezky 

HBJ Reading Program 1987 • 

Sen I Dr Authors 
Margaret Early, ElIzabeth K. Cooper, Bernice E. Cull1nan, Roger C. 
Farr, W. Dorsey Haumond, Nancy Santeusanlo, Dorothy S. Strickland 

Holt Baolc Reading 1986 
(an update of earlIer edt tlons) 

Senior Author 
Bernard J. We I ss 

Coming ooon: Holt. Rinehart and Winston 1989 
Senior Author Isabel Beck 
Bonnie Armbruster, Margaret McKeown, Donna Ogle, Taffy Raphael. 
Lenore Ringler 

Houghton Mifflin 1986 * 
Senior Authors 
William Ourr. Robert L. Hilierich. Timothy G. Johnson 

~=~~~~--- -~ -------
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Tho Macmillan Reodlng Program: CONNECTIONS 1987 * 
Sen 1 or Authors 
Virginia A. Arnold and Carl B. Sml th 

Scot t Foro"",on 1987 

Senior Authors 
Richard Allington. Camille Btachowicz, Ronald Cramer. Patricia 
Cunningham, G. Yvonne Perez, Constance Frazier Robinson. Sam 
Leaton Sebesta, Richard Smith. Robert J. Tierney 

Set 1 bner 1987 * 
Senior Authors 
Jack Cassidy, DoriS Roettger. Karen Wixson 

* Ser 1 ea studl ed 1 n depth 
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Scott, Foresman Reading 

A Range of Materials to Meet Differing Netds 
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TE • Teactler'& Ed,!Irlfl 
BlM" Blacklll1er.liasler 
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Scribner Reading Series 

Program Materials 
"ncllldedlnTeacher's 
Resource Book 
(Teacher's Edilioll, Pari 2) 
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APPENDIX G 

Number Questions/Number Sentences 

Repartl 12111ect:ions 
Pub lev title 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 110 111 112 

!co PPI Rainb 3110 8/11 121109/10 16/12 16/13 19127 21/23 22/32 20/28 27129 27131 
Eta PP2 Early 10/26 14/22 13127 8122 11/21 14120 18/32 18/26 10127 8/2'1 21130 24/38 
!co PP3 Sea C 10/32 12/28 12122 12/34 11128 17/36 22133 19/31 2112'1 23/33 32/36 35/34 
!co P IllIft 28146 2BI33 27m 27/27 30m 25/311 34/34 32/36 48148 2'1/25 27/35 52/37 
HBJ PPI New F 10131 12/41 20/33 26/45 24/39 25132 25m 26143 23/9 
HBJ PP2 _i 22/32 26/33 34/34 32137 34/45 2'1/31 20/26 32/32 41110 
HBJ PP3 Ito, F 28141 30/53 31135 32137 30m 34/40 65/55 34110 
IIBJP Nishe Z/39 18/31 38m 24/40 22137 44/54 45/49 49/56 14/30 64/50 38/50 40/57 
Hou PPI BIll. 17/46 23/49 4/B 27149 39/6/, 37/55 4/15 41/65 
Hou PP2 IhIIs 43157 48/69 48/55 52/65 14125 55184 
Hou PP3 TI'UIp 42/51 56/79 55/80 65/80 56160 11/22 57/73 
HouP Parad 56/67 53/60 53158 lB/33 56168 57/6/, 63/97 62/65 68/Bl 35/64 16127 63/60 
llat PPI Close 6/41 . B/38 14137 9/34 16/33 1212'1 19137 12137 
I!ac PP2 stepp lB/46 14/44 17/56 15150 22162 22m 16/52 28/41 
PIle FP3 tklvin 3U54 30144 30/47 21/43 39/56 43/57 
"oc P Tiki. 27143 54/54 5'//55 36/45 67150 52/55 16/32 65/56 48149 27147 54/52 54/54 
Sea PP1 Frien 10126 20/35 17/32 21131 23/20 0119 23/38 25128 8 Ii .. 25/33 25/23 
Sea PP2 Prize 13121 19126 26/33 24/27 21/18 0119 24130 21/38 10 Ii. 22131 27/31 
Seo PP3 COl ... 21123 25/33 30/20 16/8 34/23 35/26 011 30128 2BI25 35/33 12/9 
Seo P i)&tsi 46/36 46/40 34/32 45/45 8 Ii •• 56/33 48/36 50131 38/54 59/43 23129 52/33 
Sc:r PPI Jain 1IOI'd1. 6/22cr 10/24 9/24cr 9/2'1or 5/_ 9/_ 14/310 141210 19/33 16/42cr 24/2Bor21 
Sei PP2 Cooe 32/2'10 29/250 32/32 321410 331370 35/280 38/410 37/280 381240 31/19 36/23cr 26I2Ocr23 
Scr PP3 IIoet 31/440 16/290 23130 231360 31/320 351590 8/260 51210 30/330 34/32 37/_ 2614Ocr31 
ScrP Stay 65/119 34/41 31146 21153 40/44 13/27 44/43 56/57 36/46 22137 38/42 

An analysis of the first stories (maximum twelve per book) 
of each level of the readiness/priming sequence. Of 246 
stories, 207 were provided with as many or tQore questions 
than there are sentences in the story. 

46/48 
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Selection: 
APPENDIX H 

It Will Not Go 

ft'wmNotGo ................ RIcommenr:ledReview 
EnrichlMnt: Story-~Ited Activities . Recognlllon \'ocIbuIIry: Recognizing HIg/I.frtquency WOrds 

i:~::;~ngth'StoIy '. . .:::'=: WordsThitDescnba 

• 'Stor,:a.iaiedPoem .:.; .. "': .... -,~ .• ; ..•.. , •. IIecognitlonVoClbuleTy: IleviewingHlglI-frequentyWOrdsinConwct 

Boaer Enrichment 

See RNder Skm Lesson. Unit 5, Part 1. 

5B _Bells 

word Rtcognition Glme 
RndinglndFollDwingDirtClianS 



Recommended RevIew· 
DKodil'lglPhonia: Matching Beginning Soundswltht.enm (01'82) 
Comprehension: Predicting OulCome5 (e2' GIll, (2. G2b) 

~?r:I~~I;e;::'tching Beginning Soundsw\thLetters (OI'S2) 
Comprehension: Predicting Outcomes «(2 'G21, (2. G2b) 

Enrichment 

~~:n~~~~='1t=PI!tionAclivity "-
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Unit 4 :' ., 
Overview' ", 

Basic 
Workbook: p.16 

Optional 
IIl5UUcticmCharts: UniI4,p.8 
Teacher'sNol~k: Extra PraCliceMasterp 4 
EnrichmenlBaok: Unit4,pp.8,9-10 
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1 Reading the Selection -':,' 
~ j t, 

It Will Not Go 
by James Marshall 
page. 11-16 

Summary 
Dog tomes to the pond on a lovely day, intending to 
go for a ride in a rowboat. He does not notice that the 
boat is tied to a past. When he tries to row but cannot 
get the boat to move, he calls out for help. Hen, Frog, 
and Cat climb into the boat to help with the rowing, 
but no one unties the ropel 

little Bird, who watches from a nearby perch, 
sees the boat sink lower with each new passenger and 
cries out in alarm as Bear attempts to climb aboard to 
help With the rowing. Little Bird's warning goes 
unheeded until Bear's weight breaks the rope and 
sinks the boat. Too late, the larger animals understand 
little Bird!; words, "It will not go." 

Prep<Jration -

Note 
Please' refer to ·Oeveloping Oral Meaning 
VocabularyW on PlIges 375-377 in this Guide. 

Tell children that they are going to read a 
funny story about a dog who wants to go for a boat 
ride, Before opening their books, however, they will 
read some words that are used in the story. 

Note 
Each new word is indicated by a solid blue 
underscore on the Reader facsimile page where'it 
first appears, Note also that the conten sentences for 
introdudng new words are available on the 
Instruction Chans, 

60 i!liiiIii Sells (11·16) 

1131"@j1iIifitml 
OecodlnglPhonics: End Sounds r, t (01 • B2t) 

SOme of the words that you will read 
today end with the letter t or the letter r. You 
know the sounds for these letters. Remember 
that thinking about both the beginning sound 
and the end sound will help you to figure out a 
new word. 

Skill Application Display the following 
sentences, underlining the word get 

Disploy You can nof go, 
I will go to S!! help. 

Point to get. This is a word you have heard 
many times. What letter does this word begin 
wlth7 n. You know the sound for g. What is the 
last letter? ••• You know the sound for f, When 
you read the sentences, think of a word that 
makes sense. Be sure that the word begins with 
the sound for g, and ~nds with the sound for t, 
Read the sentences to yourself, 

Have one child read the sentences aloud. 
Point to get. What Is this word? 
How did you know the word wasn't 

goat? Usten: You can not go. I will go to goat 
help •••• (Goat does not make sense in the sentence.) 

How did you know that the word wasn't 
give? Usten: You can not go. I will go to give 
help .••. (Give has the wrong end sound.) 



Skill Application 
ollflr8V I can go, 

A besrmngo. 
II»' this word namH an animal you will read 

about In today's story. 
dog (wrong beginning and end sounds) 
bull (wrong end sound) 
butter (no sense) 

D/IpIIrt lcannotgetlttogo. 
canyo"~It? 

II»' ride (wrong beginning sound) 
day (noSen5e) 

Before children begin to read the story, 
conduda brief discussion aboUlsome concepts 
related to boating. 

• Tellchildrenthatthedogintoday'sstoryis 
looking forward to going fora I:ioatride. Encourage 
children who have ridden on boats, or who have heard 
stories or watched programs about boats, to talk 
about their experiences, 

• Explain that there are many types of boats 
(sailboats, motorboats, ocean liners~ Tell children that 
the dog in this story wants to ride in a small rowboat· 

• Briefly explain that a rowboat does not have a 
moto~ but that a passenger can make the boat go by 
rowing with a flat wooden stick called an oar. 

• Elcplain that boats float along the top of the 
water. much as toy boats and bathwb toys float. 
Elcplainthataboatthatbecomestooheavyor 
overloaded will sink, much as a toy boat filled with 
stoneswauldslnk. 

Have children lurn 10 Reader page 11, and 
encourage them to destribe what IS happemng rn Ihe 
pic.ture. Use questions to bring out Ihese pOlnls: 
. The boat is floating at the water's edge. 1115 

tied to the post so that it will not move may. 
Dogi5holdingtheboatoa~whichheprans 

to use to row the boat away from shore. 

238 

Linle Bird, who is watching Dog, probably 
knows what Dog wants to do. D 

J1!!!!'immm;mw 
Comprehension: Word Referents I, we, it 
(C1'B2c) 

As you read this story. you will lee the 
words I. W4t. and it. Remember that these words 
stand for other words. As you read I. we. and It in 
the ltory. be sure to think about who or what 
each word stands for. 

BeI15(11·16) .. 61 
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.. 
Reading ,~ .: 
Page 11 't .~ 
Purpose Settmg for It Will Not Go'_ .. 
Look at the words at the top of page 11. Thp.se 
words tell us the name of loday's story. Who 
remembers what we call a story name? ... I'lfle) 

The words under the title tell us the 
name of the person who wrote the story. These 
words say "by James Marshall," Since James 
Marshall is also an artist, he drew the pictures to 
go with this story. 

Skill Application Read the title to 
yourself. Now who will read the title aloud? ..• (It 
Will Not Go) What does the word It mean In the 
title1 ... (the rowboat) 

As you read this story. you will find out jf 
Dog gets the boat to go, 

62 &ill 8eIl501-16) 
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It Will 1\, Qt Go 
by James Marshall 
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Page 12 
Purpose Setting/Silent Reading 

Where Is Dog now? 
One of Dog's friends has come to the 

water. Her name is Hen. What Is Hen doing? •.• 
(talking to Dog, jumping and waving) 

When you read this page, read what Dog 
says first. Always begin reading on that side of 
the page. Read what Hen says next. Then read 
Little Bird's words last, since they are at the 
bottom of the page. 

Read this page to yourself to find out if 
Dog thinks that he can get the boat to go. 

Checkmg and Developmg , 
Comprehension ' 

Old Dog think that he could get the boat to g07 
.. , (no) Who will read aloud just the sentence that 
tells what Dog said about the boat? 

Note 
If a child responds by reading both"lines. ask'U;e Ciiild' 

. if both sententeS tell what Dog said about the boat. 

. Then ask the child to find the one appropriate sen- . 
renee and to read it aloud. This encourages aitlcal 

; listening and provides correct feedback for incorrect '~ 
respon~, . . 

Why won't Dog's boat go? ..• (It's tied to 
the post with a rope.) . 

Who will read aloud jun the sentence 
that tells what Dog asked Hen to do? Remember 
that the question mark means Dog was asking 
Hen a question. 

Skm Application Who will read aloud 
what Hen said to Dog? ... (I will help. twill. twill.) 
Who was Hen talking about when she uld "1"7", 
(herself) 

What should Hen do to try to help Dog? 
... (untie the boat) 

What did Little Bird say to Dog .lind Hen 
about the boat? . 

Ask three children to choose roles and to 
read the page aloud. 

64 IiiiiiiI 8eIl5(11·16) 
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Page 13 .-
Purpose Settlng/Sllent'Readmg ;.", 

What did Hen do to try to make the boat go? .•. 
(climbed into the boat to help with the rowing) 

Another friend is coming to the pond. 
Who is the new animal? ••• (Frog) 

Remind children to read the sentences in the 
correct order. 

Read this page to yourself to find out If 
Dog and Hen think that they can get the boat to 
go now. 

Skill Application Old Dog and Hen think that they 
could get the boat to go? •.. (no) Who will read 
aloud the sentence that tells you they're still 
having trouble? •.• (We can not get it to go.) When 
Dog said "we," who did he mean? ••. (himself and 
Hen) 

What did Dog ask Frog to do? ... (help) 
Who will read aloud just the sentence that tells 
what Dog asked Frog? 

Old Frog think that she could help? ... 
(yes) Who will read aloud what Frog said? 

What did Little Bird say about the boat? 
••• What do you think Little Bird meant? ••• Do 
you think thaf~ttle Bird saw that the boat was 
tled? 

Ask three children to choose roles and to 
read the animals' conversation aloud. 

What do you think Frog will do to help 
Hen and Dog? 

66 i!&i Bel)s (11-16) 
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What did Frog do to try to help? ••. (got inro 'he 
boat to hfHP wrrh ftJe rowing) 

Another friend Is joining the anlmallt on 
this pege. who II the new animal? ••. (Cat' 

II sequenceBi~ ~~~c~~~~~~~~~~:;:;d the 
Read this plge to yourself to find 0111: 

whither tne animals 15k It cat can help get the 
boat to go. 

Did the Bhimilis ask If cat ciluld halp g~ the boat 
togo? 

What did Hen say about the animals In 
the boat? 

Who will read aloud just the sentence 
that tells what Hen Isked cat? Remember that 
the question mark means that Hen is .~klng cat a 
question. 

Who will read aloud what Cat said when 
Hen alked, "can you help?- .•• a can. I can.) 

What was UttIe Bird trying to tell the 
other animals? ••• (The boat will not go; the boat is 
.. dJ 

Ask three children to choose roles anclto 
read the pClge aloud. 

68 WEI Bells (11·16) 
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We can not get it to go. 

We can not!!!! it. 

Can you help? 
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Page 15, \ '("~ ~( ... ~J.. 
P.ull>~ settfnglSilOnt,1<i>iidi 

Did cat figure out what was wrong with the 
boat? .•• (no) What did cat do to try to help the 
other animals? 

In this picture, another animal has (ome 
to the pond. Who is the new animal? ". (Bear) 
What is Bear starting to do? ... (step into tho: boat) 

What Is Little Bird doing in this picture? 
••• (covering hereyes with her wings) 

Point to the comma in the first speedl balloon. 
This little mark before Bear's name shows that 
Dog is talking to Bear. Stop just for a moment 
when you (ome to this little mark. 

Read this page to yourself to find out if 
Little Bird thinks that Bear should try to help 
make the boat go. 

Checking and.O,,:veloR!n..$ \ l :'~g f -t 1 
Eompr.ebenslOn.!,..::.. ':"~:r 

Old Little Bird think that Bear should try to help 
make the boat go? •.• How do you know? 

What did the animals in the boat tell Bear 
about their problem? ... (They couldn't make the 
boat go.) 

What did Bear say that he could do? (help) 
What does Little Bird think that Bear Is 

going to do? ..• (step into the boat) 

r .=Of the lilxNequeStions deVelo'p Cifticai.thinking . 
~ skills. If children can't recall the answers, encourage 
silent rereading in order to elicit an answer. With 
q~estions such ~ the last one, theemphasis.is.on .. ' 

! ~Ii:r~~~~~~;n;;~;~;.;1.e. r~~~~~~.: ~n_~ 
Have several groups of (hildren choose roles 

and read the animals' lines aloud. Encourage children 
to read With appropriate expression. 

Think about the title for this story. and 
think about what Bear is doing In this picture. Do 
you think that Bear will untie the boat or get into 
the boat? 

70 ii!iii1iII Bells (11·16) 
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lurpose Se!ting/Silel'\t ReadlO9" ' 

How did Bear try to help the other animals? 
What happened to the boat? ... Who can 

tell why the boat sank? 
Read this page to yourself to find out 

what Uttle Bird says about the boat. 

Checkmg and Developmg 
t"ompl'ehenslon , 

Skill Application What did Little Bird say about 
the boat? ... What did Uttle Bird mean when she 
said git~? 

Do you think that the other animals 
flnaJly understood what Little Bird was trying to 
tell them? 

Note 
;~:~~ oT~e~jOy _kn~ng ·~mething a~.utthe:.~~ 
information 
the Author· 
Notebook . 

. : ,._lnthenexf·1e·aching~nitjchil~~~.~··':: 
the.story "It Will Not.GO~. ~i~. 'Ih.is,C!r.al·~I~.c:l; 
~m p~e an opjxli~nityJo·r.chjldrel'l :to~ui!ij.p~···0 
word-recognition skills and to devel!=lp fluent. oral :.'J 
reading skills. . .. ~.~_~~:.; 
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Workbook 
page 14 Vocabulary Rel:1forcement 
page 15 Story (ompreh'msion 

!fJ 

-~"" ir~ 
• ,.. .;ig <l~ 

1 ""M'====". ~ 

~"~-,,~ 
.",,,".~I~ 
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Optional Resources",' ;, ,1 
Big Bock for B~lIs 

In"Structlon Charts: 
U'li! 4, page 7 

Enrichment Book: 
Unit 4, page 7 



Recommended Review.'; '. 
r~\::'~:'.~~ .... ~ ,";.0: : ..;:~~:f:'T~:~f~;;f·i;r,;~~i:f£~ 

ReCOgniii~n~3~~·ab~ia~~~'··~"'~·~· ~ .... : 
~~~35niZing High-Frequency 

See page 49 for model. 

DllpllY to bear Go Do 
do go Get it 
It To Bear get 

Meaning Vocabulary: 
Words That Des.cribe 

Print the word bear on the chalkboard or on 
chart paper. Ask one child to identify the word, ihe~ 
ask children to tell about real bears they have se~n at a 
zoo or on television. Encourage children to descnoe 
the bears. Ask questions such as: What did the b~rs 
look like? How did they sound? 

hplain that there arE different kinds of bears, 
including brown bears, black bears, grizzly bear;, and 
polar bears. If possible, display pictures of differ~nt 
bears and discuss their characteristics. (For exarnplr. 
tell children that brown bears have brown fur and like 
to catch fish with their paws; black bears are good 
tree climbers; grizzly bears are very large. ferocious 
animals; polar bears have white fur and live in very 
cold places.) 

As~ children to think of words that tell about 
the bears they have seen or the bears in the pictures 
As children respond. print the words in a list Ullder the 
word bear. The list may include such descnplions as 
the following: furry. brown, black. white. big, hungry. 
scary, dangerous. handsome, wHd. 

Reread the list, pointing to each term. Ask 
children to think about the words and to picture the 
different kmds of bears. 

'1:"" 

~·,~·:~~·:~:i~~·~~~t:\:· . ~., . 
Decoding/Phonics: 

Matching Beginning Sounds 
with l.etter:i (01' 52l 

252 

Prepar:! the !('lIowing picture cards cr use the 
cards IIJr Unit 4 !rcm th .. Word Card :ier f'Jr Bells 
bic~cle. bOY, helicopter, hO:lse, napkin. needle, pear, 
~i!IOW, saw, soap, "~<lgon, W'l.tem,elo.'l. 

Print two vi each of the fo!lowrng letters on 
t:lf' bOdr·J il1randum order: b,"', n, p, s. w. 

Plac,", the picture card~ in random order 111 the 
pcc~e: cl1Jr:. Have children idenlly the pictures 

HJv(o a cnlld pOint to and name Or'le of the 
lelt~rs "!'h"" have the child iden~lfy and remove a 
plct;.!'e '.'IInose name begms with the sound ior tnat 
lefter.lftheansweriscorrect, have the child erase the 
lelt~r from the buard 

Repeat the procedure desc'lbed abo~e. 
IF.'V;evNlg the letter-scund asso~latrons for b, h, n, p, 
~,and w. 

Workbook page 16 

Comorehension: 
• Predicting Outcomes 

(C2 • G2a. C2 • G:'bj 

Remmd children that when they are reading a 
stmy. they can sometimes lell what Will happen next 
!:r.plaln that they have learned to thinK about 'N~,]t hJS 
already happened In the ~tory, and tQ use these clLles 
to figure out what might happen next in the StolY 

Direct children to listen as yow read the 
beglnnml) of iI ~toly about Roberto. and to think 
about what mightl1appen next 

Roberto watched his dog Ginger trying 
to stretch out for a nap on her (ushion. 
Roberto said to Father, "look at Ginger. 
I think she hilS g',own too big for that 
cushion.-

Sells\II·16j mtii 75 



Father said. "You are right, 
Roberto. Tomorrow we will do some
thing to help Ginger." 

The next day Father brought his 
toolbox and some lumber Into the batk 
yard. Roberto thought that he knew 
what Father was going to do. Can you 
figure It out? ••• (build a doghouse) 

Explain 10 chbdren lhal they were abl'!lo 
figure out what Father would probably do nl!xt by 
thinking about what had already happened intke 
story. Have children tell what clues from the Stof) 
helped them to know that Falher would prooably bUild 
a doghouse, 

Tell children Ihat you will read the beginning 
of another sto~ Ask children to think carefully about 
what happens in the story so that they will be able to 
,tell what will happen next. 

WIIrIIbDokpag.,' 
MetdllnrgllglMlnrgSOunlllwldlLllHd 

.If A .E ,/ 

~'l( ii~O 

,:I:: ... E ~ 

id~" 
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SIW Anita and her mother decided to go to 
visit Mrs. Baker. Just as they started to 
get Into thalr car, Anita notlted another 
car pulling Into the driveway, "Look, 
Mother," she said. "Mrs. Baker has tome 
to visit 11$1" . 

Anita's mother got out of the car. 

DlIPI.., We wIN go. 
We will not go. 

ElIpl .. in to children thaI one of tnesesen
tences tells what A'Iltas mother will probabl~ say r.ext. 
Have children -ead'l!,e sentel'lces r..lenlly. 

Who will read aloud jun the sentente 
that tells what you think Anita's mother 
will probably say? _ •• (We Will not go.j 
What clues from the story helpE!d you to 
know what she would probably say? 

ReCOgnition Vccabuiary:' . ~ 
Revie\Vlng High-frequen":'j Words 
in Context 

Db""" get do bear It 

s., I am going to say a sentence and leave 
out a word. Ustln taretully and tell me 
which of these words will make senSE! in 
thes.ntence. 

Read each sentence In tne iollowing lIst, 
pausing at the place when! thE! word is misMg. t-Iave 
a volunteer ideJ'ltify and point 10 thewt'rdwhlCP\\OJ11i 
makE! se"se in tnesentente. Then reread Ihese"llence, 
pointing 10 the missing word and as~ing chi!dre'l 10 
say it with you at the point where II belongsm t."le 
sentenc.e. 

s., 1. 15aw a big brown _ at the zoo, 
r_1 
2. I wllI_. good book from the 
Ililrary.(ger) 



3. What will we _ about the broken 
puppet? (do) 
4. I was going to reid this book. but 
you may have _. (;1) 

~tI!Milsterpag~4 

~.j~: ~~~i~~~~i~~~ti~:~~:~~ .~~ 
Decoding/Phonics: 

Matching Beginning S.ound:i 
with Letters (01 • 82) 

Prepare the two groups of picture cards 
below, or use the cards for Unit 4 from thp WOld Card 
Set for Bells. 

Group 1: jack·in·the·box.pig. sock.vo!s1. 
worm. yo-yo. ('Tbu may choose to su~t1tute c.or:-e
spondingMagicPictureCardsforthepicturesin 
Group 1. The Magic Picture Cards are found in the 
Word Card Set for Bells. and in Level A. liEl'thng Ready 
toRE!'ad.) 

Group 2: Jar, jet. parachute. piOlr.O.saddle, 
sink,vase,voIcano,waffle,watch,yak,vawn. 

YOu may also wish to use the letter cards); A 
s.v,w,andy. 

Place the picture cards for waffle and yav.'t1 
(Group 2) in the POCket chart, and have c,.,ildren 
idEl'ntify the pictures. 

Display the letter card fory, or pnnlyon the 
board. Have children name the lette& Then display the 
picture card for yo.yo (Group n and remind cnildren 
that the sound for y is the sound heard at the begin
ning of the word yo.yo. 

Ask a child to remove from the pocket chart 
another picture whose name begins with the sound 
fory. Have the chikl name the picture. 

Continue !tie activity with two different 
pictures from Group 2. Display a beginning consonant, 
and use a c.orresponding picture from Group Ito help 
children remember what sound that letter stands for. 
Have a child identify and remove the picture with the 
same beginning sound. Review the letter-sbund asso
ciationsforj,p,s. v.w, andy. 

Ccmprehension: 
Preciicting Outcomes 
(C2·G2B.c:l'·G21J) 
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Remlndchlldrentr.ata~theyreadorllstento 
a story they can often figure out what is gJlrgto 
happen next. 

Ask children to listen as you read the first part 
of a story. Tell children tOlhink about Ihethlngs that 
happen In the story. and to use these dues 10 help 
them ligure out what will probably happen next. 

Say One very warm afternoon, Patrick put on 
his bathing suit. Then he went to the 
doset to gat. big towel. 
What do you think Patrick will probably 
do next? ... (go swimming) 

TellchikirE:nthatduesfromtheslOryhe!ped 
thl:.lI' to figure out what Patrick would probably do. 
Exp~ai"lI"'at they knew the day was warm, and they 
knew that Patrick had a bathing suit and a towp!. Tel! 

:~:~n t~! !~:~i~~I:=~~:~~ ~:~ !~~d:a~~~' [ 
would probably do next. 

As!(. c.tIildren to listen for clues as you read 
partcf~r.olherstorysothalth~willbereadYI01ell 
what will probably happen next. 

Say keith told his grandmother; "It's raining 
hard outside and I don't want to get wet. 
Myoid umbrtila has lots of holes. My 
new umbrella doesn't have any holes." 
What do you think keith will do next? ••• 
What dues in the story helped you to 
know that keith would probably take hit: 
newumbrella7 

Tell children to listen again as you read 
something about Jane. Remind children that thinkl'lg 
about what nappens In the story will help them tP.1I 
what might happen next. 

Bells(11.'61E&77 



S'Y Jane took some freshly baked muffins 
from the oven and put them on the table. 
She got 01.1\ a plate, a knife, and some 
butter. Then Jane sat down at the table. 
What do you think Jane will do next? .. , 
What clues from the story helped you to 
know that JaM was probably gOing to 
eat a muffin? 

(!~aOi~~~~~k; 
Extra Practice Master page 4 

78 mm Bells(11-16) 
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Word Recognition Game 
Prtnt each 01 the following words:m a J" ~ 5" card 
Bear, can, ':Jet, go, h!!/p, I, it, ml, to, we, will, you. 

Us", hea~y paper or uildo:h to precare a 36" 
~ 36" game mat slInllJr 10 the one i.l the III'Jstrat,orl 
Prim known wo'ds C'l the Ma' a~ show'l, or if yOl! 

WIS~, to ... se the mat lor future games, tape 'emovable 
wOid cards to the ma:. Yeu must a'so $upolV one 
bllanoag for thiS gume. 

Players s~,olJld place tl)e word carcs face 
dOWI, in a ol[e. The fj'st c~ilc! Icmove~ tn~ top cald 
from tl)e plie, reaels the printed woro slCoud. and tl1en 
trlE'S t..:l toss Ih'? beanb~g onto a square..:ln tne game 
mat 11"1-.1 contains the same WCird. If the chlo 
slJ(cessfully tosses the beanbag onto the correct 
SQU'Ir::, t~ at cni:j keers the word caro. II the player 
mi~sc:s tt-e wr!;>cl :;q~are, the card is rel~rned \0 Ire 
b:>ttom 07 the pile. TIl~ game c.:lnti.,ues w,th other 
players until no more cards are left in the pIle. The 
child who l"Ias the most cards at tl":e elld of Ihe game 
isthewi~ner. 



Reading and Followmg Directions 
For this game, which IS played much Ilkea treaSl.ore 
hunt, you will need either a stuffed bear or a picture 
of a bear Hide the bear within the classroom. Th~n, 
using known words and rebus pictures Similar to the 
ones shown here, prepare clue cards naming difierenl 
locations wilhln the room. Place a clue card at each 
iocation mentioned in the ciues Farexample,iflhe 
first due directs children to go to the door, tape the 
second clue card onto the doorknob. The final due 
should direct children to the bear. 

The sample clues that foliow review the 
words used thus far in Bells. 

End Sounds r, t: 
SortingObjeds 

Collect a set of objects whose names end with Ihe 
sound for rorthesoundfor t. Ilems from the 
classroom might include: puppet, hat, toy boat. 
stapler, jar, eraser, mirror, plasticfJower. Put Ihe objects 
on a table in random order. Have children name the 
objects. 

Place two sheets of paper beside the objects. 
Print_rat Ine top of one sheet and_tat the 
top of the other. 

Have children place the objects on the papers 
according to the end sound of each item's name, 

You may wish to make the activity more 
challenging by Including some objects that do not 
belong in either category. ," 

?1I'<;I:~tln3("lut(H'II!S: 

~t"ol" \.nmpl~1I0r I,cti.iW 
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~Irp~; '''Ildren I') h51en oS you read Ihe Siory ntroduc· 
tIOns Ol'iOW, Ask chl;dren 10 lhink{alefuily about v.'h .. 1 
happens 'n thebeglnnmg of each story. and to I.JSE 
th'lse due~ to :ell what mlJht happen ne~t. 

1 P':lsewanledloflxscramb:edE~gsfor 

break'as:. SIlIl went to the 'lIfr'gerator 10 get ~he 
cMtJn·)f299S.buttt·ecanonv:asemptyWhatdo 
youtnmkRosewiildonext? 

2 A;Tonywalkedtothepar~,necarefully 

he!:!or.t~the string fm his balloon. Suddenly ~ man 
bumped in~o him As Tony fell, heletgocf '.h~ 
'oallwn.l/vha!m;ghthappenne~t1 

3. Wht,n Sarah came home afte! i">ervaca· 
t'on. she loc~ed at her drooping plants and said. 
"Til(,s(:pl;:.nt~mustbe',erythirsty" Whiotdoycu :r.:nk 
S~rahwilido rellP 

4. J'!rrydec:ded to paint a picture for Joar 
He N.~r.tej·o paint 1M grass gr!!en. but hE ran ou, c.f 
!lIe~r.pc:r,t. 'Nrat do JOu Ihink Jerry might d01 

5. Marsha .vasr'dlOgherhors~w~,en sre 
!lEa'dtnunderlnl~ejlstance WhatdoyolJthmi:. 
Marsnawilldo~e~t? 

<;hallenge; Oramatizlng the Story 
Children may \!njoy preparing props and :cstu.nes,n 
order to dramatize the ;tQr~ "It Will Not Go" Tne 
s;mplecosturn<:.'s shov,n on oage 80 can be mad;! iror' 
oak tag, elas!'c. and paint. One set oi costumes m~~' 
be shared by several groups of chllorer.. 

YoUWltialso need a short piece .. ' 'op"anoa 
large caraboard bOll for the boat Cut ea~h cooner J= 

ttle bc~ so t ... at lliC! four sides wi~1 fall flat DUring :r>e 
play, chlldr~nwll1 hold up the sides 01 the "bC'a:" 
They \0\111 make the boat ~smk· by releasmg: ~h~ s,oes 
of the box. 

Whenthecastumesandpropsare!'r;red 
discuss the story with children. Ratherthanask'''9 
themtomemorizehnes.havechildrensuggesllf'lCr. 
mal conversations for the animals m the st,:;lfY. fo' 
I!~ample. \.Ie children might decide thai Dug WOt,:':;: 
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say such hnes as these' Today is a good day ro go fora 
boat nde I wish I could get this boar to go I'm rOWing 
as hard as I c.ln, but the boat won't go, Here comes 
Hen. Maybe she can help me. When childlen are ready 
to perform, encourage them to say what they think 
the animals might have said. 

Sd~nce A.ctivity 
PrOVide children with some plasticine modeling clay 
and a basin of water. A.sk each child to try to create a 
boat that will float. Although the task seems simple at 
first, children will probably have to experiment with a 
variety of models in order to find one that will float. 
You may wish to suggest that children use less clay, or 
try flattening the clay ~nto thin sheets. 

80 i!liiiii 8eIl5(11·16) 

Mr, Gumpy's Outing 
by John Burningham (Hall) 

Benjy's Boat Trip 
t..y Margare~ BioV Graham (Harper) 

The Yallow Boat 
by Morg3r.:!trlillNt(i'ollel!) 

Speedboat 
by JaMes Marsnall (Houghton) 

Boats 
by Rowena Bennett 

The steamboat is a slow poke, 
You simply cannot rush it. 

The sailboat w1l1 not move at ail 
Without a wind to push it; 
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But the speedboat, with its sharp red nose 
15 quite a different kind; 

It tosses high th~ spray, and leaves 
The other boats behind. 

Instruction Charts: 
Unit 4. Ddge 8 

Teacher's Notebook: 
Extra Practice Master page 4 

Enrichment Book: 
UnII4. pages 8, 9-10 
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I am at this timE.- writing a disst:'rtation as par-t of I'lly 
re-qLliYer('t.-nts for th"" dE'gre-e of Ph. D. I would lih:.' to:. have 
yOLlI' pe.rmiSEiot1 to:. Yepr'odLI':t.- tE.-)I;t fre:,rn se-v!?l~al of thE.-
... .:'arlil?t" lE.-v€:'ls clf tht.- Hc:,uQhtc.tl Mifflitl readitlg seriE.-s in 
.:.rd<?1' to illustl'ate and compart.- stories it' the va.ri.:.Lts basal 
I'"€'adt.-Ys. J wc:.uld alsc' like to rt.-prodUt:t.- statt.-n'le-nts as tel 
the theol"t.-ti.:al bas.:'~ up':,n which t~lE.-Se- rt'Iate-ria.ls an?· 
prc,duced. 

J appyeciatt .. , your att€.'nti,:.tl to this matt""r. 

d~ 
Pamel a Babe: 0': k 

Ms Babooak: Please aheok Q(iknCM"Ledgments pages and write to the 
aopyright owners of the stories you se1.eat. Any matePi.al. that is 
.!!£:E aredited to other souraes~ e.g. e:r:pository te:.ct~ can be 
used by you provided proper credi t is given to the reading prDgmm 
from ,.,hian it is taken. 

Thank you. for yOW' interest. 

to/BOIS? 
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APPENDIX J 

Publisher Level Title Student Teacher 

Economy K Sunt'ise Song 128 746 
Economy R First Light 112 504 
Econany PPI Rainbow Morning 80 401 
Economy PP2 Early Tide 80 298 
Economy PP3 Sea Castles 80 309 
Economy P Qu 1 et Treasures 206 475 
Harcourt Brae R Pinwheels 126 542 
HBJ PPI New Friends 63 233 
HBJ PP2 Mort lmer F["og 70 214 
HBJ PP3 Hr. Fig 70 214 
HBJ P Wishes 183 478 
Houghton HI ff X Gett I ng Ready to Read 125 533 
8M PPI Bells 55 403 
HH PP2 Drums 56 400 
HM PP3 Trumpets 64 413 
HM P Parades 216 513 
Macmillan K-R Getting Started 96 282 
Macmillan R I think I Can 88 304 
Macmillan PPI Close To Hane 80 176 
Macmillan PP2 Stepping Out 80 132 
Macmillan PP3 Moving On 80 202 
Macmillan P Taking Time 239 487 
Scott Foreana K Heroe We Are 142 387 
Scot t Foresma R Come Along 154 424 
Scot t Foresma PPI Friends 72 125 
Scot t Foresma PP2 Prizes 72 104 
Scot t Foresma PP3 Colors 72 148 
Scot t Forasma P OUtside My Window 192 298 
Scribner K-R Hello Sunshine 92 349 
Scribner R Let's Begin 92 324 
Scribner PPI Join the Circle 64 270 
Scribner PP2 Come Right In 64 220 
Scribner PP3 Meet New Friends 94 312 
Scribner P Stay Awhile 192 352 

3679. 11572* 
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SfRlBNER kill; ~d 
aoon"dA ......... N.w·Y,,,4,NY. JOOZll12701100.J 

Pam BabcoCk 
It''lptn~ Teacher In /leading 
1'"" mount ElemclIIt;.ry S~ll. 
'58 13th Street 
3i:i.l1gor,HE041101 

Dear Pam Babcockj 

Aprillj,19aa 

In our last letter we forgot to mention another reallon why Scribner Reading 
Series is 110 successful at achieving results in your classroDlII, Have you had 
stUaeiits that seem to read a lot, but either don't get much out of it or don't 
retain anythLng1 That's why the Scribner Reading Serle". puts empha31s on having 
studenta apply thinking akllls to their readtos. uslllI atrates1ea they can rely on. 

Getting In Touch With Their' Own Thlnk~1I8 

Attheendofeachthematlcllnltlntliestudent'sbook,student"THiNK 
AEOUT, WIlITE ABOUT, READ ABOUT, the untlerl)'!ng theme Ilf the 3eleotlons they 
have read. BUilDING BACKClROUNDquestlons In the Teacher's EdItions helpst udents 
thln~ about how stories relate to their own personal experiences. They become used 
toproblngthelrOOlnthlnklng. 

CHALLENGE CENTER PROJECTS In your Tea.::her's ReZIOurce BooII: ask stUdents to 
re~pond to open-ended IIctivit1'elJ related to the unit'lJ theme. ThelJe IIctiv1tie9 lire 
especlaily sUllces9ful in sharpenlngstudentlJ' critical lind creative sk11b. 

Understanding The lotIy Behind The How 

PAIRED QUE:STIONS-_one literal lind one inrerentJal-_model the way chUdrcn 
think and lead young readers to realize that authorlJ give racts in order to suggest 
attitudes, atmosphere, and moods to achieve their purposes. Lessons In the PupU 
Edltiol'llJ foeu.:I on the purpo~e, process and IIppl1cation of sk111s, so that students 
learn to classify and order InformatIon lind to understand the why behind the how and 
to rel'lect upon their own thinking. 

In this world of Inform.ation over-load, It is illlperative that children apply 
critical think!l'Ig .!!kUls to their reading. rou'll help them achieve that ruult by 
:JSlIlg the 8cribner ReadinsSerJes. 

Sincerely, 

a;d;t.f~v 
Cindy Skinner 
HarketingHanager 
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f'.S. In every PupU'lj Edition (3-8) you'll notice STRATECIES TO USE: pages that are 
bandy reminder.!! of what to do :llIol,lld atllr1eone atumble over a new word or have 
trouble lettinl started on a writing aaaignment. They're 100d remlndar.!! fo" 
adulta too-none or u.!! knows all the word.!! or never fllcea a blank aheet or 
paper Without IIcme trepidation. 



Pamllabcock 
Ilo!ping Teaeher 11. Readins 
Fii.!l'maunt Elementary Sch. 
:58 13th Street 
eall~or. ME 0lIi101 

r.ol.!lr Pam ~abcOcl>; 

AprIl B. 1988 

SO far we've discussed how the Scribner Raadlh' Sarin develops early 
incependence, lDDt.1vatlon to read IIOre, and crlt.1aal thlnkln! in reading. It Is 
Important to realize howaver, that readln. Is nat an Isolated skUl. It Interacts 
.. ah speaklnl. listening, and writing. When this intesratioD Is oaretully 
ceveloped while children learn to read, all or the languqe artlll akllis are 
strongthened, Using the Scribner Raadtna 8erlea, you can rely on your _tullllnu' 
learning to apeak. Haten, and write lION ethct.lvely I.n raponaa to aarel'ully 
selected _tent. 

YOUI' Toola For IntesraUns 

Oral languqa is an Intesrai part of the primary prOll'1IIII ao that students 
learn good lIstenilll and IIpea~lng akills tram the beslnn!ns. 

After every act.1vlty selection In th, Pupil £dlt.1cns, there la a WRITE 
ABOUT that leta students use their learned str.tesies and skllill with their 
IlII8.ginatlona to fUrther their understanding at a tapia and at the techniques used 
by writers. A process wrlt.1na raaclei tar aaah WRITE ABOUT Is available on 
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE ACTIVITIES In your Teacher's Reaauroe Back. Thill glvell you 
mare material ~a encourage thoughtful student wr1l;lna. 

Your Teacher'. Edlt.IOll, In Step 3 at the leaaan plan, there ill a 
COMMUNICATION SKILL section that tacuses an speakl., Uatenlns, and writlnB about 
ellperiencas related to the unit's theme. And, to reaUy lock it in, CHALLENGE AND 
ERICHH.ENT aectlona In ycur Teacber'lI EdltlOll otter uny iaqlnatlve Ideas for ways 
students aan Uft all their lanp .. a arts skUls. 

When you use the Scrolbner Readlft8 sed., you can be sura yculll set the 
intelrated lanluqa IU"ta prall'llIII that livell you the I'IIlIult yeu. went--studentll who 
know haW to cOIIIIIIWlJcate becausa they have learned and practiced IItNtaliaa and 
IIkl11s they can rely on. 

Slncel'8ly, 

~ .. {~ 
IIIrketlnl Manaler 

P.S. ;:r!U:~r:::v!~!':~:::r~~l::t:: :::t=~ t'!!::'!ff:'J::!ln::S:or_ 
matJon ale. 
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